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THE ETUDE 

JULES JORDAN 
Organist and Choir-Master of the 

Church of the Redeemer, 

Providence, R. I. 

IS USING WITH HIS CHOIR THE FOLLOWING 

ANTHEMS: 

A. W. LANSING 
Gently, Lord, O Gently Lead U: 
I Cannot Always Trace the Wa: 
Saviour. When Night Involves the Skit 
The Day is Gently Sinking to a Close.. 

RALPH KINDER 
Magnificat in F... 
Saviour, Source of 
There is a Green Hill. 
Thou Wilt Keep Him. 

Boece 

a aS, 
12 
+12 
10 

JULES JORDAN 
Come, My Soul... 
Jesus, Lover of My So 

Jesus of Nazareth 
Gloria in Excelsis. 
Magnificat and Nu 
My Faith Looks up to Thee 

Benedictus. (Short).. 
Benedictus. (Festival). 

Ride on in Majesty. 
Sanctus 

H. N. REDMAN 
Come Unto Me Ye Weary 12 
Five Responses 

“2 

Holy Spirit, Lord of Light 
I Could Not Do Without Th 12 

In God is My Salvation. a 
O Praise the Lord. Psa ira 

J. U. STARKWEATHER 
Te Deum in F.... -- 
Christ, Our Passoyer. 

or ANTHEMS For 

MIXED, MALE and 

WOMEN’S VOICES 
ALSO 

SACRED SONGS 

and DUETS 

Music Sent on Selection if Reference 

is Given 

White-Smith Music Pub. Co. 
BOSTON 

62 & 64 Stanhope Street 
10) 

NEW YORK. 
CHICAG' 

13 East 17th Street 259 Wabash Avenue 

CONTENTS 
“THE ETUDE,” March, 1907 

Baster at St. Peter's, Rome. 
é UT. Carl Whitmer 

Maxims for Accur: in Piano Playing. 
T. C. Jeffers 

Hear Your Own Pla J. S. Van Cleve 
From Schumann’s Workshop. I. 

Friedrich [erst 
The Keyboard and the Hand. 

Herve D. 
Anton Rubinstein in His Classes. 

Wilkins 
Il. 

. Hippius 
Overwork the Enemy of Success. | * 

J, Francis Cooke 
Hear the Best Music. James Potter Keough 
Rhythm and Meter in Music. 

W. S. B. Mathews 1 
Hl, G. Patton 

a oven Story.) 
Mathieu Schwann 

‘Too Many Pupils to Study. . ", LD. Byer 
Possibilities of American Music 

B.S. Kelley 
Some Common Errors of Piano Pupils and 

How to Correct Them, II. 
W, 

A Morning Lesson 
Nature’s Symphony. 

. We Harmer 

Sigismond Thalberg: A Sketch 
‘Teachers’ Round 'Table. 
Iditorial 
Vocal Department....... 
Children’s Vage......++- Mee 

.Gerritt Smith 
Lehmann 

Answ 

MUSIC 

rs’ Lane, Waltzes 
A Love Token (4 hands) 
A Ruial Wedding...... 
Just a Bunch of Flowe 

mental)........ 
Dance in the Village, Op. 
Gavotte sitay2 ‘ 
Summer Night, hs . 40, 

(Violin and : 
ldylle (Piano or Organ). .. b. Wely 
A Little Song icholas Douty 
The Clank of the Foeman’s Steel. 

P. de Lazarre 

Questions and 

HH, Hngelmann 
C. Morena 

: ™m. Mason 
(Vocal or Instru- 

Geo. L. Spaulding 
100. Leo Ochmler 

2. Glick-Brakms 
No. 2. 

EASTER IS. 
Free Samples of Easter 
Anthems to Choirmasters 

and Organists 

EASTER CANTATA 
FOR CHOIRS 

Gethsemane to Calvary 
30c NET 

For) Sale by All” 
Phila,: 1018-20 Arch St. 

Hall-Mack Co New York: 156 Fifth Aye. 
© (Chicago: 95 Dearborn St. 

<a> 

Dealers. 

Hundreds of Teachers 

Are using Carl WW. Grimm's “Practical Method 

for Beginners on the Piano.” Because there is 

no other instruction book published that gives 

such eminent satisfaction to the teacher and ad- 

vances the scholar so rapidly. A trial with your 

next beginning scholar will convince you what we 

have said is true, Don’t fail to become ac- 

quainted with Mr. Grimm's work. Price, $1.00 

per copy. Teachers’ price, postpaid, 75 cents. 

A New Edition of Grimm's Simple Method 

of Modern Harmony just published. 

Complete in one volume, bound in cloth. 

Price, $1.50 
a 

THE GEO. B. JENNINGS CO. 
CINCINNATI © . - - OHIO 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 

NEW MUSIC PUBLISHED BY 

220 Wabash Ave. 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY C0. Chicago = Illinois 

Ee... SONGS 
ADAMS, MRS. CROSBY. Op. 16, Four Lullabies. 

Love’s Lullaby } & 
Thdian Dallabyo uh «1 zeke we ae $ 

Hush-a-bye Song | 
Slumber Song J 

Four dainty little slumber son; quiet und me- 
lodious. The songs i 

a systole afeisiecaleraletsls eiotsts'= 50 

are easy, in a medium range 
and well adapted for children to sing. 
HARRIS, HUBBARD WILLIAM. 

Devotion, High Ab, Low F.......-..+. 
A sacred song, particularly effective for. offerto 

or response, 
SOMERVILLE, ARTHUR. 

Light to the World is Given, Med. F..... 

Original, sacred words by Frederick W. 
adapted to a favorite song. 

PIANO SOLOS 
ADAMS, MRS. CROSBY. Op. 18. 

Finger Solfeggio, G, Grade 2 to 3.....-.. 30 

A graceful and melodious finger study well divided 
between the two hands. 

MAN, CHARLES W. Op. 23. 

40 

Root, 

Fernando's Serenade, Grade 3....-..+.- 50 
A rhythmic, %2 time serenade in key of D, con- 

taining’ good ‘work in thirds and fifths. Equally 
good for teaching or recitals. 
RALSTON, F. MARION. 

Dandelions, Bp, Grade 2... 
Skipping Rope, A, Grade 
Sunbeam, G, Grade 2... 

Three dainty ‘little numbers, in 
tractive to the pupil. 
SEEBOECK, W. C. E. 

A Dark Waterpool, G min., Grade 2 

The Honey Bee, C, Grade 2-3.... 
Hungarian, A min., Grade 2 

Three thoroughly ‘characte: 
her one is a_ splendid harmonic 
Number two is an excellent im 
of the bee, affording good finger practice for the left 
hand. Number three has the char cteristic Hunga- 
rian dash and _ spirit. 
SKELTON, NELLIE BANGS. 

ructive and at- 

Three Ballet Dances, Grade 3..........- 75 
i Bright recreations with delightful rhythmic 
hemes. 

PIANO COLLE — ( Fo SEEBOLO Woah BOLTON (Four Hands) 

Three Melodies, Grade 2...........-- me grils 
Three Miniatures, Grade 2- 

A Ateledious duets with both parts equal in 
ficulty. 

WEST, JOHN A. 
PIPE ORGAN 

program number. 

EASTER MUSIC | 
ANTHEMS 

If We Believe That Jesus Died, Berridge, 12c. 
The Resurrection, Lerman, 12c. 
And When They Had Fulfilled, Morris, 15c. 
Rise, Glorious Conqueror, Schultz, 12c. 
Consider the Lilies, Meredith, 10c. 
How Calm and Beautiful the Morn, 

Lerman, 10c. 
Meredith, 10c. Four Arrangements, 

A—Hail Mighty Victor, Gounod 
B—Awake, Awake, Rodney 
C—Springtime Again is Here, Rubinstein 
‘D—Wonderful Light, Gounod 

Bright Morning, Meredith, 
(Copies of any the above for examination free on request.) 

5 SOLO 

Triumphant Morn, Lerman, 38c. net 
__ (High or low yoice) 

SPECIAL OFFER: Mention THe Erupe and we will 
send two copies of this beautiful song for 50 cents. 

The Standard Choir Monthly 
for March contains five beautiful Easter Anthems 
which are worthy of your consideration, Send for a 
sample of this; the biggest, best and cheapest Anthem 
Monthly published. 

? TULLAR-MEREDITH CO. 

150 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 57 Washington St., Chicago 

8c. 

LATEST SONG HITS 
“The Face That Never Fades.” ‘The most pathetic ever 

vritten 
“ My Blue Eyed Sixteen.” It teems with love. 

“Meet Me Atthe Cross Roads.” A true story in song. 
“A Kiss You Sent, Dear John.” The beautiful Waltz Son: 

ofthe century. At 18cents each, or the four for 6 

vents in coin, postpaid. 

WILMORE MUSIC PUB, CO. 2 Pittsburg, Pa, 

FESTIVAL CANTATAS 

‘The Lamb of God” (Lent), “Hosanna to 

the King’ (Palm Sunday), by Johann M. Blose, 

Mus. Doc., are beautiful compositions for church 
H services. ‘Time 30 to 40 minutes. Price 75c. each, 

Send 40c. for the two (sample copies). 

THE SONGLAND PUBLISHING CO., Washington, Pa, 
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i1 E. 16th St. e “s 

NEW NUMBERS 
of 

BREITKOPF’S 
POPULAR EDITION 

PIANO SOLO 

Bizet, E., Album 
CG. Reinecke) <sssse.0s0080-$0; 

Schmitt, A., Preparatory 
Exercises from Op. 16. 
CX. Scharwenka) .«.. 

Schubert, Fr., Intermission 
and Ballet Music from 
Rosamunde. (Oto 

2230. Sibelius, J., Op. 10. 
Karelia Overture. 
(Otto Taubmann) ......0 

2236. Sibelius, J., Op. 11 
Karelia Suite 

2232. Sibelius, J., Op. 16. Spring 
Song. (Otto Taubmann) 

2237. Scales (with final Cadenzas) 
2235. Tschaikowsky, P., Album 

(CEO Ree) sane tees Seats 

4027. Tschaikowsky, P., Op. 
37a. The Seasons 

4028. Tschaikowsky, P., Op. 39. 
Album for the Young. 
24 easy Pieces «........++ 

PIANO 4 HANDS 

2189. Schubert, Fr., Symphony 
28. B minor...) 50 

2220-21. Sinigagla, L., Op. 31. 
Dance Piemontesi. 
Nos, 15,2; Each--::-2.:-2- 1.00 

2 PIANOS 4 HANDS 

2204. Beethoven, L. Van, Op. 
36. Symphony No. 2. 
in 

2234. Wagner, Rich., Bridal 
Song from Lohengrin. 
(J. Snoer) .- 

VIOLIN SOLO 

2160. Fiorillo, F., 36 Caprices. 
(Fel. Togni) Bdistosits 

2229. Garinico, P., 24 Etudes. 
(Fel. Togni) . ae 

2196. Kreutzer, R., 42 Etudes. 
(Hy. Petri) . 

VIOLIN and PIANO 

Mozart, W., Concerto 
No. 3. in G. 

. Weingartner, F., Op. 42. 
No. 1. Sonata in D . 

Weingartner, F., Op. 42. 
No. 2. Sonata in F 
Sharp Minor «---- poate ldatace 2.00 

BREITKOPF & HARTEL 
NEW YORI 

— 

LATEST NEWS 
JOHN T. HALL 

Four very brilliant novelties by John T. Hall, the 
well-known composer of “Wedding of the Winds” 
(America’s greatest Concert Waltz), ‘Golden Sunset 
Waltz” (immensely popular), “Come Unto Me, Ye 
Weary One” (a beautiful Sacred Song), and many 
other works of merit. Any one of the above, 25 cts., 
postpaid, or 60 ets. for all three, postpaid. 

The novelties are: 
Uncle Sam’s Patrol, March: Battle of the Waves, 

March; Murmuring Waters, Waltz; Spirit of Love, 
wee Only 15 cts. each, postpaid, or 50 cts. for 
all four. 

GRAND OPERA 
GEORGE ROSEY’S GRAND OPERA BITS 

Just published. A new nine-page arrangement by 
George Rosey, introducing the most popular themes 
from fifteen different grand operas, such as Tannhauser, 
Lohengrin, Carmen, Faust, ete. An excellent publica- 
tion, The title page is 2 work of art. Grade 3-4. 
Only 15 cts., postpaid. 

D. KRUG, Grade 3. Two large folios of 74 pages 
each, Eighteen selections in each book; total, 36 dif- 
ferent operas. Vols. I and II. Each 50 cts., postpaid. 

C. D. BLAKE'S “OPERA AT HOME.” Grade 3. 
A fine, large book of 91 pages. Contains 21 selections. 
50 cts., postpaid. 

GUSTAV LANGE. Grade 4. Pilgrims’ Chorus, 
Meistersinger, Tannhaeuser March, Siegmund’s Love 
Song. 10 cts. each, or 40 cts. for all four, postpaid. 

J. LEYBACH. Grade 5._ Oberon, Freischuetz, 
Faust, Norma, Sonnambula, Puritani, Palms, Lucia, 
Lohengrin. Only 10 cts. each, postpaid, or 90 cts. for 
all nine. 
SIDNEY SMITH. Grade 5-6. Martha, Trovatore, 

Traviata, Huguenots, Fra Diavolo. 10 cts. each, post- 
paid, or 50 cts. for all five. 

SOUSA FOLIO. No. II 
Just out. Contains the great, March King’s best 

compositions, such as Stars and Stripes, Imperial Ed- 
ward, Hands Across the Sea, Jack Tar; all together 
12 pieces. Every piece compiete. Price, 50 cts., post- 
paid. 

Vol. I, published last year, same price. 

STANDARD AMERICAN AIRS 
A new medley Overture introducing all (14) well- 

known national airs. The arrangement is by Geo. 
Rosey, the famous composer of Honeymoon March, 
Handicap March, Espanita Waltz, ete., ete. Grade 3-4. 

Nine pages. Published at 60 cts. Introductory only 
15 cts., postpaid. 

RAGTIME TWOSTEPS 
The most popular and best Rag Marches and Two- 

steps are: Swipesy, African Pas', Sunflower, Slow 
Drag, Manhattan Rag, Polka Dot,’Chicken Chowder, 
Maple Leaf, Tickled to Death, Back to Life, Original 
Rags, St. Louis Rag. All grade 3-4. 

22 cts. each, postpaid, or 5 assorted for $1.00. 

NEW RAGS 
Just pudlished: Frog Legs. Same style as Maple 

Leaf Rag, and just as brilliant and catchy. 
by the composer of “S y." A’ fine P. 
Ragtime Dance. This ott. Joplin’s latest. May 
he used ag a Twostep or Buck Dance, 

Price, 22 cts. each, postpaid, or all 3 for 50 cts. 

JUST FROM THE PRESS 
NEW RAGS, Cole Smoak, Kansas City Rag, Helio- 

trope Rag, 22 cts. each, or all 3 for 60 cts., postpaid. 

NEW MEDLEY TWOSTEPS 
Nine bright, catchy Marches of medium difficulty, 

each one containing famous characteristic airs sugges- 
tive of the title. 

Americana National Airs Trish Airs 
College Airs Yankee Boys German Airs 
Plantation Airs American Life Scotch Airs 
10 cts. each, postpaid, or 90 cts. for all nine. 

FOR CABINET ORGAN 
The Organist's Repertoire, 

Vol, I, 113 Pages, 70 Pes, 
‘The Organist’s Repertoire, 

Vol. I, 114 Pages, 66 Pes. 
A grand collection of original Compositions and Ar. 

rangements of the best Authors, also Preludes, Post- 
ludes, Offertories, celebrated Hymn tunes, brilliant music for festive occasions, National Airs, cte., ete. 50 cts. per volume, postpaid, or $1.00 for both, 

G. V. MECKEL 
845 Eighth Avenue - - New York 

Ziegfeld Piano 
Technics 

By DR. F. ZIEGFELD 
An original work in many respects, bei actically an exposition of the method of a successtul: i practicany volume holds, in compact form, all that need be taught to insure an early and efficient dexterity of the fingers. ‘The scholarship, perception and lucidity of the author is mani- fest on every page to such a degree as to make an indelible impression on every discerning mi ¥ dis nind as to the gre: eda- gogical value of the work. ata 

Bound in flexible cloth. Price, $1.50 

Musical Essentials 
By HAROLD B. MARRYOTT 

The title of the volum 
ose. The element 

ment of a practical wiedge of music a matter of regardiul The book is a veritable encyclopaedia 
Price, $1.00 

Grimm’s Musical 
Writing Book 

A Practical Method of Learning the Principles and Notation of the 
Science of Music 

By CARL W. GRIMM 
Nothing so im 

on the memory as the RVI ept, ora fact, or a sci fs as the writing of its the weuget cience 
is for such a purpose and ddegah sig pre here planned 

ers, and is 
a adapted to those Who ve no e 

particularly adapted to thos who have no know edgy. demonstration examples rob 

v step, as to make the acqui . E acqu and theoretical knowied ica application only, 
of information. 

whatever of music; i ici and the pleasure of 
the simplicity of the and copying 

Miniature Melodies 
For the Piano 

By JESSIE L. GAYNOR 
The purposi ini se of teachers with Miniatu "is to su is to supply which children © the piano, In are discussed, in 

Price, 60 cents 

First Pedal Studies 
For the Piano 

By JESSIE L. GAYNOR The pedals are the first thi T 
irst thing t 7 to use, and the last permitted. = Waegeng, Student wants at custom, habit and lack of elemertare ofthe Teason 

UAT cai ntary material have 
he two first reasons have 
re two first reasons have, to an ey i tts thing t gntirely with the advent of Ma epeared, 1 “inst Fedal Studies.” These studiecage snot Ss tionally meritorious in their plan of arenes ate EXcep- § of demonstration and aptness of Han genene Clear 

Price, 50 cents 

Famous Folio of 
Nocturnes 

A collection of Nocturnes and serious composit 
Price, 

other quiet Reveries, Rom ions for the wigs, and iligh 50 cents ght hour, 

PUBLISHED py 

The John Church 
Company 

CINCINNATI NEW Y LEIPSic ie CHICAGO 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers 

LONDON 
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June Roses 
WALTZES. 

= = eee 
| 7° [72= 

= 
= 

GESCes>. 

} 3600 Hamilton Sireel ees 

Sane 
These clever Waltzes are very much in demand. They 

are beautiful throughout, and not difficult in any part. 
Every lover of good waltzes should havea copy. 

Popular Instrumental Compositions. 

A Trip to Niagara Falls, { The Call to Arms March. 
(Descriptive March.) | Crushed Violets Waltzes. 
Over 109,000 copies sold. | Dancing . Topsy Schot- 

Beneath_ the Starry Flag. tische. (Fine.) 
(The finest March ever | A Wigwam Courtship 
written. > Indian Intermezzo, 

On to Victory. March. | Evening Thoughts. (The 
(Immensely popular.) prettiest and most popu- 

Dancing Moonbeams. lar Reverie ever written. 
(Pretty.) Echoes of Spring Reverie. 

The Demons’ Laugh, (Very popular.) 
(Galop de Concert, 2, Memories of the Past 

In Lovers’ Lane Waltzes. Reverie. . 
Old Si’s Fiddle. (Medley | Moonlight on the Lake 

of Old-time Airs.) Reverie. 

Popular Songs. 
When Mother Sang the | Down Where the Yellow 
Songs I Love to Hear. Corn is Waving. 

When You are Near. | When the Green Leaves 
(High or low voice.) Turn to Gold. 

Send fora copy of the very latest song, 
“When the Moonis Shining, Jennie.” (Prettyand Catchy.) 

Any of the above, 19c. each (except “The Demons’ 
Laugh” ),or any SIX for ONE DOLLAR. 

Troy, N.Y. Koninsky Music Co., 

.. SONGS BY.. 

Herbert Johnson 
High, Medium, Face to Face, High Medum, § .6@O 

The Homeland. High, Medium, and Low Voice. 
I'ma Pilgrim. High, Medium, and Low Voice 
Rock of Ages. High, Medium, and Low Voice - 
The Eternal Goodness. High, Medium, and Low Voice 
The New World. High, Medium, and Low Voice 
The Endless Day. High, Medium, and Low Voice 
The Broken Pinion, or the Bird with a Broken Wing. 

High, Medium, and Low Voice ° ie 70! 
O May My Walk be Close With God. High, Medium, 

and Low Voice . -60 
Shalll Be Forgotten. High, Medium, and Low Voice, .60 
My Jacqueminot. High, Medium, and Low Voice . .60 
Welcome Home. High, Medium,andLow Voice . .60 
Evening Brings Us Home. High, Medium, and Low 

Voice . * . . . . . . . +» 60 
There Isa Land. High, Medium, and Low Voice . .60 

SEND FOR COMPLETE LIST 

WALDO MUSIC CO. 
Publishers 

235 W. Newton St., BOSTON 

On Sale by 

THEO. PRESSER 
and all Music Dealers 

Attention Teachers 4 
We announce the publication of a new 

and modern organ method by W. W. Whit 
WHITNEYS ney, author of our famous Whitney's Im- 

6 proved Ensy Method whicli you know so SIMPLIFIED INSTRUCTOR J)} Yvette Te in the est work 
ed for its purpose yet produced. Sce the 

Reep ORGAN book and you will be satisfied. 
easty ror nroinnens Jf 2 

ern Sample mailed for 36 cents. 

Ghe W. W. WHITNEY CO. 
Puviisnuns. Toledo, 0. 

Rosesup Skirt Dance 
The finest dance written in 100 years. 

Superb piano copy at all music stores, 

or direct from us at 25 cents. 

ARTHUR BELLINGER MUSIC CO\, Battle Creek, Mich, 

eoCHILDREN’S EARLY PETS” 

ittle Bo-peep; Hop o'my Thumb; Ding-dong-bell. 

a i eee by E, Biedermann. 

20 Cents the Three, Mailed. 
blishing Co. 

Hamilton Pu Fuadetptta, Pa, 

WE THANK 473 Readers of The Etude who took ad- 
vantage of our Special Offer in the Feb- 

ruary number. We will continue this special feature this month, 

“CUPID’S SERENADE” 
INTERMEZZO 

Tempo di Gavotte. 
£ 

Allan J. Sanson 

for 
25 
POST- 
PAID 

The above composition has been published in the interest of i 
developing the musical taste of the scholar. An ideal teaching piece; dainty, melodious and makes a nice number to 
one’s friends. 

tructors and pupils. It is carefully fingered and 

READ OUR SPECIAL OFFER 
“Cupid’s Serenade,” Intermezzo, 

“Electro Chord,” Dance Unique, 
“At the Grasshopper’s Hop,” Dance Characteristic, 

ALBERTS PUBLISHING €0., 2414 

Regular Price, 50c ALL THREE PIECES 25¢ 

«st POSTPAID FOR . . 
“ 50c ) SINGLE COPIES, 10c 

No. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Will send on request our latest catalogue. Send us your name. 

‘Easter Music 

SOLOS 
Jubilate, Christ Has Risen—2 Ki 
The Conqueror—2 Ke 
Come See the Place—Sop. or Tenor 
Bells of Eastertide—Mez: 
The Glorious Morn—2 K 
Easter Dawn—2 Keys. 

DUET 
He Liveth Forever—Sop. and Alto...... Marsh .60 

ANTHEMS 
Alleluia, Christ is Risen—Soloand Qtte. Ruffner 15 
Now is Christ Risen—Solo and Qtte Gaul 12 
‘Awake, Ye Saints—Solo and Qtte .....Marsh .12 
Christ is Risen—Solo, Duet and Cho.. Gabriel .12 
Christ, Our Passover—Solo and Qtte...Marzo 25 
Christ Triamphant—Solo, Duet and Cho. 7edés_ .20 

and Bass Solo and 
Sicuon Protheroe .20 

Jesus of Nazareth—Bass Solo and Qtte.. Danks .20 

ek Ye the Living? 

s...Bracket .50 
Parsons 60 
.-Lloyd 40 

. Coverley .60 
Protheroe .50 

Stock .60 

All Hail—Solos and Cho .. Hoyt AS 

Music sent on approval to responsible parties, 

at our usual liberal discounts 

WM. A. POND & CO. 
148 Fifth Ave, - New York 

| New Faster Anthems for Chorus Choirs 
The March Choir Leader, (for advanced choirs) full 

Anthems, 1 Easter Male Quartet, 1 Easter Ladies Qu et. 

The March Choir Herald, (c y and melodious)—4 full 
Faster Anthems, 1 Easter Male Quartet. 

Free sample of each to choir leaders 
and organists mentioning THE ETUDE 

ond 10 cents and we will send youa large selection 
Octayos, — Stato whether grade destred Is Easy, 

Easter Octavo Anthems 
of returnable 
Medium, or Difleult, 

@he Lorenz Publishing Co., oss s New York 
yton, 0. 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 

‘WATCH THIS SPACE 

BREHM’S MONTHLY BARGAI 
Engelmann’s latest and greatest effort. Destined to 

be more popular with teachers *han any of hisothers. The 
title isa work of art? our colors ‘To introduce we offer 
it this month only for 0c per copy. 

Capids Appeal. reverm. 1. prez 

ffoderato 

| a 
POPULAR TEACHING MUSIC 

Moonlight on the Ocean, Reverie by Martin, the biggest 
reverie hit at the present time. 

Lonely Star Reverie, another big favorite with teachers. 
Meditation, by Martin, a tremendous hit. 
Love’s Reverie, Waltz, very melodious and dancy. 
Cupid’s Pranks, Waltz, very popular. i 
Dance of the Sunflowers, Pauline Story’s best dance. 
Pearl of the North, Reverie, by Martin. 
Blush of Roses, Waltz. i 

POPULAR SONGS 
Where the Golden Rod is Waving, Mollie Dear. 
When You are Old and Gray. 
Which Way Did the Angels Go? 
If you are not familiar with the above, we will send a sample 

copy for 15c each or any four for 50c. & 
Send for our new catalogue with cut price on everything in 

music, Address 

BREHM BROS., = Erie, Pa. 

“A SUMMER BREEZE” 2» 7.25. scorr 
A Bricut, Easy Litre NuMBER IN Marcu Tempo. 

“THE EAGLES MARCH” 29. w. serry 
‘A SPLENDID NuMBER AND Nor Durricu 

Ask your nearest dealer for these, or send direct to 

E. W. BERRY MUSIC €0., finsSstet Wate: ount to Teachers, 

THEATRICALS 
PLAYS, DRILLS, RECITATIONS : 

OPERETTAS 

64-page catalogue free on application 

JOSEPH _F. WAGNER? "WiyYou®!®* 
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on Square Uni G.SCHIRMER NEW YORK 
JUST PUBLISHED 

THE YALE SONG BOOK 
Poe Glees” and “Yale Melodies.’ i “Yale Songs,” “Yale 

aa aed Net 50 cents Cloth, Net $1.50 
ini led from m i f Yale; containing 89 numbers, cu llection of the songs o le; : sie ole teary The latest and most completercol four songs which have never pelore appeared a ny Beil o song 

He: Ate Gon a vet eaete Horatius’’ (adapted from an air o a 5 book. ‘‘ My Comrades, 2 3 K 

ET ae He Deecuea see ale songs offered at the popular price of 50 cents. e nrst c 

FELIX MENDELSSOHN BARTHOLDY 
Complete Collection of Songs : 

dited by ALFRED DORFFEL. Translation by Dr. TH. BAKER Edited by 
Schirmer Library 852—853. High or Low. 

P. $1.50 Cloth, $2.50 aper, $1. 
OMPLETE ith Engli Ai lation by Dr. Baker retains Cc iti y English text. The trans Gh ETE edition with 2 iranelgt 

aie Bie inal ene as well as the correct musical accentuatio: the poetic beauty 

G.SCHIRMER taio 

THE VIRGIL CLAVIER METHOD 
ES. NEW CUTS ~— EW EXERCIS N : 

EW ARRANGEMENT THROUGHOUT 

FOUNDATION EXERCISES 
By A. K, Vircit , 

Price $3.00 eac Books J and Il, 

Cloth Binding, 25 cents extra 

XT BOOK IN PIANO PLAYING By A. K. Virgi 
‘ Ss T E P B Y Ss T E P, Seas for Teachers, Tel Players and Students, 

ildi YORK 
002 Fuller Building, NEw " : K. VIRGIL, 1 Address: A. . 

35 
n Square 

Just published. 

lhe Sweetest, Cutest é 
‘ite Child Song 

Teddy Bears Lullaby 
Words and Music by 

Agnes Hull Prendergast. 

ildrei Iso A song that will please not only children but als 

singers. . ; es ae matgoth words and music stamp this song as 0 
the best of its kind published in recent years. 

During the next 60 DAYS we will mail you for 10 CENTS, Postage free, our immensely popular ; 
La Blanche Waltzes 
= — 

Refrain of song: Teac 
“ Hush-a-bye, my Teddy Bear, 
ane oo little button eyes and let me 

S th your h; b 
It feaineotsolt ant alte that I love to 

snuggle down by you, 
So copiate bed) my darling Teddy Bear. 

WILL MAIL COPIES AT 20 CTS. EACH IN STAMPS 
ee 

Chandler-Held Music Co. $9,tulonst 

wt 
iy iful_ dreamy melody—marked thythm— Hf aie tli teaching fiumber sting Send to Dept. E., Box 22, Station J, MY. City, THE JOHN FRANKLIN MUSIC co. 

— NEW YORK :: Boston | 10 Cents CPaiblishod fr Orchestra | 60 Days ) 

| einai 5 A “T 9 M 1 v I ae cents each for Sheet Music he Pianist’s Mental Ve ocity Wholesale Prices on 2!I Popular Sheet By SILAS G. PRATT 
Rodaelnaatruction Books: zuide to sight-reading. Every Teacher ana 

Meena thee to gab stampa SoH fone should have it, B Write for descriptive eet of 

Copy and Popular Music Herald, i pepe dae } THE GEO. BABE RG Meee Cone Address T S. BRAIN, SONS og 

121 W. Seventh St., Cincinnati, | 
| 

: 

C OF THE FLOWERS Choice Selections for Piano 
sod tai chee ues 18 i is “Daybreak” Valse de Salon gy oemnpaaige(ass i Cue eaIL TS Sicke ana Satine “Through the Moonlit Woods” Valse lente 

| 
Ags ant Dain he evel COMPOSED AND Punt | Ne ua Love J and others, | Time, My Orinoca Neu, Te tal oF SOD Publications. 

FE CADILLAC MUSTO CO. 
Butte Ba, BS Weat 24th Street, New York 

Frotic of the Plowera may be olitaln } 

ISHED ny 
st and Teacher 

LOcKPorr, N.Y 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our Advertise 

TS, 

Write for our ¥ 
M. E. KEATING, Piani 

Sent postpaid 25cts. per copy. 

FOR YOUR 
Spring Recitals 

y to providing a trustworthy list of piano- Is especially desirable for recital purposes) & selection trom recent additions to saidently qu most carefully made and can be coniidel 
PIANO SOLO 
GRADE II. 

“Pixies’ Prize Song, Op. 32, No. 2. Brown... Tit pind effective stng without words Two Little Froggies, Op. 7, 10. Cramm.... A little tragedy in music, unusuall Bagatelle, Op. 21, i Excellent also as March of the Clowns, Krogmann . |, ep. delightiui “mu *Pixies i romp, _ nm the Indian Village, Op. 3 No. 3. 
A characte ,. cl vi Plece of exceptional merit. a Minuet in C, Op, 21, No. 1. Quigley........ 25 Produces splendid yesuits with” comp; tively slight effort Polnischer Tanz, Op. 15, No. 8. Rege 40 An easy but effeetire ae 

Song of {uiy pout effective Polish Dance. 
1 

Rhine Maidens, Op, rown 
A duet” ty Le Tourbillon (Whirlw: epjgE tl of rhythmic “Pixies in the 

faseinatir Dance of the 
dainty 

in F 

Brown. 40 
ist 

m the new Carnival," hy 
Mm one volume 

; which arks t 2 ot exceptional ability. ubbling °s 42" Quigley ey 50 S over with Y expre, 
La quost musient Wee humor express ‘© Princesse. ‘ Concert v. 

e 

septs 
of this ¢ nd effectiy Notturno, Op 7Poser’s best. 

Sees Quigl, reese Quig Sevillana ( ah musical i 

Abelle... 75 
dances we The G2gltatian eon 

a N20. Ses and the Rus make this number Fleurs Telli 
A spent? Tellier, «> 5 

gBaVotte tr tip srg tee eee * mance (Melodie) ” Gr 14. Abelie nly £°™Position, one which ely known through its own Kleiner 8. PIANO DUETS. ch, i 
Fe 

Leneeke a (Cittle Rogue) 
Mit Priatinty Bale Maar 18, No, 2 

especially 

A. most mu Will becomt® «become wi Merit, © wid 

ement, © Flatterer), Op, 18, 
Unusia enecke, Note. y 

: or 40 @ 80 We! * Krogmann... immediggt’® due area Nas piano solos TY Boho} Welcome, 'gements are finding 

roe Krogmann.... 40 
Y i wWTogmann....., 40 

atlas. Phot words, 
5, No. 19, 

Ngement 9" * 3 

Edition yw 

An iy 
Tt is 
Poser y 

°° compositions 
on, 
or from the 

ad Music Company 
® East 17¢h street 

EW YORK 
> LONDON, W. 

Street 
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VALUABLE TEACHING PIECES AT INTRODUCTORY 
PRICES TO THE READERS OF *THE ETUDE” 
During the past year we have published a great number of compositions, the best of which we have advertised and submitted for your judgment. 

We did not enthuse over these numbers but left that for your decision. The reorders on all of our pieces satisfied us that we had not erred. 

“DREAM FANCIES” “LAUGHING FROGS” 
Tempo di False. 

a aed Js yy, A Jesse “ tt a =H ies 
7 ie z= 

i T if 
t ne. 

Po ee g 

= : : ee $e |_ $f | -$% 
i z = : = = 4 pia Ty 

ing to vou our latest number, we take it upon ourselves to say, and feel con- “THE SELECTION YOU WILL EVENTUALLY BUY.” 

the best waltz on the market to-day. It is just what its ne implies—a x ; 

dreamy, lingering melody that you will not tire of. So confident are we over this number It is just as original as its name; a practical number for teaching and very fascinating; 
that if you are dissatisfied, we will exchange it for any other piece in our catalogue. a number you will be requested to play many times. You will like it when you hear it. 

Special offer for a limited time, 1Qc. Special offer for a limited time, 10c. 

e » . 
*THE FAIRIES CARNIVAL ”— our new set of teaching numbers 

1. Dance of the Fairies—Schottische. 2. Arrival of the Brownies—March. 3. Fairy Queen—Waltz. 4. Jolly Imps -Polka. 5. Flower and Fairies—~ Mazurka, 

After numerous for teaching pieces, and to satisfy a growing demand for good teaching numbers, we requested Mr. Messina, who is at the head of one of Philadelphia's 
largest conservatori to write a set. The above were submitted and met with our approval — Just a word here about the composer; Mr. Messina is not only the composer of many 

meritorious selections, but a great musician and teacher himself.. The selections have been tried thoroughly and each -ontains somegood technical feature. All are well fingered throughout. 

As an Incentive for any Teacher to try these Numbers we will send the Complete Set for 25Sc. 

DREAM FANCIES -. -  - Published Price .50 Published Price, $1.60 
MELODY OF THE FLOWERS - < s 760 i ee i$ 

LAUGHING FROGS “ « ‘590 | e> for 2Sc Postpaid, for a Limited Time 

Send us your name for our Mailing List 

THE BELL MUSIC CO., 4243 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Post Paid 

| Hi. ENGELMANN’S 
LATEST HIT | 

F La Petite 
Debutante 

INTERMEZZO 

50c. Piece IN STAMPS 

for O¢ One copy to 
each person 

THE BEST TEACHING 
PIECE EXTANT 

CHAS. A.LACKEY’S MUSIC WORKS 
The Success-Staff Notation . seen . postpaid, 50c 

The American Tonic Sol Fa Notation .......... pe 25c¢ 

These works are especially arranged for Day Schools, Singing Societies and Musical Conventions. They 
are Simple, Scientific and Standard. 

‘Any person with reasonable ability can learn how’ to read “round notes" by following the plain and suc- 
cessful method found in The Suee taff Notation. 

The Tonic Sol Fa Method removes 9-10 of the difficulties from the path of the beginner, It is the 
only method which makes Vocal Music easy and more truly and profoundly understood. It immediately 
shows you exactly what you want to know. iy : 

A new Work treating of Rudimental, Thorough Bass, Harmony, Counterpoint, Canon, Fugue and Form is 
ready for press. These subjects are also taught by Correspondence. Write for particulars. 

Your most energetic and enthusiastic aid in organizing a Musical Convention in your vicinity is solicited. 

Jackson, Ohio. CHAS. A. LACKEY Rocky Hill, Ohio. 

| Harmony Text Books Harmony Blank Books 
First Lessons in Harmony by Arthur E. Heacox, Professor of Harmony and Counterpoint in Oberlin 

Conservatory of Music—clear, concise and practical. It comprises the first term of the regular course in 
the Oberlin Conservatory. 

New Revised Edition—Price 25c. 
Harmony Lessons, Part II. The second term of Harmony by the same author. Price 50c. 
Harmony Lessons, Parts 2, 3, 4, by A. E. Heacox and F, J. Lehmann, Cloth, $1.25 net. 
Conservatory Music Tablet, Price 20c. : 

_ Harmony Blank Books, Nos. 1, 2, 3. The best tablet and blank books for harmony and counter- 
point on the market. Prices 25c, 30c and 50c, 

For discounts to the trade and profession—address the publisher, 

|A. G. COMINGS, Pub. and Music Dealer, OBERLIN, O. i 

LATEST POPULAR MUSIC 
The World-famous **Matchmaker” Two Step. 

BHOMIN: The “Wrag Wringer.” greatest rag this season . 
It is Progre y Plan « Pi Pronounce it 
Peerless, Perfect. Pupils Pert sureand Profit, SONGS 
396,000 Published Proves Popt . Price, Paper covers, —_—_ 
60 Pennies Z af mptly. “Looking for Sunshine,” very popular. 

“Forget Me.” Beautiful concert ballad 
eas “ a Peach to Me." 

ALMER’S PRONOUNCING POCKET DICTIONARY eo Ne Daviaae a awentmnslitacion: 
of 3,150 Musical Terms and Abbreviations, to which is “You Cert'n’y Will Drive Me Crazy.” 
added PALMER'S BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY, giving wpnbves Meee Youlevadiaie” 

the names of 500 musicians, with pronunciations, nation- Never Knew You Rover: me: 
ali fates of birth, etc, The two dictionaries 
{n one neat poc lume, 30c. Sold by all wide-aw: nusic dealers. If your dealer is napping, send 19 cente tor 

If your music dealer does not keep them, send to ‘ne, or one dollar for any six of the above. 

ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

Be PALMER: ‘Loch Bek teat New York Ciry We. R. DAUGHTRY CO. “YSiinaeannguiuse. 
WE PAY LIBERAL COMMISSIONS TO AGENTS IN ALL CITIES, 

BLASIUS & SONS 
MUSIC PUBLISHERS 

1016 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

INSLEY, 6448 Drexel Avenue, CHICAGO, 
MMY, 220 Waba-h Avenue, GO 

& HEALY, Adams ond Wabash Ave. CHL 

C FOR A LULLABY 
DEAR READER: If you want the sweetest, 

daintiest piano piece you've heard in years, 

send 6c for Gus Boll’s Lullaby. It haunts, 

you. Regular fifty-cent edition. Address, 

@. E, ROAT MUSIC CO., Battle Creck, Mich 

GO 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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OUR THIRD RARE OFFER OF MUSIC 
i fit of TEACHERS ONLY, and to the teachers 

eee AR ULSTAR OF eR VEN eee sure this announcement will aeterceme: 
SEA ae e offering another composition by the same composers mous ao AM aoe 
NEN Peas aad an, say, better thaf, his former great teaching number, e title of this which is equal to, and, 
composition is 

LOVE and DEVOTION thumtite 
MEDITATION) 
ae LOUIS A. DRUMHELLER, Opus 52. 

i¢ p—e is 
: : 

? 

2 
i As we did with our 

First 
Rare Offer 

of Music 

we are going to do 

with our 

Third 

We will send to each 
teacher 

Free of Charge 

a copy of ihe above 
Upon receipt of 

Ac. 
to cover cost of 
mailing. 

Copyright MCMI'I by olor, Morris, Phila., Pa, 

JOS. MORRIS CO. 136, N..Ninth st 
The Best Books on Music 

‘W. J. HENDERSON'S FELIX WEINGARTNER’S " The Orchestra and Orchestral Music The Post-Beethoven Symphonists A clear account of the history, use and makeup of istinguished leader the orchestra, - . - $1.25 net 
Critical discussion by the iter Schu- H.T. FINCK’S the symphonic works of Schubert, Schu au ys Shan, Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Richard Strauss $1.75 net Songs and Song Makers and others, i A guide to amateurs and professionals in the 1 choice of the best songs. - : 51.25 nop : W. F. APTHORP’S The Art of the Singer The Opera, Past and Present f ints i al tech- st- | A comprehensive account from the beginning to 
Pragetntyievor singerssnd $1.95 aoe LOcts. Pott the present day, ~ - : $1.2 lovers of singing. Z 5 net Spee Maeel Legere CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS Gig" Fin Special Musical Liter: 

: YORK enue List Sent on Application 

W. J. HENDERSON'S 

NEW NEW WN 
Greatest of Orchestra Successes. B; ‘ncored Whenever Py, 

‘ayer SPECIAL SALE. ORDER NOW?™ ELDOREY. Ballet Intermezzo* 
FLORA, A Twilight Serenade* | 
TRIUMPHANT AMERICA. March®. NINFA. A Spanish Intermezzo and Two-Step RAGGED THOUGHTS. Ragtime March & Two-s: AMERICAN BEAUTY. Waltz a ‘Also For Band, Very Effective, Each 
PIANO SOLO, All Brilliant, Eacl ee a fs sas Pablishieg OF. BY J. LOUIS VON'DER MEHDEN, j,, Ghe ore Composer and Publisher 150 Fifth Ave.,New York 216-218 W. 5th St., Dayton, O. Soe WEST 26th ST. cs > NEW Yore 

h Aves, 

New Easter Organ Voluntaries in the 

March “Organist? 
Price, 38 cents per copy, net; Postpaid: es 

is issued every, two months or six tim ist is issued every, two 

a year? ga ges of music in each issue. a 
E. L. ASHFORD, Editor. $1.50 per year, a 
— Eee 

COMPOSED BY 

SIR EDWARD ELGAR 

THE KINGDOM 
(Part 3 of The Apostles) 

For Sole Chorus and Orchestra 

Price, $2.50 

Compositions for Piano 
By SIR EDWARD ELGAR 

Canto Popolare (In Moonlight) (from the Concert Overture ‘In the Souta Ve $ Chanson de Matin, Op. 15, No. 2 Chanson de Nuit, Onda, Noy Ws ccs Contrasts—The Gavotte, A. D. 1700 an Op. 10, No. 3... 
‘*Proissart,’? “Cor 
Funeral Mareh (from * 

Op. 42 
Imperia 
Tn the 

ture Me 
1 No. 1. 
0 ‘Light of I el and Angel’s Farewell ({ Dream of Gerontius’*), Op. 38 Serenade Mazurka, Op. 10, No. 2 ariations on an - Original Theme, 0 Ditto, Intermezzo” as 

The New Music Review A monthly review of the Music World. “Y. Single copies 

HB rot Be re 

Lea ae Sl 5 

the news and activities of early subscription, $1.00. » 10 cents, 

New Anthems ates: Be Behold L Co There | 
Blair, H. phe bY V 
Brahms, 3, 

Button, 
Button) E 

We 1 
Sleeping . .”. + Exalt Ye the Lord. + Who Is This So Helpless + Peace I 1, Look Ye §; Ach Me ‘Thy \W I Will Go"unte th Lord 

Button, 

i, 

Foster,” a M. 

BE 
E. 

B 
B. 

Ten 

¥ Geo. L. Spauldi THE SIMPLE Lane “Fire Fly's Serenade!” ‘i a 
Dance of the 

8 Jug ater Out) 
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mM Bacu to CHOPIN 
Edited by CLAYTON JOHNS 

DITSON EDITION NO. 109 PRICE $1.50 

This volume consists of sections and phrases 

from the piano works of Bach, Haydn, Mozart, 

Beethoven, Schumann, and Chopin. 

‘These sections and phrases, chosen for their 

special difficulties, lend themselves readily to an 

indefinite number of repetitions. They may be 

practiced in any tempo and in all degrees of forte and piano, thus making them avail- 

able for students of moderate attainment as well as for those more advanced. 

The chief claim of the work is that while possessing all the advantages of purely 

technical exercises the student is constantly accumulating material which may be 

applied throughout a course of musical training when the quoted works are taken up as 

a whole for study. 
The one hundred and forty chosen passages are classified and arranged as follows:— 
I. Legato Finger Passages with Free Wrist; II. Staccato Passages; III. Legato and 

Staccato Combined; IV. Short Slurs; V. Stretches; VI. Skips; VII. Syncopation; VIII. 

Tremolando; IX. Crossed Hands; X. Trills; XI. Repeated Notes; XII. Polyphonic 

Passages; XIII. Difficult Rhythms; XIV. Miscellaneous. 

The Spontaneous Comments of Leading Musicians, 

Pianists, and Piano Teachers 

—an “Invention” — 
ts from the 

only work which “Well selected and arranged.” ieeieatlialanie tient Cart Far.ren, Boston, Mass. 

Veen aeaolieal and interesting?” Many Venante, College of Music, Cincinnati, O. 
Freperick S$. Converse, Prof 

Harvard Unive 
sor of Music, ot one useful, but at the same time high 

Tshall take much pleasure in recommending the daily exercises 
to my pupils.” 

“Put together with great skill.” 
Haroup Ranpourn, Peabody Conservatory of Music, 

Baltimore, Md. 

ALEXANDER Lampert, New York City. 

“4 great deal of time is wasted on unmusical and unbeau- 
aad mete aia ful tehnical study which could be used to far better advan- 
I think after trial it’s going to work splendidly. eee ee tuse such swork ag thi indicated?” 

Auruvr Fors, Boston, Mass. Jessie Davis, Boston, M 

“I like the idea, and you have covered the ground “Certainly a unique and valuable work, and one which 
thoroughly.” teachers ought to heartily welcome. I shalluse it in my, pro- 

fessional work, and shall recommend it to other teachers 
, St. Louis, Mo. 

B. L. Waeterey, Boston, Mass. 

“T regret Just one thing—that there are not two books 

abstesdiotanely “The idea is novel and carried out practically Students 
i ted to investigate musical literature for them- 

ulting you! jable compendium, for which 
I predict immediate recognition.” 

f Exat Lrennine, Chicago, Il. 

Berrua Tapper, Institute of Musical Art, 
New York City. 

“The idea of practicing bits of real music for technical pur- 
poses is new to me and attractive.” 

Horatio Parrn. Professor of Musi, 
Yale University. 

I selected and fingered, and the sec- 
client. It should fill a long-felt want 

T shall add it to my list of valuable 
“An original work w 

tional 

“Very practical and interesting —a great improvement on 4 
raw eeectedl studies.” # “ : Harry Risser Parry, Redlands, Cal. 

Arruur Wartinc, New York City. 
“T do not think that a better choice of selections could be 

made for the purpose in view, ‘ation will be help- 
ful. and the book by its segregation offers to students of the 
instrument a very Gace ving of labor.” 

Josuva Puen, Boston, Mass. 

“Valuable to both teacher and pupil and must do a great 
good wherever it is conscientiously used. 

Junius W. Hitt, Boston, Mass. 

“T have not seen a modern oforte collection of selected 
phrases which is so well edite nd selected, and so useful. “Not a supplement to the ordinary technical works, but a 

G. W. Cuapwick, Director New Pa gland Goneeriatory | practical and inspiring substitute for many tic and soul- 
of Music, Boston, Ma killing exe It surely deserves to be most warmly wel- 

is 4 comed and adopted by all who play the pian«.’ 

Henrich GrBHarp, Boston, Mass. “The selections have been made with excellent, judgment 
and the work is a valuable addition to the list of technical 
studies.” “Tt is a step in the direction of lending mus 

the study of technic, beside the laying up of mu: ures 
i for a later time of need, I know that such a volume would 

“From the musical point of view the excerpts are well chosen have been of vast service to me in the e tages of my own 
and cleverly contrived so us to render repetition natural and study, in jac pa ring. me for the works from which the excerpts 
grateful.” have been made.’ 

Epwarp Buriincame Hint, Boston, Mass. | 

Joun a Hartstaept, Chicago, II. 

Freperie S, Law, Philadelphia, Pa. 

ADDRESS 

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY 
150 TREMONT STREET BOSTON, MASS. 

DEPARTMENT G 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 

AN INTERESTING ARTICLE 

Piano Technic 

EMILIE FRANCES BAUER 
It is not easy to supplant methods which have been 

the basis of musical life in this country and in 

Europe. But who is so narrow-minded as to doubt 
that time wo. changes and improvements? 

Nothing is greater proof of this than the number of 

teachers who begin to appreciate how much easier 

their work has been made through the Mansfeldt 

technic. Technic is at best a hard matter, one which 

teachers everywhere neglect, because they do not 

recognize it as the distinct science which it is. For 

these the Mansfeldt technic is beyond price because it 

is not only a lantern unto their pupils, but it opens to 

them a way to reach the goal. 

The Mansfeldt technie has many important features 

apparent to anyone taking time to examine it 

thoroughly. In short the teacher who fails to see its 

possibilities is not able to sce the faults in a pupil or 

the way to correct them. 

The Mansfeldt technic is remarkable for the fact 

that no work pre y of this nature has hitherto been 

under latest revised edition is indispens- 

able al , student and virtuoso. 

By ingenious construction the student’s object is 

accomplished in a shorter period of time than before. 

That the Mansfeldt technic is used by hund-eds of 

noted teachers and in scores of noted conservatories is 

due solely to its merit and the fact that teache 
amined for themselves, not being entirely s 

with methods of forty years ago, 

What Mansfeldt Technic Is. 

Mansfeldt technic devotes special attention to the 

development and strengthening of the weaker fingers 

and in giving utmost p obility to the thumb while 

training the fingers to pay in any and eyery position 

which modern pianism iemands. It makes students 
accomplish without great loss of time or strength that 

which takes years and unlimited money to gain. It 

does not require great intelligence to apply the Mans- 

feldt technic, but it is not possible to use it gaining 

intelligence, and in this it is most important. 

ex- 
tisfied 

Contents of the Three Volumes. 

The Mansfeldt technic, now divided into three parts, 
takes away from the Sense of over-crowded pages which 

often look hopeless to an uninitiated pupil, and was 

done at the request of many teachers. 

The first volume is suitable in eve way for be- 

ginners and contains a school of rhythmics absolutely 

necessary. 
Part one of the second yolume is written to supply 

equalization impossible to obtain through clear scale 
practice. Mansfeldt emphasizes the impossibility that 

mere f ger exercises and scales will equalize the 

fingers, reasoning thus: “While playing the twelve 

major and twenty-four minor scales through five 
octaves ten times, which can be done by a fairly good 
piani in forty minutes, the thumb is used 7,200 

times, the second finger 7440 times, the third finger 

7,200 times, the weak fourth finger 8.460 times, and 

the weak little finger 180 times only. It is absurd to 
suppose that such use will equalize fingers or give the 

same strength and freedom to the weak fourth and 

fifth fingers that the ‘others possess when it is 

known that a strong muscle by exercise gains strength 

at a far greater rate than a weak one with the same 

amount of exerci The question of “yards and 

rards” of scales has been discussed by every teacher 

of the present day, and the most analytical have con- 

cluded that the old way of practicing them is of in- 

finitely less value than to devote the length of time 

; to a more concentrated form of work upon 
es which most need the development, 

The matter of octave playing is treated as exhaust- 

ively and as intelligently as is the balance of the mat- 

ter, and the only thing left for progressive teachers is 

a personal examination of the Mansfeldt technic. 

necessar 
the mus 

Reprinted from The Musical Leader and Con- 
cert- Goer, Jan. 3d, 1907. 

WN. B.—Mansfeldt’s Technic is published by 
Leo Feist, 134 W. 37th Street, New York. Price, 
One Dollar Per Volume. 
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PAUL REVERES 
—— RIDE ——} 
An Interpretation of Longfellow’s Poem 

For Use in Schools 
By FRANK LYNES 

OP, 38. Price $1.00 

Well adapted for all patriotic occasions 
in the schools and within the reach of the 
average piano player in the graduating class 
of the Grammar School. As the performance 
of the whole might unduly tax the powers of 
one player, the various movements may be 
assigned to several pupils. 

SELECTED PIANO- 
FORTE DUETS 

IN THE 

.EASIER GRADES 

Adams, Mrs. Crosby Op. 13. Four 
Duets for two beginners. (1b-c) . $0.60 . 

Aletter, W. In Stately Measure. 
Menuetto Piccolo. (2a) .... 40 

Bohm, Carl Op. 357, No. 4. Rosetta. 
Fantasie-Mazurka. (. 

Dennée, Chas. Op. 12, No.3. 
Rondo Villageois. (2b) 

Franke, Max Op. 56, No. 5. 
Harvest Festival. (2c) 

Franke, Max Op. 58. Dance of the 
Bajaderes. (3b) 

Grimaldi, F, Op. 53, No. 1. 
Valse Gaie. (2a)... 

Horvath, G. Op. 48, No. 3. Marche 
Hongroise Heroique. (3b)... 

Lack, Theo. Op. 190. Caprice 
Tarantelle. (3c) 

Lichner, H. Op. 320, No. 1. 
Spring Festival. (2c) 

Lynes, Frank Op. 14, No. 3. 
Marionettes. Waltz. (1b)... 

Morley, C. Op. 99, No. 1. Tea 
Rose. March. (2a) 

Sartorio, A. Op. 400, No. 2. 
Daisies and Buttercups. 

Ziegler, J. Op. 38, No. 1. 
The Village Band. (2b) 

- EIGHT HAND 
ARRANGEMENTS 

By EDMUND PARLOW 
EASIER GRADE 

Gurlitt, Corn. Op. 178, No, 19. 
Wienna Waltz) Secu ais a a 8) 6 $1. 

Orth, L.E. Op, 29, No 5, 
In Uniform, March 

Aletter, W. In Stately Measure. 
Menuetto Piccolo 

Dana, Arthur Op. 30, No. 9. 

Return from Vacation. . . 

Lynes, Frank Op. 14, No. 6. 
‘The Marionettes. Waltz... . 

MEDIUM GRADE 

Sartorio, A. Op. 174, No. 5. 

The Victor's Return 

Bohm, Carl Op. 357, No. 4. 

Rosetta. Fantasie-Mazurka 

Fink, W. Op. 355. Sounds from 
the Ebro. Bolero 

Hackh, O. Op. 336, No. 1. 
Sevillana, Marceau de genr 

Decevée, Edwin J. Op. 35 
Polonaise Brillante 

Franke, Max Op. 58, Dance 
of the Bajaderes 

Low. Josef Op. 570, No. 3. 
Russian Cossack Dance 

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT 
BOSTON LEIPZIG NEW YORK 

120 Boylston St. 136 Fifth Ave. 

GEORG EGGELING 

FIFTY MELODIOUS ETUDES 
In all the MAJOR and MINOR KEYS 

for the PPANOFORTE 
Op. 122 Two books, each 75 cents 

Nothing more useful or practical in the line of third and fourth grade work of its kind isto be found than these . fifty Etudes, written in all the major and minor keys. 
Among the special features of these studies may be mentioned’ the importance attached to careful phrasing 

and fingering, thorough drill in all the essentials of inde- 
pendent and accurate finger-work, touch, light and shade, emphasis, etc., and fine examples’ of melody playing with 
each hand. There is also considerable training in the 
bravura and strict polyphonic styles. 

18 MELODIOUS OCTAVE 
STUDIES 

of MEDIUM difficulty 
Op. 90 Price $1.00 

In the important cepartment of octave work, these 
eighteen studies stand aolne in point of value and musical 
interest. Octave work in every form is dealt with in an 
attractive and music: janner. 4 

In themselves, arti pieces of a high order, they are 
sure to inspire the best work on the part of the student. 

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT 
BOSTON LEIPZIG NEW YORK 

120 Baylston St. 136 Fifth Ave, 
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O the well-weathered traveler the whole world is 
one vast and all-absorbing story book, with a 

few facts thrown in here and there just to re- 

lieve the fiction of it all. However, only he is the real 

observer who finds that all things are simply varia- 

tions resulting from the one desire—the universal one 

—for self-expression. 

* Of course, to him who has an unsympathetic turn 

of mind; to him whose historical perspective is a 

“little out,” many features brought to notice are dis- 

tinctly disappointing. Such an one sees incongruities 

everywhere, between the thought of the past and the 

actions of the present, between the beauties of certain 

old architecture and the lack of beauty existing in the 

music sung therein, between the beautiful simplicity 
of, say, the underlying theology and the crudeness of 

the window-glass. The Pessimist is ever with us. But 

so is the Optimist. 

Italy a Center of Things. 

Time has rolled up historical facts like a mighty 

snowball here in Rome, the very center of the Papacy 

and splendid art; this country of countries for those 

inclined to civil and religious records written in the 

loveliest of architectural forms. 
Italy was the center of Things; the High Place of 

all intellectual movements for a long period. Its 

sceptre musical has now passed to others, but there 

are some things which will never pass away: the 

eauty of that sixteenth century music, for example. 
And then the miracle performed in thrusting a whole 

family of musical terms into the daily use of six 

languages! Tesides, Italy itself, Italy’s art, Italy's 

sky, all are magical; all are magnetic. 

Finally, Rome and St. Peter's! 
Michael Angelo worked here, even if you 

cannot recall the names of the contempora- 
neous popes! Palestrina was here! Per- 

haps you have forgotten the dates of the nu- 

merous dedications—and scandals. Here at 

the grave of Petrus were born psalms and 
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EASTER AT ST. PETER’S, ROME 
By T. CARL WHIT ER 

hymns which have resounded eyer since; here over 
the place, too—strange as it may seem—where Nero, 

the Cruel, burned the adherents of Chri the Good. 

From those awful agonies have come forth rejoicings 

which have formed the world, and no rejoicing has 
ever taken place without music. 

The variations which can historically be traced in 

the development of St. Peter's musie can be found in 

the histories. The depth of spirit which this edifice 

has; the moods most wonderfully created by its music, 

ritual, history, size—I do not think can be found. In- 
deed, “atmosphere” is the real element to be reckoned 

with when investigating a church—at least this 

church. It is quite possible to find one’s judgment of 
music, size, painting, at fault when subjected to the 
powerful individuality thereof. That such a condition 

may be created, in part, by an increased activity of 
the historic sense is quite certain, and, undoubtedly, 

the cultivation of such a sense largely affects the 

esthetic attitude. But, whatever and however it is, 

mood is certainly dominant here in San Pietro in 

Vaticano (St. Peter's in the Vatican). 

Lie 
Par 

ST. PETER’S CATHEDRAL, ROME, 

The Search for a Musical Type. 

The musical efforts of the man at present in the 
pontifical chair are, naturally, of special interest te the 

musician who is an Easter pilgrim to this city built 

“upon the Seven Hills. 
What Pope Pius X has most desired is to find a 

Type, one which-will forever serve as a model for that 

which is distinctl* churchly. Science, History and Art 

must, within certain limits, yield of their substance to 

the creation of this “type.” The demarcations be- 

tween secular and churchly are more than ever em- 

phasized. Where the idea is fully carried out, the re- 

sult shows its value. Perhaps the effect upon one is 

analogous to the impressions received from the great 

Angelo’s works (although usually the translation of 

such plastic impressions into tonal ones is not 

felicitous. Here, I am convinced, there is a very 

evident analogy). 

Under the late Pope there was a deterioration on 

the esthetic side, as is natural where certain temporal 

problems are given a special emphasis. Art, or the 

“Over-Man,” always resents a partiality to the 

Normal, or, at least, to the Tangible. The present 

authority and his adviser, Perosi, wish us to remember 

the ultimate necessity in all things of a clearly con- 
ceived Typus. It is interesting; it is effective; it is 

noble! 

Overpowering Effect of St. Peter’s. 

In an earlier article I remarked upon the great size 

of St. Paul’s Cathedral, London; how marvelous is its 

effect of height, length and width upon the soul of 

iy 
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Christmas. Now St. Paul’s has an area of only (!) 
9,350 square yards; St. Peter's has 18,000 square 

yards !! 

Have you ever read the memoirs of that delight- 

fully irascible genius, Hector Berlioz? Among many 

other things in his two volumes of fascinating Gallic 

chat, he tells how he spent hot, summer days in Rome. 

In a free translation these are his words: 

“I loved to pass the days there (in St. Peter’s) 

during the intolerable heat of the summer. I carried 

with me a volume of Byron and, establishing myself 

comfortably in a confessional, read while enjoying the 

fresh atmosphere. The religious silence of the place 

was interrupted only at long intervals by the 

harmonious murmur of the two fountains in the great 

square of St. Peter's. 

“St. Peter’s always made me experience a wave of 

admiration. It is majestic. Oh, so noble! So beauti- 

fuliy, so majestically cali!” 

Easter without the preceding Holy Week is hard 

to conceive. Indeed, people do not come here for 

Easter alone. They come for the solemnity of the 

Passion ; then hath Waster thrice the glory. The same 

relativeness of things! Nature and the “Over-Nature,” 

which is Art, are the same in this. Contrast has been 
known to cause things even disagreeable when con- 

sidered absolutely to appear agreeable relatively. 

Yes, if there ever was an esthetic wizard it is St. 

Peter's. The atmosphere is enchanted, the vibrations 

are charged hypnotically ; the life of the place is super- 

normal. So see to it that some of the music you hear 

is good before saying so. 
Marvelous wielder of the heart! It is the same as 

when one is in a psychological laboratory where they 
are testing illusjons. Two weights: the one small, the 

other large. You will stoutly assert that the heavy 

one is light and vice versa. And over there is a green 

disk you say is blue—because relatively it is so. Ad- 

mirable cultivator of sincere and unconscious pre- 

yarication is Nature! 
Nt. Peter's may cause your head to turn! Not the 

first day; nor the second. After that, guard thyself. 

Tor is there not Great Space? 

Great Space is one of the secrets of its power; (Oh, 
what a wonderful dome!) for the absence of things 

is more powerful than the “too much presence,” inas- 
much as the imagination works to its fullest. (And 

the symmetry of it all.) 

Holy Week. 

The “Haster” services begin one week earlier than 
Easter, that is, this year, on Palm Sunday, March 

24, 1907, at 10 o'clock, with Ma After which the 

great procession and the consecration of the palms. 

Wednesday, the 27th, two hours before Ave Maria, 

we hear the “Lamentations” and “Miserere.” There 

is also an exposition of the four relics of the Passion 

—the lead of St. Andrew, the spear which pierced the 

Saviour, a portion of the Cross, and the sudarium of 

Saint Veronica. 

On Holy Thursday, the same as on Wednesday, 

with one addition, the washing of the altar after the 

“Miserere.” 
On Good Friday, at 10 o’clock, the Entombment. 

(These groups remain on view until Saturday even- 

ing.) ‘The “Lamentations” and “Miserere”’ will be 

sung as on the other days. Indeed, quite unforgetable 

are the “Lamentations,” especially on this day. There 

is a very genuine inward stir as one sees that crowd of 

monks ‘and prelates in long procession proceeding 

through St. Peter's singing, and, when fainter and 

fainter becomes the tone, as the candle-illuminated 

grave of Peter is reached, we see them kneel, while 

the “last sound, which rises to the dome of Michael 

Angelo, seems to haye been caught up to heaven.” , 

Tt now is late afternoon, and one candle, on the 

altar, after the other is extinguished. Then—the 

twilight. he mighty multitude prays, and sobs. It 

is not the prayer of the weak and the sob of the 

sentimental, but one of those cosmie¢ sobs which can 

occur but once or twice in any man’s lifetime. 

After which, quite pianissimo, Allegri’s “Miserere.” 

It is « simple chord succession, but under certain cir 

cumstances power is Power, according to the degree 

of simplicity. 1 presume, in such space, with such 

“an grasp unseen elements and 

h, if translated to our com- 

Truth must be newly in- 

fone environment, one 
believe them fully, w! 

mercial tongue, seem fals 
yostigated when one receives it within this Domus Dei. 

On Holy Saturday is the lighting of the holy fire, 

about 7 o'clock in the morning. 

- THE ETUDE 

Easter Day. 

After the pressure of this week of the Passion 

Easter comes, oh! so gloriously! We see High Mass 

at the great altar at 10 o'clock. The relics of the 
Suffering are again exposed, as on the previous 

Wednesday. Only, now they have a new significance: 

so that the whole multitude is swept violently by a 

veritable storm of feeling; it is covered with a flood 
of memories which have accumulated with a score of 
centuries. 

Several friends of mine always shed tears when 
they enter Italy. I used to think it was because they 
were obliged to pay duty on their favorite “prefer- 
ences.” I was skeptical until I came here myself. 
Then I understood, for although Italy may be the land 
of small “fees,” it also is the land of pictures. It has 
beggars like the sand on the seashore, but it has a 
blue sky and memories of Beatrice. It has fever and 
mosquitoes in summer, but it has such wonderful in- 
tellectual treasures that you wish for the power of 
complete absorbency. Oh! that omniscience 
possible ! 

If, for you, Dante and Petrarch, Angelo and Pal- 
estrina, are not alive before you cross the Alps—here 
they are waiting for you. 

Tu cs Petrus et super hane petram aedifieabo 
ecclesiam meam et tibi dabo claves regni caclorum— 
yes, and the Keys of all Hearts! 

were 

MAXIMS FOR ACCURACY IN PIANO 
PLAYING. 

Mr. T. C. Jerrers, of Toronto, has recently pub- 
red a booklet containing a number of maxims of 
at educational value. We reprint a few of them: 

“Practice in small sections of four to sixteen notes 
only, according to the nature of the passage. Play 
each portion over many times, the first few times very 
slowly, then a little more quickly. And let each gee 
tion overlap, by one or two notes, the preceding and 
following ones.” 

“Memorize your piece from the very first peaq; Y first reading. 
After playing the small section three times you should 
be able to play il from memory; it should be small 
enough for that.” 

“Forget the notes on the page, and imprint on your 
mind only the shapes of the passages and chords on 
the keyboard. Note-memory soon becomes dim and un- 
reliable. Notes are but signs for things. Why not re- 
member the things themselyes—that is, the keys?” 

“When two lines have been practiced in this W: 
repeat the whole two lines ten times, 
methodical way as the small section. Be sure to do 
this; do it alw: else your groups will not become 
connected, welded together, and you will continu : 
stammer and hesitate between the sections, Y¢ 
not be able to play the large sections from 
yet, but you will soon be able to do so if 
to practice the whole piece in this way,” 

“Always practice the piece sectionally, as long you continue to study or use it. There ig no pa ee 
you play that may not he better played, and this is the surest way to discover its possibilities of in ue 
ment. Use your brains.” 

“This small section practice is a valuable discovery 
By it one acquires the very technic necessary for cae difficulty one wishes to overcome. Tt is the great HS 
economy ; finger exercise, etude, piece—all are ‘ in ticed at one and the same moment, There ee 
waste. With it one may practice fast as svat a 
slow, and overcome beforehand those difficulties a a 
only appear in rapid performance.” Swish 

“The wrist must always be relaxed, and the § 
the hand must not jump up and down Sat, 
stroke of the fingers. The tone in finger-pass: : 
he obtained only by the stroke of the _ 
strength derived from the wrist or arm, 
of the finger alone must keep the key 
while the tone is singing, the wrist men 
quite relaxed and pliant. Even a bl 
supple wrist: why then should 
foot-and-a-half fingers?” 

“Oh for a true legato! Between two 
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ay 
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Under- 
where it ends, and where its 
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volume towards the climax, and gradually diminishes 
towards the end. And let it he neatly separated from 
the succeeding phrase.” 

“Phrases in mu hould be rendered with as much 
meaning and effect as are phra Imagine : ‘ases in speech. 
an clocutionist who delivers his lines in a monotone, 
without pause, rhythm, ; inflection or emphasis! Do 
you play i " 3 a Pp ea that wa Let your music mean some- 
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HEAR YOUR OWN PLAYING. 

BY J. S. VAN CLEVE. 

Tose of us who study music, and also observe its 

effect upon the public, are constantly confronted with 

a paradox, in the relations of that public to the piano 

and to pianists. Advertise one name, and they rush 

to the box-office; at another time, announce a piano 

recital, and the blank look of ennui or the wry face of 

satiety is the reaction elicited. Money is poured out 

to stich men as Liszt, Thalberg, Gottschalk, Rubin- 

stein and Paderewski, while over against these favored 

ones there is an army of gifted, industrious tone- 

magicians who cannot even get the most modest and 

-meagre daily bread by performance. An eminent 

Chicago critic, who is also a teacher, said to me: 

“There is no blinking the disheartening fact that there 

is no market-demand for piano recitals.” This was a 
rather extreme wording of the situation, but with 

more than a modicum of truth in it. Now what is the 

cause of this condition? 
Why is it so hard for a good pianist to find a money 

reward for his species of skilled labor, and so easy for 

the great pianist? There are many reasons, but I 

wish, in the present paper, to direct the thoughts of 
the piano-playing clientele of Tue Erupe to one 

aspect of our work which I am sure is too little re- 

garded. 

Necative VALUE or Some PrAno RECITALS. 

One of the chief reasons why the public does not 

like to pay for piano recitals is that they are not 

worth paying to hear. Thirty years of professional 

consideration of piano performances as eritie have 

planted in me the opinion that nine in ten of those 

who ask the suffrages and the support of the public 

have but a yague and inaccurate notion as to how their 

playing really sounds. ‘The players are often serenely 

unconscious of the countless flaws in their work, and 

I am charitable enough to assume that they are honest 

in thinking the music is actually as perfect in gthe 

receptive ears as it is in the heated, reproducing 

imaginations. A conerete illustration may not be out 

of place here. In Cincinnati, some ago, a local 

pianist gave a recital to whichI was asked to come, 

in the regular routine of my s C Ss a newspaper 
reviewer. He undertook the great ‘‘Appassionata” of 
Beethoven, and where the lyric theme enters in the 
first movement, that grave, noble, manly melody which 

tells us that Beethoyen will not yield to the mood of 
empty despair, but will wrestle with Fate, the pianist 

made one of the worst acoustic messes which I 
ever had the misery of hearing. There were posi- 

tively more wrong notes than right ones, and that 

seductive Delilah of the piano, Miss Damper-Pedal, 

was lugged in to bring rescue. Anything more pitiable 

oer comic than this self-pleased yet ill-starred per- 

former could scarce be pictured. However, conceive, if 

you can, the cool, lofty, Brobdignagian insolence of 

the man when, walking down the strect after the 
recital, he said condescendingly to me, “Oh, you know, 

I don’t mind a few false notes any more than Anton 

Rubinstein did.” . 

Now, what has all this to do with the fact that the 

public finds our average piano recital jejune and un- 

syorthy of money exchange? Why, just this: IT be- 

lieve that it is not extravagant to say that not one 

student or practitioner of the piano in a hundred has 

any adequate notion of the way his playing sounds 

outside of the little magic realm of the personal brain. 

If only some form of tonal mirror, as sen ive and as 

honest as the common looking-glass, could be devised 

for the hearing, what a boon, what a boon! We do 

not really hear ourselves. 

INFLUENCE OF MecHANICAL PLAYERS. 

Just here I wish to record my opinion that the 

many mechanical devices now upon the market, which 

are slipped in between brain and wire, in lieu of 

fingers, should one and all be welcomed. They will 

not ever supersede the really great or the 

genuinely intelligent one, but their effect is to set a 

standard of impeccable technic, and so familiarize the 

receptive ears of the listening world with the tone- 

concepts of the creative minds that the wretched 

slovenliness now so frequent will grow intolerable. 

If I am corvect in forecasting what will be the 

trend of the future, it follow . ‘oxieally that all which 

js veal’y individual in an artist s work will stand out 

clief against the familiar background of the 

But. to our immediate topic. The 

the interpreting artist is just 

in ber 

known technic. 

yery sreatest enemy of 

THE ETUDE. 

this discrepancy between the sound which he really 

makes in the passive ears of his audience and the 

sound which he more than-half imagines. 

Too Mucit WoopveNn Practice. 

Out of the half dozen or more contributing causes 

of the nonhearing of oneself the most active’ and most 

deadly is the benumbing and stultifying of the audi- 

tory nerves through the enormous amount of practice. 

I have been credibly informed by one who studied 

under D’Albert, and who was frequently in his house, 

that this most colossal of masters seldom or never 

practiced more than two hours per day. This is, to 

be sure, so extraordinary as to he no criterion for any 

one else. But it gives us another guide-post along the 

road which we are traveling. ‘The main reason, my 

dear piano student and piano colleague, why you are 

so dull of apprehension ‘is that you hear the music, 

and more especially the technical elements of the 

music, so monstrously often that your nerves become 

first saturated, then dulled, and at last benumbed, if 

not indeed actually callous. : 

To comprehend this, by analogy, look at the hand of 

a man who works with tools, and see how the special 

callousness of his craft has seized hold upon him, Go, 

examine the finger-tips of a violinist; try if you also 

can press the-strings of his instrument as hard as he 

does, and ascertain how long you are able to continue 

that deep creasing info your finger-ends. Go to the 

gustatory organs for testimony ; do you not know how 

soon the poignant stings of even the strongest flavors— 

honey, lemon juice, clove oil, red pepper—paralyze the 

power of taste? Sight, also, is subject to the me 

law. Gaze long at one certain color and you will find 

yourself half color-blind. Now pass into the abstract 

world of thought, and the same law rules. 

Assuredly, in learning the raw technic of an in- 

strument, you should hold your intelligence upon it 

strictly, and never permit a moment's mental wander- 

ing! Assuredly, part of this attention should be ap- 

plied to the actual sounds which you are creating ; but 

those sounds should he diversified through all the 

metamorphoses conceivable. Do your scales and arpeg- 

gios in similar motion, in contrary motion, in canonic 

form, swift, slow, middling, forte, fortissimo, mezzo, 

piano, and pianissimo, legato. aceato,non-legato, sharp 

staccato—still, with all this varying of the impres- 

sion of the tone-substance, you will become sated 

with the rather palnd beauties of these scales and 

arpeg?: This dreaded satiety will arrive long be- 

fore the digits, those talented but reluctant learners, 

have accomplished the third part of their task. To 

he sure, if weare to play at all worth while, we must pos- 

sess ability, strength and combining power of finger ac- 

tion, and these must exist in far greater perfection 

than was demanded of our forbears, but with the 

mechanical players in the arena there is now no hope 

for the bungle 
No Suorr Cuts. 

Skill we must have, even in a transcendental de- 

eally important shortening of the road 

has ever been devised or will be. All our improved 

methods in piano study and in voice study make the 

way more pleasant and more entertaining, but not 

shorter. It is still a ten years’ task to make a singer, 

as in the days of Maestro Porpora; and it is quite as 

long a journey for the pianist now, if not longer. 

The mountain of the Muses, Parnassus, or Monsalvat, 

however you christen it, is still far away, and difficult 

of access, It still demands an average of four good, 

choice hours of time per working day ; twelve hun- 

red hours a year per working year, to make a pianist, 

and in the case of such mighty men as Rosenthal, 

the years go on and on and on with ever-increasing 

wonders of capacity till at least thirty or forty thou- 

sand hours are applied to the piano and its mastery. 

gree, and no r 

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS, 

When it is possible, it is an excellent plan to do a 
part of the technical work and also a part of the 

analytical work of acquainting oneself with the actual 

notes of a composition, upon the Virgil practice-clavier, 

or some sort of non-tonal set of moving keys. This, 
of course, like any good thing, may be overdone, and 

so degenerate into a bad thing, for we must use mod- 
suse in everything. eration and common-s 

If this practice upon a dumb keyboard be not pos- 

sible, I should, in some way, damp the wires of the 

piano so as to muffle the sound, as they used to 

with the clavichords in the nunneries of old days, that 
the devotees might not be disturbed, and put into an 

unholy temper by the dire monotonies of the neighbors’ 

practice, 
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Some years ago’ I visited the renowned pianist, 

Rafael Josefty, at the Grand Hotel, in Cincinnati, 

and found his piano carefully muffled. Thus he could 

“practice -everything exactly, and both educated the 

finge) and the ear approximately, omitting, of 

course, the actualities of dynamic climax. He said it 

was to avoid annoying his fellow guests; but I am 

“sure, whether he knew it or not, he was also being 

merciful to his own ears as well. 
The musician’s talent for hearing and discrimi- 

nating, for knowing and judging, is as dainty as the 

talent of a tea-taster. The effects which I have ob- 

served among teachers of music are that they acquire 

a horrible insensibility to ugly tones, and to chaotic 

mixtures of tones; or else they arrive at the op- 

posite pole and are so nervously susceptible that they 

can not endure eyen necessary dissonances, and thus 

are so irritable that they annoy and flurry the young 

learner. Nothing, absolutely nothing is more nec- 

essary than a power to hear vividly and consciously, 

while also feeling a thrill of delight at what is heard. 

Wordsworth has given us a stanza which might well 

be adopted by every musician as a guidepost: 

“The birds around me hopped and played, 

Their thoughts I could not measure ; 

But the least motion that they made, 

It seemed a thrill of pleasure.” 

The mystical value of music is seen in nothing more 

clearly than in its universal delightsomeness. It 

must be an eestasy in the composing mind, else it is 

cold, banal and wearisome; it must be a flame of 

happy, vivid life in the performer's mind, or his rein- 

carnation of it will be nugatory and wholly unconvine- 

ing; it must be a bewildering spell, an uplifting dream 

in the listener's mind, or it has no final right to exist. 

Music, like all the wonderful gifts of God, must im- 

part life and joy to all who share in it in any way, 

or it becomes a mere selfish and deadening exercise, 

which soon exhausts the finer powers of the soul, like 

the air in a room hermetically sealed against the in- 

breathing of the pure, vast ocean of God’s free at- 

mosphere. Music may be imagined by reading the 

printed page, buf that is only a fainter, paler hear- 

ing. The real purpose of music is to thrill the auditory 

nerves, and so reach and refresh the heart. That you 

may feel sensitively this delight yourself, and so have 

the enthusiasm to give it to others, you mu ; conserve 

the joyous hearing power. 

NOTES FOR THE HISTORY TEAUHER. 

In an address given before the Musical Association 

of London, Dr. Frederick G. Shinn made some practi- 

cal suggestions to teachers of the history of music. 

We quote a few: ; 
What is the object of the study? A musician 

studies the history of his art so that his mind, being 

stored with a knowledge of the past and the lessons 

that it teaches, shall be capable of forming a sound 
judgment upon the problems of the past and of the 

artistic tendencies of the present. 
A reasonable knowledge of musie must be already 

possessed, then an intelligent plan of study would be 

to take a sheet of foolscap paper, and, as reading went 
on, construct a very simple chronological chart; @ 

century for each column, with sub-division for year 

of birth and year of death of leading composers. A 

horizontal line might be made for each quarter page, 

dividing the spaces into quarters of a century. 
Another chart might be built up by taking sections 

of the art. One was shown giving dates of production 

of oratorios and cantatas. Such study of one depart- 

ment in detail was of more value than a general 

survey. 

Again, the study of one epoch might be taken. A 

chart was shown which covered the period occupied 

by Vol. III of the “Oxford History of Music.” The 

events of general history and of musical history had 

their counterparts. Show by parallel columns what 

took place in each. In Dr. Shinn’s chart, the head- 

ings were (1) sovereign, (2) politieal and sacial 

events, (3) mu ns born. (4) died, (5) masques, 

operas, &e., (G6) instrumental music, (7) church and 

vocal music, and (8) foreign music and musicians. 

aS 

Mm fundamental evil in music is the necessity of 

reproduction of its artistie ereations by performance. 

Were it as easy to learn to read musie as words, the 

sonatas of Beethoyen would have the popularity of 

the poems of Sehiller—’, Hiller. 
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From Schumann’s Workshop 
By FRIEDRICH KERST 

(From the German by E. B, Hill.) 

the rosy kiss of the sinking sun still ‘trembles 

faintly, my whole life lies before me. I see 

as in a dream; I behold a mighty mountain, bleak and 

destitute of undergrowth, arise before my eyes; a full- 

blown heavenly rose blooms upon it. I would reach it, 

I would fain get near it; the mountain is steep; its 

ats IKE a distant, distant evening landscape on which 
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erags are precipitous. In vain my friend stretches his 

appealing hands towards it; and because he cannot 

reach it, he is overjoyed, he is as a god, if he is allowed 

to pray to the rose in the distance, and in divine con- 

templation to find again the bliss of his lost happi- 

ness. (Zwickau, July, 1827, to Emil Flechsig, 1808- 

78. Schumann was seventeen years old when he wrote 

thus the “secret in the depths of a happy soul.”) 

Casv off into existence, hurled into the night of 

the world, without guide, teacher or father—thus Iam 

placed, and yet the whole world never appeared in so 

favorable a light as just now, when I stand before it, 

and laugh, joyous and free, at its tempests- Lead me, 

my friend, into this stirring life, and lift the venture- 

some youth when he sinks. (Zwickau, March 17, 

1828, to Flechsig, who was studying in Leipzig, Schu- 

mann wished to join him to study Jaw.) 

Coxp jurisprudence, which cast me down at the be- 

ginning with its lifeless definitions, can never please 

me; medicine I will not, and theology I can not study. 

I find myself in an eternal war with myself, and seek 

in vain for a guide who can tell me what I should do. 

And yet—it cannot be otherwis I must and will 

conquer the law, no matter how cold and dry it may 

be; and if man only will—he can do anything. 

(Leipzig, May 21, 1828, to his mother. On July 17, 

1829, however, he wrote to his mother from Heidel- 

berg; “With such teachers as Thibaut and Mitter- 

mayer, law has an agreeable aspec I feel now, for 

the first time, the true worth of jurisprudence, that it 

promotes all holy interests of life.”) 

[Anton Friedrich Justus Thibaut, 1772-1840, pro- 

fessor of law at the University of Heidelberg from 1805 

until his death, an ardent admirer of the old Italian 

Church composers, especially Palestrina. Te possessed 

a valuable collection of folk-songs of all nations. Tis 

hook “On Purity in Musical Art” went through sev- 

eral editions, and is justly famous and valuable. &. 

B, 1.) 

My life is monotonous and joyl« 

that I do not live alone, for I mi 

melancholy. Tt is no pastime for me to go to publie 

places, and I loathe to see silly fellows. Still in my 

heart J am not joyless, for what men cannot give me, 

I get from music, and all the lofty feelings which I 

cannot express, my piano utters for me. If I am sad, 

I think of my dear ones at home, who love me, and 

whom T Joye so deeply. Ah! mother, T am too weak a 

man, I know it too well; every deeply sentient man 

must be unhappy. (Leipzig, August 31, 1828, to his 

mother.) 

is fortunate 
y become 

I consider Music the noblest speech of the soul: 

others find it mere intoxication of the ears; others stil! 
a problem in arithmetic, and practice it in this manner. 
= ** T do not wish, however, that every man should un- 

derstand me. (Leipzig, August 9, 1832, to his mother.) 
Derp in my heart lies something, that I would not 

give up at any price—the faith that men are still good - 

—and faith in God. Am I not lucky? (Leipzig, No- 

vember 27, 1838, to his mother.) 

I never felt so assured of my future as at present, 
Secure against poverty, so far as human insight can 
predict, inspiring plans in my head, a young heart at- 
tuned to all that is noble, hands ready for work, in 
the consciousness of a worthy field of activity, still 

hoping to accomplish all that may be expected of my 

abilities, honored and loved by many—I think that 

should be enough! (Leipzig, September 13. 
Friedrich Wieck on his daughter Clara's birthday 
Schumann was trying to unite their friendship again.) 

[Priedrich Wieck, 1785-1873, a famous piano teacher 
who lived for the greater part of his life at Leipzig 
and Dresden. THis daughter, Clara, one of the Saye 

est women pianists, was his pupil. She married Sehiti 
mann, in spite of strenuous opposition on her father's 
part, after a struggle lasting many years, in which 

Schumann was finally obliged to have recourse to fe 
law. §E. B. 11.) iS 

I might still confess to you much about myself 
my eharacter, that IT am often not understood, that I 
often receive the most sincere tokens of affection wit} 
coldness and reserve, and often offend and rebuff tl ee 
who have the kindliest feelings toward me. Pre, uw ae 
I have examined myself on this score, and Renee ed 
myself, since inwardly I acknowledge the slighte, is wal 

ent, understand every’ expression of the fies ayia 
smallest trait in the heart of others. Still T ofte: nate 
words and the gift of expression, You Will soor re ne 
how to take me, and will pardon me assuredly, aa 
have not a bad heart, and love the good and the I a aM 
ful with all the depths of my soul. (Vienna. De feeb 
29, 1838, to his betrothed, Clara Wieck.) Pe 

IN your article on songs, I s oe A 

that you put me in the cond cae eine disturbed 
to be rated among the first, but I hoped to ee 
tensions to a place of my own, and was most y sie ee 
to see myself placed with Reissiger, Cursch: ene 
others. I know that my efforts and ae 4 Sean) 
surpass those mentioned, and I hope ea ath 
acknowledge this yourself and on no accour Coe wall 
me vain, something I am far from being # oouder 
plainly and frankly; may you take ik a Sess 
spirit, and also consider my remarks as ad iM 
to you, toward whom I feel as an intimat oa 
May 9, 1841, to Karl Koszmaly, a contrite, 
mann’s magazine.) 

[Carl Reissiger, 1798-1859, a composer of 
meister order, whose operas, church musi = ue 
a fleeting popularit, Ile sueceeded ae 
ductor of the German opera at Dresden : 
posed to be the composer of the piece : 

Last Waltz.” His music has 
Carl Curschmann, 1805-1841, 
poser of sons 

and 

t expect 

the sanie 
essed only 
( Leipzig, 

butor to Schy- 

j eapell- 
and trio h, el 
‘ber A 

: Te was sup- 
ce Known as “Weber 

virtually disappeare, 4 : chiefly known as Pag " popular before Schubert’ ‘ Known. While superior to many song. 
time, that they are inferior to the eon Mi 
Schumann and Franz goes without say mann was justified in his indi a 

& com. 

SONES Wore 
iters OF the 
of Schubert 

meg, and Sehn. gnation ¢ 
pared with such mediocre composers Sy being com- 

ee ears: a Se TATELY I looked in an old geography foy | 
Diisseldorf, and found these oF facts about 
Three nunneries and an insane asyl do not mind at all; but the la te Aan AR By s - very to learn of, Twill teli you my reasone. te "VE 
ago, you remember, we lived in Mg a Severg 

red that the principal sight fare <a I soon 
the Sonnenstein Asylum my w 

absolutely annoying; 

same ¢ 
however, the facts are ae ae i 
only be a hospital, sueh ae hie “a ue b 
(Dresden, December IS49, t¢ i rites 

[In September, 1850, Sulttuies a 
conductor at Diisseldorf, Where te ‘ 
happy attempt at suicide made i 
him .under restraint, Hore ite, 3 

‘Ups, 
May 

town, 

nildin 
h every 

‘dinana Hine 
Meceeded Hilley 

Bry to plp SAT) 
OMposed the. 

“Rhenish” symphony in E flat. the cantata “The Pil- 
srimage of the Ros and many other choral works: 

at eae Dee, ae sonata for piano and violin, Op- 
ie ’ te any oe her works, That Schumann should 
have ecome insane here was but a strang2 coincidence 
i the light of his statement above, for the premoni- 
ane Se ceed showed themselves many years be- 

Toe « ‘3 4 
nes abana! is only an immaterial and ro- 

WEe as Bence moe jong ago observed. Mozart 
ee on aa an adherent as Berlioz now fs, and 
ieee GN Bene a diploma to that effect. 
ie oo az usebius are my dual personality, which, 

Henttttos ie wenld gladly unite. The other veiled 
Hhigtoee cece eas real persons; also much in the 
Gaticests ae avidsbund has actually occurred. I 
aise: ines sheets full, but this will have to 
Tom} paig, September 14, 1836, to Heinrich 

The spose 
amen a ae “Davidsbund” was to combat inti oust fi py eae in music, as David and his 

stormy. poe : hilistines, Florestan represented the 
Dusebins ate ae element in humann’s nature, 
eeeniter Aeneas and more poctic, while Raro im- 

tween the eice: tm a sie which soca 
isted only in asters Be age fhe “Dasidabaan allusions to ie oe n Of its founder, there are constant 
Wiens. See cae tumann’s magazine, Other mem- 
Meritis for Meentiec name for Clara Wieck, Felix 
editor of the Sane oot Julius for Julius Knorr, an 
Was never acne Pa c L schrift; but its membership 

y defined, Schumann signed many- 

8 
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THE KEYBOARD AND THE HAND. 

BY HERVE D. WILKINS. 

THERE are certain peculiarities of the piano keyboard 

which are not treated of in any of the various in- 

struction-books for the piano. - 

PosITIoN OF THE BLACK KeYs. 

One of these is found in the variable span of tne 

fingers required for identical or similar intervals. The 
minor thirds, the major thirds, the fourths, fifths and 

sevyenths all have varying measurements, according to 

the letters touched. Lf we look closely at the keyboard 
we notice that only one of the black keys is exactly on 

the middle line between two white keys. Thisblack key 

is the A flat or G sharp key. The two black keys, 
flat and B flat, are to the right of the middle line, and 

the two black keys, D flat and G flat, are to the left 

of the middle lines. Thus, if we touch C with its 

octave, and add the intervening F' sharp, which divides 

the octave exactly, being six half-tones from either the 

lower or the upper C, and then compare this span with 

the octave on D, with G sharp between, or on E, with 

Asharp between, we have, in each case, the same inter- 

val and the same effect, but we have at the same time 

three different measurements for thisidentical chord. The" 

middle black key is, in each case, differently measured 

from either the upper or lower one of the octave; only 

in the case of D, A flat, D is the black key exactly 

in the middle of the octave. 

INTERVAL MEASUREMENTS. 

The above is but one illustration among a thou- 

sand of the yariableness of a single interval. If we 

examine in detail all possible intervals represented 

upon the keyboard we shall reach a new and very im- 

portant view-point from which to survey the field of 

pianistie achievement. 
The major thirds vary 9-16 of ah inch; their meas- 

urements are as follows: C-H, G-B, I-A, 1% inches; 
¥-sharp-A sharp, 2% inches; D-F sharp, B-flat-D, 
2 and ,4, inches; A-flat-C, E-G sharp, 2 and ; inches; 

B-D sharp, 244 inches. 
Thus to play the chromatic scales in double thirds, 

as in Liszt's “Rigoletto,” and his third “Liebestraum,” 

and in Chopin’s G sharp minor etude, and to execute 

all the arpeggios, founded on the major triads, involves 

a vast number of irregular sidewise adjustments of the 

fingers. ‘ 
The perfect fourths vary from 214 inches at I*-B 

flat, to 2% inches at B-flat-E flat. he perfect fifths 
yary 5-16 of an inch, The minor sixths vary V-inch 3 

F-D flat is the narrowest, 4% inches; B-G, the widest, 

44 inches. ‘Che major sixths vary from 496 inches for 

c-A, D-B, IF'-D, G-E, to 5 inches forl-flat C, and B-flat 

G. The minor seventh, a very important interval in 

chords and passages, varies 5-16 inch; C-B flat, P-E 

flat being the narrowest, 5 and 58; inches; G-I" and 

similar white keys, and A-flat-G flat, 514 inches; and 

B-flat-A flat, the widest, 5 and ,%; inches. 

These measurements show how and why the keys, 

which are called sharp keys, are more difficult to mas- 

ter than the flat keys, and especially pieces in extreme 

keys like the “Tannhiiuser March,” by Liszt in B, and 

the etude by Ienselt, “Were I a Bird,” in F sharp. 

All these various spans must be made by moving the 

fingers sidewise, and, in order to train the hand to 

these numberless sideward adjustments various means 

have been employed. The most direct and modern of 

these is found in the idea of “preparing” every key by 

“thinking ahead,’ and placing the finger on the key 

beforehand. 

The idea of preparing the thumb in scale-playing 

has heretofore heen imperfectly taught. The gradual 

moving of the thumb under each successive finger, so 

as to be finally ready, a far different process, both 

practically and psychologically, from the instantaneous 

preparation of the proper thumb note as now taught. 

The old process was really the preparation of a lot 

of tones not needed in order, finally, to reach the one 

aimed at. The present-day preparation of the thumb, 

as of all the other fingers, light, instantaneous and 

timely, shows the most satisfactory 1 without 

distracting the pupil’s mind from the musics 
and effect. On the contrary, the act of preparing or 

anticipating by touching the digital about to be actu- 

ated leads readily to the mental anticipation of the 

tone belonging to it, and this is one form of nusical 

thinking. 
The octave is uniformly 614 inches wide. On the 

Janko keyboard, a novelty extensively advertised and 
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exploited some years ago, the octave was but 5 

wide. There were on the Janko keyboard but two 

different scale fingerings, and every sort of interval 

was of constant span in all keys. 

Siwwewise Motions, 

The treatment hitherto accorded to the sideward 
muscles of the fingers in piano-teaching has been di- 

rected chiefly toward strengthening and stretching 

them, for the purpose of increasing the span of the 

fingers, and various means have been employed for 

the purpose of forcing the fingers apart. Wedges 

made of cork or of wood have be used, and one re- 

cently published instruction-book pr thes the pinch- 

ing of a block between adjacent fingers, thus taxing 

the sideward muscles. All such exercises are of doub‘ 
ful value, for the following reasons: It does noi fol- 

low that if the fingers ave forced apart by external 

means the muscles which extend the hand and are 
used in spanning are thereby improyed. Forcing apart 

merely weakens the closing muscles, but does not de- 

velop the extending muscles. The cutting of the ten- 

don, which impedes the third finger, was, at one time, 

advised for piano students, and a few individuals sub- 

mitted their hands to this operation. But neither the 

stretch of the hand nor the ability to lift the third 

finger was thereby improved. 

There is no better way of training the fingers to ac- 

curacy of sideward motions than the actual practice of 

all sorts of scales, arpeggios, double notes, chords and 

octaves, and selected piano pieces, studying mean- 

while the careful preparation of each note by placing 

the finger before the tone is sounded. ‘This does not 

involve any particular sort of touch. If the finger 1s 

ready, a percussion or any sort of pressure may be 

employed; that is another matter. In ases the 

sideward moyement or reach of the fingers should be 

accomplished as if the hands were held in the-air; that 

is, without bracing the fingers against the keys; for 

all external stretching is useless. It is only the span 

acquired by reaching out from within the hand that 

should be used in exercising both the opening and the 

closing muscles in actual playing; and there should 

be kept in mind the definite object of anticipating the 

sound of every tone by a previous preparatory placing 

of the finger. 

VALvE or ROUTINE. 

The various combinations and successions of tones 
in musie are infinite in their variety, but tliey are 

all deyeloped from certain elementary forms. In the 

continual practice of these the training of the hands 

progresses along with the acquirement of musical 

knowledge, so that the student-mind is always in the 

lead of the technical advance, and the player cannot 

be reproached, as sometimes happens, with having more 

of technic than of musical appreciation and knowledge. 

These recurring forms, such as scales, figurations, 

chords, arpeggios, double notes, octaves and trill-form s, 

constitute a foundation for the fingering of all sorts 

of passages. 

By the acquirement of all these foundational ma- 

terials and a continued rehearsal of them as a matter 

of daily routine, the hands become so trained to the 
use of the keyboard that the correct fingering of any 

passage is readily discerned, and it soon becomes a 

habit to employ a definite fingering for every sort of 

passage. This habit i t help to the musical 

memory. Hvery artis ying to recall an old piece, 

will have found that the fingers haye remembered 
what the mind had well-nigh forgotten. These elemen- 

tary forms can he studied along with the lessons in 

tone production, and as illustrative of all sorts of tone 

and chord problems. 

TRANSPOSITION. 

The fact that the keys lie upon two levels makes it 

all the more imperative that every exercise be trans- 

posed, so that the student may learn to make equal 

tones upon the long, white lower keys or upon the 

short, black upper keys. Then, too, the black keys are 
much narrower than the white ones (the top of a black 

key is less than half the width of a white key), hence 

the greater difficulty of pieces in five or six sharps, 

such as the Arensky “Itude;” hence also the futility 

of practicing, without transposition, a lot of etudes 

written only for the white keys. 

As preparatory to the study of transposition the 

student should master the scale with the “Movable 

Do” syllables. This is easily learned, even by young 

children, and it is often a pleasure for them to learn 

how to transpose simple exercises and little tunes into 

other key: 
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The psychological processes in the study of trans- 

position are measurably the same as when one tries to 

“pick out a tune” by ear in any key whatever. It is, 

indeed, possible to transpose by numbers, counting up 

or down for every note or chord; but the best kind of 

transposition is when the entire harmony and melody 

are conceived together and placed bodily in the new 

key. It is by such studies that the hands can be best 

taught to utte", through the keyboard, the musical 

thoughts that arise in the mind of the reader, the re- 
citer, and the composer of music. 

SrreNcTH AND LIGHTNESS. 

If we regard the finger-motions in piano-playing as 

of four-fold character, upward and downward, inward , 

and outward, then the downward and the outward 
motions are the ones which require strength ; the down- 

ward motion to produce the tones, and the outward to 

extend the fingers; while the upward and inward mo- 

tions require only lightness {nd promptness, since the 

fingers should always be lifted lightly, whether the 

playing be loud or soft, and the inward motion of the 

fingers is normal and self-cultivated. 

There certainly can be no justification for giving 
the extensor muscles any hard, straining exercises, and 

those who use hand-gymnasiums should always evade 

those appliances which tax the strength of the ex- 

tensor muscles, whether for upward or outward mo- 
tions. The lifting muscles of the arm or the wrist 

should also be used lightly, since their load is con- 

stant, and it requires no more strength to lift the 

jaand or arm in loud passages than in soft ones. The 
idea that it is necessary to make a hard motion at any 

time for loud playing is found to be erroneous, since 

many artists produce a great deal of tone and develop 

aall the sonorities of the piano without effort. 1t can- 

not be claimed that artists who have attained eminence 
have done so without long and diligent study and prac- 

tice; but it can safely be maintained, on the grounds 

of common sense, that a labored manner of playing and 

the use of undue force and heavy pressure upon the 

keys can never develop into an easy and graceful 

execution. 

AN INCIDENT OF SCHUMANN’S LAST 
DAYS. 

[Carmen Sytva, the Queen of Roumania, in her 

“Souvenirs” tells of her relations with Mme. Clara 
Schumann, and gives a pen picture of the last meeting 
between, husband and wife, the details of which are 
not commonly known.] 

Mme. Schumann gaye me an account of her hus- 

band’s abortive attempt at suicide in the Rhine, and 

told of her struggle to provide for herself and chil- 
dren while Schumann was ill and confined to the 
asylum. “My father did not write to me at all, fear- 
ing I should ask him for money.” 

For more than two years she did not see her hus- 
band. TVinally, one day, just as she was seating her- 

self to play at a concert in London, the news was 

brought that her husband was nearing death, and that 

she should hasten her return to Germany. She left 

immediately, but when she arrived at Endenich, 
where Schumann was confined to an asylum for the 
insane, the officials refused to allow her to see her 

husband, She protested most vigorously. 
“Since his death is certain, my presence in his room 

will not be injurious. T want to be near him.” The 

closing details of the incident are given in Mme, 

Schumann’s own words: 
“When I entered I hardly knew him, so much had 

he changed, Tlis eyes alone recalled him to me. He 
turned suddenly toward me, and his glance br 

ened strangely, ‘Ah! my well-beloved one,’ he cried, 

and he clasped me in his arms. He was unw ling to 

take now cishment on account of his delusion that some 

one was seeking to poison him. Te consented, how- 

ever, to take some food from my hand. While T re- 

mained in the room he followed every movement of 

mine with his ey I felt myself almost happy in 

spite of my affliction to have had again a token of his 

ereat.affection and love.” 
A short time passed and he was gone, 

Our pianists do not wholly understand the genius 
of their instrument. Wonderful as the modern piano 

is, it has decided limitations in respect of power of 
tone. Treat the piano with diplomacy and it will 

sing sonorously and with infinite variety of tonal grad- 
uations. Force it, assault it, domineer over it, and it 

shr . and there is no expressive timbre left in its 
voice.—Baughan. 

| 
| 
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THE ETUDE 

Anton Rubinstein in His Class Room 
By A. HIPPiUS 

[A special feature of Rubinstein's teaching was the class-lesson at which pup‘ls played certain compositions, the master 
commenting upon the playing and the music, often playing the pieces himseit in order to emphasi e some point he 
wished to impress upon the minds of the pupils, The first p ct of the series was published in Tae Erupe for February. 
Editor.] 

It 

At the next lesson he said: ‘To-day I beg your 

particular attention. The composer with whom we 

have to do is one of the most important representa- 

tives of the literature for keyboard instruments from 

the time of its origin to the middle of the eighteenth 

century—with the exception, of course, of Bach and 

Handel. Until 1750 the clavier was used by com- 

posers principally as an sgrecable pastime; they com- 

_ posed dances for it, or pieces with fanciful names, 
such as Les Cyclopes, Le Bavolet Flottant, La Poule, 

ete. About that time the attempt was first made to 
express feeling through tones, and the one of whom we 

speak took such a mighty stride forward that even 

Haydn seems pale and insignificant in comparison 

with him. This man who opened a new way is none 

other than Philipp Emanuel Bach, the second son of 

Johann Sebastian Bach. In general, he is not highly 

esteemed. Musical dictionaries give but little more 

than the particulars of his life and death, but, even 

more than Haydn and Mozart, he can be regarded the 

direct forerunner of Beethoven. All that we call 

modern in contradistinction to antique we find in 

Philipp Emanuel Bach: unexpected modulations, hu- 

mor, dreaminess, depth of feeling, grief, intensit; 

Ue is the creator of the sonata, a player of great tech- 

nical ability, and wrote a work on the art of playing 

the clavier, in which even the pianist of to-day can 

find useful hints.” 

For two hours Rubinstein played only works by 

this composer—six sonatas, the suite in three moye- 

ments, Xénophon, La Complaisance, Les Langueurs 

Tendres, Rondo, Fantaisie Impromptu—interspersed 

with various exclamations of admiration, delight and 

explanation. It struck ten, but he was indefatigable. 

“T shall keep you a little longer,” he said, “because 

I wish you to know this great man better.” 

The date of the following lesson was Rubinstein’s 

birthday (November 16). As he entered the room all 

rose. He began: 

“Last Friday we saw how.in Philipp Emanuel Bach 

are united Ilaydn’s naivete, Mozart’s freshness of 

sentiment, and Beethoven's dramatic force. All that 

is connected with Johann Sebastian Bach must be dear 

and sacred to us—and who stands nearer the father 

than his sons? Therefore, we shall oecupy ourselves 

with them to-day. After Philipp Emanuel, Friede- 

mann was the most talented. His father had great 

hopes of him, but they were not realized; he was dis- 

solute of life and came to a bad end.” After the 

Capriccio and a sonata by Friedemann Bach, Rubin- 

stein said: “Is it not peculiar? In these works we 

see clearly two epochs—that of the father and another 

entirely new. In the sonata the-son has nothing to 

do with the father, And now listén to another sonata, 

by Bach’s third son, Christopher. This is aiso thor- 

oughly independent; there is no trace of the father’s 

influence. rere 
“Pwo nephews of Bach, Christian and Johann 

Ernst, distinguished themselves more or less as com- 

posers, OF those following Bach—Benda, Eberlein, 

Rolle, Wagenseil—one can only say that they were 

pedants.” Then, without preface or explanation, he 

hegan to play Haydn. How simple and childlike he 

sounded after Bach and Handel! 

“You see,” he remarked, “that Haydn is always en- 

gaging, always charming, always smiling. His music is 

thoroughly characteristic of Vienna. The Viennese 

were gay and vivacious; pleasure was their chief con- 

corn.’ After several sonatas: “You see, Haydn is 

always the same. This men has never suffered. He 

was the best grandfather that eyer had his pockets 

stuffed with sweetmeats, which he gave out right and 

left to the children who surrounded him. And the 

children—they were his public! I beg pardon,” he 

added, half to himself. 

“Among the most attractive and best known con- 

cert pieces of Haydn are the variations in F° minor. 

The variation is the oldest form of composition. At 

first it served merely to show the execution of the 

player; then it gradually grew more intellectual and 

finally attained to the power of expressing musical 

thought. Have you noticed that IT have played all 

this music of Haydn with my foot on the left pedal? In 
his time ‘here was no instrument with a tone so 
strong as ours of to-day. 

“The naivete and cheerfulness of Haydn led natu- 
rally into the ceremony andelegancethat characterized 
the music of the period to!lowing him. One cannot 
too strongly emphasize the mfluence of time and man- 
ners on music. ‘Then the men wore wigs with long 
queues, silk stockings and buckled shoes; the women, 
powdered tow on their heads and enormous panniers 
to their gowns, so that they moved with difficulty. As 
they courtsied deeply to the cavaliers, and as ‘Eligde 
responded with iow bows—that is Mozart. 
before all a melodist; he is always singing. His son: 
however, is lyric. We look only in*o his own So} : 
he does not express the sorrows of humanity.” re 

He played several sonatas by Mozart. hi fantaisi 
and the charming gigue in G minor, “Mozart's Bee 
are true pearls,” he said. “Singular that in av orks 
we give them only to children of nine and ten. T os 
grown-up children to play Mozart.” pies 
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OVERWORK THE ENEMY OF SUCCESS. 

BY JAMES FRANCIS COOKE, 

Tue American student of music is usually ambitious 

to progress rapidly in order to get settled into his life 

work, as well as to attract reputation and the oppor- 

tunities that go with it. ‘This easily leads to too steady 

and intense application to work and to the resulting 

breakdown. Dr. Luther H. Gulick, director of 
physical training in the New York public schools, 

contributed an article to Good Housekeeping some 

months ago, which the teacher and the student can 
read with profit. Among other things, Dr Gulick 

says: a 

“Fatigue is a destructive agent like sickness and 

death. . . . When we are tired out we are not our- 
sely A part of us has temporarily gone out of ex- 

istence. What remains is something which belongs to 

a more primitive state of civilization.” 
So much literature in regard to “Success,” or, rather, 

“Success through hard, unremitting labor,” has been 
presented to us in the last few years that our judg- 

ment is liable to serious distortion, The musician 
reads of the success of this or that great artist, learns 

that it has been achieved by years of constant work, 

and very naturally assumes that he may go and do 

likewise. Ie rushes ‘blindly at his studies and almost 
fears to stop, lest the victory will fall from his hands. 

The propaganda of success is splendidly American, 

and has done much to keep us free from laziness; but 
do not let us yield to the idea that rest is not as 

essential to success as is worl ?aderewski has told 
me that he attributes his suc to “work” and 

“work only.” Paderewski has , always been an 
enormously hard worker. ‘There ean be no doubt that 

he overworked in 1905, and with disastrous conse- 
quences, but I know of no one who can r so passive- 

ly as can Paderewski, and this must account for the « 
fact that, although the demands made upon him are 

really tremendous, he has suffered comparatively few 

interruptions in his professional work. 
Tt is highly essential that the musician should know 

his limitations in the matter of fatigue. Many, 

through interest or a false idea of their obligation to 

practice, stay at the piano long after the time when 

their fingers and minds cease to go ahead with the 
work at hand. There is a science in resting, and, 

we may also say, an art. I advise all of my pupils to 

purchase “Power Through Repose,” by Anna Payson 
Call, and practice the principles of relaxation as laid 

down in this remarkable book. 
I invariably find that pupils who do this greatly in- 

crease their potentiality as related to their capacity to 

practice. It is always profitable to break up the num- 

ber of practice hours with periods of rest. For this 

reason I have alw subscribed to Deppe’s plan of 

using a chair instead of a piano stool, so that when nec- 

essary the back may be rested. As we know, the 
nervous system finds most of its more important ave- 

nues for the distribution of nervous energy in the 
back, which should be given occasional support. 

Teachers who are troubled with inducing young pupils 

to practice may find that after the introduction of the 

chair and the removal of the wobbly piano stool the 

little folks will not become tired so quickly. 
It is very necessary that the teacher should know 

how the brain does its work, thereby learning what to 

expect from himself as well as from his pupils. This, 
of course, emphasizes the necessity of thorough peda- 
gogic courses for music teachers as well as school 

teachers. James Sully, the noted English psychologist, 

tells us “The process of storing energy takes place 
through the nutrition of the brain substance. As the 

result of such nutrition certain organic compounds of 
great complexity and very unstable (that i h 
broken down again) are built up. When the centra 

organs are active the stored energy is d to be lib- 
erated; this liberation of energy means that the cells 

or cell-groups of the brain are disintegrated or broken 
down, and so need to be reconstituted by the proc- 
esses of nutrition, The mechanism by which this 

making and unmaking of the cellular substance of the 
brain is carried out is the capillary circulation, The 

blood J to bring the nutr materials for the 
process of repair; more than this, it has to bring the 
oxygen, which jt required for the functional activity 

of the cells, when they undergo disintegration, and, 

lastly, to carry off the waste products of disintegration. 
The brain may be likened to an engine which can 
only do its work when fuel is supplied and refuse 
removed.” 

THE ETUDE 

You have often noted that with certain exercises 
there comes a time, with sufficient practice, when the 

fingers refuse to play and become so stiff that it takes 

some time to recover. This is caused by the fact 

that you have worked so continually that the blood 

has had no opportunity to restore the lost energy with 

the same rapidity with which it has become con- 

sumed. Many students are foolish enough to continue 

practicing after the stiffness is noted. his stiffness 

should always be considered a serious danger 

Never make the mistake of continuing your practice 

until your fingers and muscles ache. Any practice 

beyond the point where stiffness is noted indicates 

in, which will put you back more than all your st 

previous practice has put you ahead. 

“Tow, then,” asks the student, “may we avert or 

postpone this inevitable point of stiffness?” In two 

ways: 1, by the observation of correct technical 

principles, conducive to the best mechanical working 

of the bones as converters and magnifiers of the energy 

created by the expansion and contraction of muscles, 

caused by the disintegration of nerve cells; and, 2, by 

slow, sure practice until it is possible to play with 

sufficient rapidity without noting fatigue where it had 

always occurred. The first way of obviating pre- 

mature fatigue presupposes relaxation, and the second 

has met with the empirical endorsement of teachers for 

centuries 
“Play everything at first very slowly” should be the 

handwriting upon the wall of every studio. It has 

the endorsement of Czerny, ig, Liszt, Chopin, 

Leschetizky and many others; it has been the advice 

of all great artists with whom I have had the privilege 

of conferring upon educational subjects. The reason is 

simple. By slow practice the blood restores the 

neryous energy with ease and creates additional energy. 

Rapid practice leads to fatigue, exhaustion and failure. 

Sully says further: “While the efficiency of the 

brain depends upon the state of the bodily organs gen- 

erally, it is affected by local changes in the condi- 

tion of the organ itself. ‘Thus, after a period of rest, 

the cerebral substance being well nourished, there is 

special readiness for work. It is this circumstance 

which explains the invigorating effects on the brain 

of sound sleep, as also of less complete forms of 

mental repose, such as are found in the lighter forms of 

cxercise. . . . A more prolonged excess of the brain 

may induce other ill-effects of over-stimulation. 

Nervous breakdown is now known to occur as the 

result of too long and severe an application to mental 

work.” 

The student or teacher who exerts himself beyond a 

certain point when his senses tell him he is over-fa- 

tigued is both foolish and indisercet. This was the 

mistake that Schumann made, that Henselt made, that 

Chopin made. No doubt many teachers will read this 

article and little suspect that they are themselves on 

the verge of “nervous prosperity,” as one American 

humorist calls it. 

Nothing is more trying or exhausting than teaching. 

Teaching makes a drain upon all branches of one’s in- 

tellectual activity. The patience is strained to the 

utmost, the powers of concentration are held at their 

highest tension, and, although the teacher may make a 

habit’ of practicing relaxation as much as possible, he 

will find that to avoid a certain amount of fatigue is 
impracticable. The present writer arranges his lesson 

periods so that a short intermission for rest inter- 

yenes. This may be only ten minutes, but that ten 

minutes is used to its fullest value. Custom has en- 

abled him to sit in a chair and go fast asleep for ten 

minutes, to wake up refreshed and ready to meet 

the next pupil with renewed vigor and intellectual con- 

centration, 

Tt is possible to practice sleeping as it is possible 

to practice anything els By veading Miss Call’s 

hook, already mentioned, you may learn much. My 

own custom has been to sit in a comfortable chair, 

slightly tilted up from the floor, with my feet crossed 

at the ankles and resting upon another lower chair, 

and with my hands resting clasped in lap. I was 

told to do this by an old phy on who had some 

theory about closing the electrie circuits running 

through the body. Tlowever this may be, T know that 

it is possible to #0 to sleep in this manner in a very 

few moments and to secure a surprising amount of 

rest in a very short time. I give this personal ex- 
perience as an aid to prevent overwork, and trust that 

it may prove equally valuable to other teachers 

throughout the country who may see fit to practice it. 
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HEAR THE BEST MUSIC. 

BY JAMES P. KEOUGH. 

Dip you ever attend a good pianoforte recital where 

the masterpieces of great composers were skilfully in- 

terpreted? Or did you ever hear a great symphony 

played by one of the noted orchestras? If not, you 

are missing some of the best things in life. 

We often hear persons say that they do not attend 
e recitals because they do not understand that 

kind of music; and it is a common thing at such per- 

formances to see men yawn and women turn their 

attention to trivial things, even while the best pas- 

sages are being performed. In fact, the music of the 

pianoforte or orchestra, to most persons, is only a 

means of counteracting the babble of conversation, or 

of marking the rhythm of the dance. 

But musie really ought to be a genuine help to any- 

one, provided it is performed in an artistic manner, 

You do not need the trained eye cf a Millet in order 
to enjoy the beauties of a landscape, and you do not 

need to be an adept before you can experience the 

thrill of admiration for a piece of perfect architecture, 

or for a triumph of engineering skill. Neither need 

you be a master musi n, nor even a practical student 

of music, in order to derive pleasure and benefit from 

the performance of the more perfect forms of this art. 

It is a fact, however, that the betie: Jeveloped your 

mind may be along any course of study on correct 

lines, the better will you appreciate music, and the 

more its hearing will add to your force of character. 

So, when you say “I can’t appreciate good music,” 

you-acknowledge that you are not a great thinker of 

any sort. 

The senior partner of one of the most successful 

firms of architects in New York City was recently 
heard to say, that often when architectural problems 

would not work out, he has gone to’hear some first- 

class performance of a masterpiece in music, and while 

listening to its rhythmie form and broadly developed 

melody and harmony, the problem which in the studio 

eluded the m‘nd, beeame perfectly clear. And many 

a person unéer the influence of musie has received in- 

spirations and conceived great thoughts, which, were 

they put into action, should lead to greater progress 

and suce 
So may you gain inspiration for your work by listen- 

ing to the higher forms of music. If the mind is al- 

lowed to follow the musical story, the beautiful im- 
pressions fixed upon it thereby will have their in- 

fluence upon your thought. The forms so imprinted 

upon the mind, will in unfolding, whatever mode of 

expression the latter takes, be likely to conform to the 

truth and beauty of the musical creation. 
On the other hand, music out of tune, badly formed, 

or rather, deformed, and badly interpreted, has an 

evil influence which cannot be told. Much of the so- 
called musie of the day is positively vicious, some of 

it by its own bad character, and some of it by the 

abuse it receives in the presentation. Tlow necessary 

it is, then, that care be taken to secure the best per 

formance and the best hearing of the best works. 

The character deprived of good music, compelled or 
impelled to endure or acquire a taste for that which 
is bad, is not being properly fed. All educational, 
moral and religious forces of every community should 
combine to encourage those who intelligeutly try to 

elevate the standard of musical entertainments, and 

to present and spread a knowledge of and a taste for 

the best music. 

Von Bitrow was very quick to seize a chance to 

embarrass anyone who failed in proper respect to 

music, as the following incident related by Mr. J. F. 

Jarnett, the English writer and composer, will show : 

At one of Biilow’s pianoforte recitals two ladies 

passed close to him, on their way to their seats, just as 

he had finished the Introduction to Beethoven's So- 

nata Pathétique. This so annoyed the redoubtable 

Hans that he purposely adapted the speed of the 

Allegro to the pace of those fair footsteps. When 

the ladies realized the joke that was being perpetrated 

at their expense they hurried to their places as quickly 

as they could, short of running, which gave Bitlow 

the opportunity of accelerating his pace, with the re- 

sult that measure one was played as an Adagio very 

softly, with an acceleration and crescendo in the see- 
ond and third measures, considerable more in the next 

two, reaching an allegro in the seventh measure, by 
which time the disturbers were seated. The lesson 

was a severe, let us hope, salutary. 
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Rhythm and Meter in Music 
H are greatly in need of an apparatus for 

teaching the details of rhythm in music, and 
its various invyolutions as illustrated in all 

fine music. Rhythm itself we define very inadequately. 
When we have given a general definition of it, as a 
“motion in time, definitely measured to the ear by 

means of regularly recurring accents,” we let it rest, 

under the impression that we have done all that 
could reasonably be asked of us, 

Meter vs. Measure. 

Quite a number, of writers lately have taken to 

using the term meter as an equivalent to measure. 

Nevertheless, there is other work for meter to do in 

music, and very important work. Besides, meter is 

one thing and measure is another, just as in poetry 

~ foot is one thing and meter another. A foot is a 

group of syllables with the accented syllable at a cer- 

tain place within the group. When the foot has two 

syllables, and the accent is second, we call it Iambus; 

when the accent is first we call it Trochee. In music 

we call both measures by the same, although the 

meter turns very much upon the relative place of the ac- 

cent in the motive, or measure-form. Meter in poetry 

turns upon the selection of a given pattern of sylla- 

bles (a “foot’’) and the grouping of these into lines of 

a certain length, and the grouping of lines into stanzas, 

according to definite plans. Thus meter begins to 

act when we begin to place the syllables with accents 

at regularly recurring points, and continues to act 

until the entire Canto is completed. Meter includes 

the whole business of yerse. 

So in music, ordering begins by forming the typical 

group of that piece, that is, the measure and measure- 

form; a group of pulses with the accent at a cer- 

tain point within the group. While we usually con- 

ceive measure as consisting of a certain number of 

pulses, starting from an accent, if the reader will 

look over the first dozen pieces of music he takes up, 

he will find that the-composer more often than other- 

wise begins his idea at some other point of the meas- 

ure than the accent. Moreover, if he will look far- 
ther he will find that he continues to begin later 

ideas at the same point, so that he leaves the last 

measure in the movement precisely as much short as 
the fragment of a measure preceding the first bar. 

First, then, of rhythm. What is it? What does it 

include? 

Rhythm’s Two Elements. 

In its true sense rhythm includes two elements: 
First, a persistent motion in time; second, measured 

to the ear by accents which recur at uniform periods. 
Now, in music, rhythm begins with pulsations, which 
are those regularly recurring tone-beginnings (for 
rhythmie vitality lies in the moment of tone-beginning, 
and not in duration as such; the beginning having in 

it a certain shock for the ear, due to ealling into 
action nerves previously quiescent), and these regular 

beginnings are grouped by means of accents; which 

may be made by combining several tone-beginnings 

at the pr per point, or may consist of extra stress at 

the points in question. Without this continuity of 

motion, and these accents at stated points, no rhythm 
can be made. Hence to deal with rhythm as if it were 

a matter between two bars is to miss its essential 

conditions, which are continuity, persistence, and re- 

liability. : 

It is by reason of this that one can tap any rhythm 

with a pencil upon a table, the tapping repeating 

ihese tone-beginnings perfectly. Moreover, it is in 

consequence of this element that a pulse-motion is 

just as well established by a series of notes each only 

a half pulse long, and a rest following during the 

second half pulse, as by notes of a full pulse value. 

Beethoven often does this, for example, the Andante 

of the sonata in G, Op. 14; Schumann in the 

“Nachstiicke” in F, ete. Moreover, in the same way 

all good writers establish motions of different kinds 

through tone-beginnings, alternating between one 

voice and another. Sehumann has a half pulse .mo- 

tion in his “Warum,” although the eighth notes oecur 

only at beginning and ending. It is an eighth note 

By W. S. B. MATHEWS 

motion all the same, because something always hap- 
pens at each half pulse, 

Pulsation in Music. 

In all our musical analysis the first step towards 
meter is ignored, in what Mr, Cady proposed to call 
the Form of Measure. In poetry each scheme of plac- 
ing the accent between a given number of syllables is 
given a different name; in music we call all kinds of 
double measure by one name; all triple measures by 
another, and so on. Every measure has as many 
forms as it has pulses, and with whatever pulse the 
composer begins, he tends to begin all later ideas at 
the same pulse; when he varies, he puts in a rest. 
Thus, to begin to analyze a piece of music into its 
natural metrical divisions, start by finding out, after 
the number of pulses in the measure, the form of 
measure, in which his idea begins. 
Pulsation in music is that effect with which we tend 

to keep step. It is made by tone-beginnings definitely 
placed for the purpose. Accent groups the pulga- 
tions into measures, running from two to twelve 
pulses each. Moreover, the account ig larger, for 
there are two xinds of measure of six units, of which 
our books fail to speak. The natural measure of six 
consists of two triplets, and this is always the 
when the figure six is used to denote the me: 
The other kind of six is always marked with 
written in half pulses, seemingly. For ; stance, the 
polonaise is not a measure of three beats but of 
and to make assurance sure the composer g 
secondary accent upon the fifth beat. 

Nine pupils out of ten, when you inquire what the 
bar signifies, will answer that it “divides the musie 
into equal portions,” whereas the bar simply marks 
the place of the strong pulse, " 

case 

asure, 
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Principles of Rhythm in a Particular Com- 
position. 

I consider the total rhythm of a movement of musi 
to contain the following principles, superimposed cate 
upon those preceding: (1) Pulsation; (2) Measure; (3) Measure-lorm; (4) Meter (including Phrases, Se 
tions and Periods); Period Groups; Forms, a 
The first two elements, pulsation and measur 

form what we might call the basal rhythm, fe e might call that j the systematic time-division of the movement, ‘be means of which we value all individual peciiliaritieg 
within the movement. Having the basal rhythm 
proceed to work the idea. 3 

First, Measure-Form, the definite place within 4 measure at which the idea shall begin, Then in ¢ a nection with this measure-form, which is suill a a 
eral element of rhythm rather than a particular ein ment, inasmuch as many pieces might have the 
measure and measure-form and yet differ to 
any extent, we come to the rhythin of the ind 
musical idea itself. 
Rhythm becomes individual whenever it m, 

deviation from the basal rhythm, according to som 
Kind of plan. Thus we get the rhythmic figure. F 
tain modification of pulsation and measure 
attention. Such modifications are aly: 
more of three kinds: (1) prolonging 
pulse point; (2) dividing a pulse; (8) a pulse remaj 
silent. Thus arises the rest, a rhythmic Silence, an 
is, a silence during which rhythm goes on, at 

With the entrance of the individual rhythm 
begins. By meter I mean any system of time. 
urement in which the measurement js the prime 
ment. Pulsation and measure are within the a 
lut they are not the meter, only a part ot (eet unit of meter is the measure; just as in povtry ube unit of meter is the foot, which is the pre ee he logue of measures in music, Now = ana- always (practically) of one me al iden is 
just as precisely mathematics ean make 7p ecigels, 
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Ys of one op 
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meas- 

sure or two; 

music¢ ig ¢ anzas, each line consisting 

of precisely two measures. No end of deviations occur, 
but this is the fundamental expectation, 

Variations from Regularity. 
Almost all slow movements are written with a. dif- 

ferent pulsation in the music from that implied by 
the measure signature. Those marked 2-4 almost 
uniformly sound like 4S; and the converse is also 
true, that in presto movements the measure as written is never more than the half measure we hear, often only one unit, as in the Chopin “Scherzo” in B flat ieee in place of the 3-4 written we hear 

All sorts of metrical lengths in musie are subject to variation according to the idea. Thus’ the more re vou have in the music, the humbler place the "ie ee ocenpy—a Tule practically much the same Tie wee there is this further difference: Tae ae poetry the rhythm is not an essential GRE fe sae eo ue. only of the form, in music the anette api ee _bart of the idea itself, its At an ae poe in fact, the very last element neal ieatyiauanie can part and still retain its vitality reat ality. Tt can be “fisurated” to some ex- 2 oat Js, amplified as we see in variations, while the fund: men tal : “Mental rhythm ig sti inly s ; it cannot be wholly dienes plainly suggested ; but 
There ar : e are two kinds of j i kinds 0 o9 7 os ea are 1 lan, The ideas in masic, just as there 
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“ning, when the members of 

belongs all dance music (which may have risen out 

of the previous category) and practically all salon 

music. 
(3) Music in which idea is supreme. Meter is al- 

ways here and rhythm, because outside of free reci- 

tative and cadenzas there is no music without 

rhythm. But meter in this higher music is plastic, 

and idea controls it. The value of the deviations 

from fundamental expectations of meter turns pre- 

cisely upon the meter having been expected and the 

deviations being unexpected. 

Practical Work for the Student. 

Take up, first of all, some dance forms, such as 

minuets in the sonatas, rondos, scherzi—any dance 
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forms—and learn to find the measure forms, and the 

points of division at metrical distances. Almost per- 

fect meter will be found. Then take up some one of 

the lighter sonatas of Mozart (who is always rhythm- 

ical, but very fanciful in his period lengths), or such 

sonatas as Beethoven's first four. Begin by counting 

the measures and numbering them. Count at the first 

accent (bar) and so on. Remember that the notes 

in the part measure before the double bar make a 

measure with those after. Simply count each bar, 

but not the double bar unless it’ occurs at the place 

of a single bar. 
Note the measure form, and look for the end of 

the first musical idea at precisely two measures (or 
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four) from the point where it begins. Having found 

your phrase, look for the completion of the period at 

four times the phrase unit; if it is not there, find it. 

By a little practice you will find yourself able to dis- 

cern the structure of the music perfectly, so far as 

regards form, for form is, first of all, metrical, al- 

though no writer upon form mentions it. It is a 

serious omission. In my “Primer of Musical Forms” 
I have a large citation of irregular period forms, if 

you want more light on that point. 

Your playing, in order to be rhythmical, must not 

fail to define pulsation, accent, and all the phrase, 

section and period forms. But not so much by separa- 

tions as by emphasis and yery slight retards, if any. 

Phrasing is a matter of uniting, not of dividing. 

SUNDAY EVENING 
DEVOTION. 

Tue illustration on this page 

is a reproduction of a painting 

by Walter Firle. The theme is 
one that will attract everyone, 
so charming is the simplicity 

that shows in every line. The 

setting is so plain that nothing 

detracts from the fair, girlish 

faces, in which there is a like- 

ness that indicates the probable 

relation of sisters. One can al- 
most imagine that he hears the 

sweet, fresh voice of the singer. 
supported by the light tone of 

the old-fashioned instrument, in 
every detail so different from 
the pianos of to-day, yet show- 
ing the lines of the old artist 

workers in wood, which the 

makers of fine furniture to-day 
vainly try to surpass. 

The best word to use in char- 

acterizing the picture is colonial ; 

the rush-bottomed chair, the 

small panes of glass, bare floors, 
all belong to the period men- 

tioned, while the dress as cer- 
tainly indicates the same time. 

The picture does not lack a 

lesson for the young readers of 
‘Tne Erupe. In the later hours 
of the afternoon, in early eve- 

the family come together in 

the sweet circle where affection 
and common interest reign, 
those who have the gift of music 
should always be ready and 
willing to use their talents for 
the good of others. To join 
with cheerful voice in chorale, 

some hymn of devotion, some 

gong of the. Sabbath-school, to 
hear some simple solo telling of 
the Christian life, or breathing 

a prayer for direction in all life’s 
duties, is a beautiful service, and 
one in which all can join with 

pleasure and benefit. 

This picture can be had in large 

form, suitable for framing, ata 

moderate cost, at any art store, 

» 1 ay 
cL) 

SUNDAY EVE @ DEVOTION.—W. Fire, 

The question has frequently 

been raised: Should every s 

take made by a pupil be cor- 

rected immediately? I confess 
the bird has had more influence 
with me than the authorities on 
the subject. 
From the viewpoint of the 

feathered pupil, the lesson was 

full of inspiration and pleasure ; 

a few notes of beautiful melody, 
the fruit of many a summer's 

rehearsal, and then he may es- 

say it independently, fully aware 
of the mistakes he could not 
help making, but proud of the 

parts that were nearly perfect. 
Especially when our pupils 

reach the interpretative period, 
there can be no inspiring con- 

tinuity if we constantly inter- 
rupt with criticisms. Why not 

Yollow Nature's example and 
permit the lesson to progress in 

short sections and make the 
corrections at the intervening 

pauses? This would be more 
practical in studying pieces and 
solos than in the case of purely 

technical exercises where inter- 
ruptions might be more frequent, 

for with these there is little 
melody and less continuity. 

The bird permitted the pupil 
to make his own corrections; 
and in this we, too, may be wise. 
for often we can say, “that is 

wrong,” leaving the student to 
quicken his perceptibilities by 
detecting and correcting his own 

mistakes. This is also an ex- 
ample supporting Joachim’s the- 
ory: Less of the verbal and 
more of demonstration on the 
part of the teacher. 

The songs of birds are of 

themselves well worth studying. 
Often the notes employed are 
but few, yet marvelous results 

are obtained by the perfection 

of the rendering. A master 

mind like Mozart's delighted 

in the melody of summer lays, 

and sometimes at daybreak 

would be so enchanted that he 

A MORNING LESSON. 

BY IERBERT G. PATTON. 

ONE morning at a v early hour I was awakened 

by a pair of song bi and, listening, half asleep, was 

astonished to discover it to be a genuine music lesson. 
I came near accusing my ea of deception, and, in 

order to see as well as hear, I crept to the window- 

sill and peeped over. On a chimney near-by perched 

a full-grown robin, unaware that within his studio 
crouched a disheveled intruder receiving a gratuitous 

lesson in pedagogy. Flere was no bird of evil omen 

“Perched just above iy chamber door.” 
The singer would warble a few notes of his lay and 

pause, When the younger one, perched in the tree near- 

by, would attempt to imitate it with very indifferent 

success, for few of the turns were executed correctly. 

while others were clear off the key or entirely foreign 

to the melody. The little teacher would carol another 

bit of his song, and again the pupil would attempt an 
imitation of the new phrase; and so they kept it up, 

back and forth for at least ten minutes. Tt was notice- 
able that when a mistake occurred the instructor would 
not stop and havea quarrel over it. but, taking it for 

granted the best effort hadbeen put forth, would continue 

the song, bit by bit, to the end, and when it was repeated 

the pupil would have another opportunity to try to 

correct the former errors. Neither did the older bird 
intrude his personality by perching on the limb beside 

the pupil, but allowed him the liberty of being sur- 
rounded by his native element. 

Nature makes no mistakes; her methods violate no 

inherent law, and the most direct results are obtained. 

From this brief and valuable lesson several deductions 

have been made which have been put to practical use. 

would pin an affectionate note 
to his pillow, telling his wife, 

when she would awaken, that he had heard the distant 
song of a bird so delightful that he could not resist 

arising that he might the better study its wonderful 

beauty. 

“A cREATIVE genius is seldom a good teacher, be- 

cause he cannot comprehend the necessities of those 

with ordinary talent, nor readily find means to satisfy 

them. In most s he can only teach by example; 

he is generally ignorant of a correct method of theo- 

retical guidance. Te owes his gifts to nature, net to 

study, and this natural endowment is the chief reason 

for his artistic achievement. Such temperaments are 

led by instinct in the working out of practical prob- 

lems; study serves merely to confirm and strengthen 

what the inner impulse conceives. They are carrier 

birds finding their way through ether with neither 

chart nor compass.—WGhler. 
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NATURE'S SYMPHONY. 

An Incident of Beethoven’s Youth. 

BY MATHIEU SCHWANN. 

Ir was a bright morning in June, in the year 1785, 

when a young student of Bonn set off for the Sieben- 

gebirge nearby, planning to fill his box with choice 

specimens of plants or minerals. The fate that many 

a time attends us in life was to be his that day. 

Setting out in the sunshine, with no thought of mis- 

fortune, he was to meet with clouds and storm. 

Scarcely had he reached the foot of the Oclberg 

when the sky darkened and a sudden gust of wind 

gave warning of the storm, He hastened forward, 

hoping to climb to a sheltering ledge of rock before 

the heavy rain overtook him. here was little time 

to spare, for the lightning was gleaming around him, 

and the thunder rolling nearer and nearer. Wilder 

grew the storm; it tossed and shook the branches of 

the forest till the old oaks groaned. hen, as if the 

storm paused to gather strength, there came a sudden 

strange calm, for an instant only. Then a terrific 

flash of lightning cut it through, and a erash of thun- 

der broke over him. 

“Bravissimo!” sounded a voice from above, and 

our astonished wanderer, waking from his confusion, 

saw standing, on a ledge of rock, a boy with 

flying hair, with a stick in his hands, directing 

from his high position the storm concert. The 

thunder-claps were now coming faster, as the 

concertmeister shouted his “Allegro.” And 

presently the elements seemed to obey him, for 

upon his cry of “Adagio mistoso” followed a 

sullen roll, dying gradually away. The second 

movement of the symphony was over, and with 

a Prestissimo furioso began the finale. - A wild 

tumult of lightning and thunder ensued, the 

wind shrieked and raged, and the echoing 

mountains increased ten-fold the fearful en- 

semble. 

With amazement the student gazed up at the 

boy above him, waving his staff in all direc- 

tions. The little figure seemed to grow, and the 

bearing of the strange storm-director was grave 

and sublime, as he moved staff slowly, and 

yet more slowly. He seemed to be trying to 

bring to rest the wild passion within his own 

breast, and to coax pack to the clearing sky the 

sunshine. It was not long, indeed, before the 

light broke through the clouds and fell upon the 

earth with gentle glow. Slowly, and more 

slowly moved the little staff, till, finally, as the 

bright sunshine poured all around him, his arm 

fell, and his eyes, dreamy, content, rested on 

the beautiful world before him. 

Meanwhile, our student had climbed the 

rocks, and coming softly up behind the dreamer, 

‘touched him on the shoulder. 

“Ludwig, what madness are you at?” he 

cried, anxiously. “Tow did you come here, and 

what witches’ signs are you drawing in the air 

with that stick?” 
The boy was perhaps fifteen years old and 

rather strange in appearance, for his features 

were already strongly marked, His forehead was 

bread; below it gleamed deep-set eyes, which could be 

both gentle and strange, and gave the impression of a 

will already as strong as iron, and a depth of passion 

far beyond his years. After an instant’s pause, in 

which he recognized the intruder as an old acquaint- 

ance, the little concertmeister answered : 

“Ah, that was @ symphony out of the very heart 

of God! Neither Mozart nor Haydn can write such 

an one, for they do not know the passion that reigns 

in the world and men’s hearts. Yet someone, without 

limiting himself by the words of a poet, must put 

that passion into tone !” 

Then there seemed to enter 

ster a forecas| his own 
great master a forecast of | 7 : 

his friend replied that , this Me: sic woe 

be long in coming, he shook his head dreamily, and 

suddenly exclaimed : 
‘ 

“Oh, this solitude, that jJeads man back to nature! 

It discloses the slumbering talent and shows him the 

path that leads toward its perfection. I gout 

here forever, hearkening to the gentle voice of Q 

great Spirit who rules over us!” Tears flowed over 

the face of the inspired boy, who turned Slowly from 

the glorious picture pefore him and in silence began 

the descent of the mountain. 
: 

His companion was the first to break the silence, 

asking him how he happened to have come there, 

jnto the soul of our 

lofty future, for as 
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The young philosopher replied that he hardly knew 

himself. 

“When I woke this morning, the sun was shining 

in at my window. I hastened out and ran down to 

the Rhine. A fisher-boy, whom I knew, asked me if 

I would like to row across with him. So I jumped 

into the boat. From Beuel I walked slowly along, 

climbed the Ennert, and then I had to go to the 

highest of them all, the Oelberg.” 

“Then you have not had any too much breakfast?” 

asked the student. 

“T have not had any at all,” replied the boy. 

“Then we will go to the monks in Teiterbach. We 

shall find enough to eat and drink there.” 
So they wandered along until they reached the 

monastery. Upon their knocking, the door was opened, 

and wine and meat refreshed the travelers. Then 
came in the prior, and looking sharply at our artist, 

inquired of his friend, “Quis juvenis ille (Who is 
this youth)? What is his occupation?” 

“Oh,” answered the student, “if you will open the 
church for us he will show you with his organ-playing 

who he is and what he does.” 

The prior assented, and they betook themselves to 
the church, The Brother organist, however, regarded 

his rival, whose hair hung so wildly about his face, 

BEETHOVEN AS A YOUNG MAN, 
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TOO MANY PUPILS TO STUDY. 

BY FRANK L, EYER. 

Ir has been the lot of the present writer, in recent 
years, to instruct a number of pupils from little 

towns and country districts, and the experiences with 

these pupils suggest the following article. 
Nearly all pupils of this class seem to regard the 

musical profession as one of large financial returns, 

with a small investment, and it seems to be the am- 
bition of the most of them to become teachers; and 
when they reach a point where they are able to 

secure a class of pupils, all further idea of self-ad- 
vancement is relegated to the background, seemingly, 

and they allow the claims of their pupils to usurp 
pace they should be using for their own good. 

BURL toe foe ee A young country teacher ap- 
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Possibilities of American Music 
By EDGAR STILLMAN-KELLEY 

Mr. Edgar Stillman Kelley, American composer and writer of musical subjects, was born at Sparta, Wis., April 14, 1857. 

He studied music at Chieago and Stuttgart. The first part of his professional activity aiter his return from Europe was spent 

jn California, Later he came East andlocatedin New York City being connected with several conservatories, and also with 

the Music Department, at Yale University, For the pasttwo years he has lived in Berlin, Germany, occupied as teacher and 
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phenomenally rapid growth in respect to ma- 

terial prosperity during the past decades in the 

United States having stimulated activity in 

the various realms of thought, the beautiful arts have 

by no means been left unconsidered. Along with a 
yemarkable and ever-increasing interest in them all, 

and the art of tones in particular, there has developed 

a laudable ambition that the United States, like other 

countries, should nave her own school of composition. 

In other words, a desire is felt for a style of music 

which shall so distinctly stand out from works pro- 
duced in other lands that we can designate a given 

composition as American, just as readily as we now 
recognize a selection as emanating from a German, 

French or Russian source. 

a unparalleled increase of population and the 

Influence of Church and Folk-Music. 

Enthusiasts forget that in all countries wherein 

schools of literature, painting, music, ete., have been 

known to flourish such phenomena were the logical 

outgrowth of the natural conditions. Thus the music 
schools were the result, fer the most part, of combin- 

ing the airs of the populace with the hymns of the 

Church ritual, carefully elaborated into independent 

art works by able theorists and gifted tone-poet 
If we look about us we shall find neither secular 

nor sacred musical material on which to base a school, 
no homogeneous race having grown up from barbarism 

to culture on the American soil. Furthermore, we 

have had no national Church, music school, theatre, 
opera-house, or any other similar art-educational in- 

stitution, calculated not only to elevate but to unify 

the public taste, esthetically as well as ethically. In 

short, none of those conditions which favor the natural 
evolution of a school of musical composition, such as 

has been developed in Italy, Belgium, Germany, 

France and England, are to be found in the United 
States. And yet, in spite of this, there is a demand 

(somewhat unreasonable, it might seem to Europeans) 

that characteristically American composers should 

come forth; in other words, tone-poets, who shall 

speak a distinctive American dialect, or, perchance, an 

entirely new language. 

Supposing it possible to overcome the obstacles 

above mentioned, there still are other difficulties to 

contend with. If we follow all well-known precedents 

we must, in order to announce with any degree of 

certainty the appearance of an American school, first 

possess a man or group of men who strive for such 

ideals as are generally admitted to be national. Then 

will come the followers of the man or the artist 

group, and the school may forthwith be proclaimed. 

Without discussing the probability of the arrival 

of such a man or such a brotherhood, it may not. be 

out of place to consider the nature of such personali- 

ties, whence they are to come, and what they are to 

represent. 

Who Are Americans? 

It is but natural that there should be a great 

variety of opinions concerning the essential qualifica- 

tions of any man who shall yenture to assert his 

claims as an American composer. We need but refer 

to the familiar queries, “Who are the Americans?”* 

*It is now generally conceded that we of Buropean, 
Asiatic or African descent, who have displaced and sup- 
planted the original dwellers upon this continent, are 

virtnally the only true Americans. But whence do we 
derive the substantive America and what does it imply? 
Everyone knows it to be a notorious misnomer, Amerigo 
Vespucci haying usurped the rights of the veal di 
coverer of the New World, which should, have recei 
the name Columbia. More than this; if our sens: of 
duetice and philological accuracy be awakened, we shall 
pe impelled to search for the proper designation of our 
continent in the language of its original inhabitan 
By this means we should secure a e as character 
as that of the island on which stands our great metropo- 
lis-—Manhat ! there were between 400 
and 500 tongues and dialects employed by the natives at 
the time of ‘their first interviews with the Buropeans, 
insurmountable obstacles present themselves to the 

‘ker for the standard aboriginal authority. Most de- 
pressing of all is the fact that no native could have 
known of the extent of the continent, hence there doubt- 
Jess never existed an autochthonous, comprehensive ex- 
pression for ihe entire new world, We must, therefore, 
refrace our steps and content ourselves with the conyen- 
tional, though unsatisfactory and by no means convincing 
term, Amurica. 

and “What do they stand for in art?” to set a multi- 

tude of opinions in motion. 
Some assert that the mere fact that an individual 

is born on American soil does not, in itself, render 

him an American, even though his rights be em- 

phasized by many generations of American ancestry. 
This proposition, which applies to the descendants of 

Old World immigrants, as well as to millions of our 

savage brethren (whose claims are altogether ignored), 

seems, at first, a trifle disheartening. But when read 

jn conjunction with its corollary, that whosoever is 
blessed with the American spirit, no matter whence 

his origin or place of birth, may regard himself as 

a citizen of the land of freedom, we take courage. 

The difficulty of determining which of the Old 
World countries has provided the genuine American 

citizen is well known. In Spain we hear the term 

American applied to those of Spanish and Portuguese 

descent in South America, while we of the upper con- 

tinent receive the secondary consideration as North 

Americans. In Great Britain the Canadians are 

often called the Americans, and we are regarded as 

the people of “the States.” At Niagara Falls, on the 

other hand, the absurd distinction is made between 
the Canadian and the “American” side of the river. 

It greatly facilitates matters, therefore, to transfer 

the entire national problem from the realm of race 

and politics to that of thought and emotion. And 

yet, even with this easement, the solution still re- 

quires thought. 

Our free-and-easy government has so Jong per- 

mi(ted promiscuous immigration that the land is be- 

coming thickly settled with a motley multitude, render- 

ing affairs social, religions and political more and more 
complex. Hence, if the reader will glance through 

some of our leading periodicals, he will find diverse, 

and sometimes conflicting, conceptions of the Ameri- 

can spirit. c 

A comparison of the editorials and leading articles 

in the Boston Congregationalist ov the Churchman 

with those of the Catholic World, and these again 
with the contents of the Hebrew sssenger, will 
show that, with all loyalty and enthusiasm for the 
high ideal, the coloring is quite different in each. 

These instances, mentioned at random, couid be mul- 

tiplied ad libitum, until bewilderment ensued. 

Value of a Composite National Character. 

But in spite of the disadvantage occasioned by the 

complex racial and religious character of our nation, 

which renders a unity of style or a school of music 
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so difficult, if not impossible, to attain, it has at the 

same time its salutary influence. 

Some eight years since, much talk was occasioned 

by the critical comment of an English writer upom 

the social and political outlook of the United States. 

It was his conviction that our country, surrounded 

by no belligerent rival nations, would, in time, be- 

come “Chinafied ;” in other words, non-progressive and 

moribund. That we should ever sink into the sad 
condition of the Mongolians of the Asiatic continent 

is hardly likely in our nervous climate and enlight- - 

ened-form of government. But there is ever a strong 

tendency for any one race, or political party, church, 

family, or even individual, no matter how highly 

civilized and cultured, to grow self-satisfied and in- 

different to inner growth and spiritual progress, if left 
too long in unlimited power or uncriticised activity. 

This indifference and self-satisfaction are the signal 

for a retrograde movement. The valuable element of 

criticism afforded by a yariety of races and their 

conflicting views and opinions always tends toward 

motion, if not toward progress, and arrests, if it does 

not altogether prevent, stagnation. 

Many Possibilities Open to the American Com- 
poser. 

One of the most helpful phases of the discussion of 

American composition seems to be the fact that such 

a variety of excellent suggestions have come forth, 
obviously sounding the key-notes of so many tem- 

peraments, Anglo-Saxon, Celtic, Hebrew, ete. Such 
an array of possible directions pointed out for the 

American tone-poet to follow certainly stimulates 

more hope for the future than a demand that all 
should strike out in a single -path, which would soon 

become a rut. Indeed, numerous poetic possibilities have 

been touched upon: the themes of the American In- 

dian, those of the colored people of the Southern 
States, the popular street songs of the day, ete., ali 

of which, when highly idealized and carefully wrought 
out, may become fine art. The selection of the mood 

and material will depend largely upon temperament 

and inner conviction; but there will be one phase 

which all will have in common—the spirit of liberty, 

not anarchy. The past century has shown that the 

absence of a State Church has been a source of spirit- 
ual strength. Freedom of conscience has stimulated 
yather than deadened religious feeling. So, too, im 

respect to music, a school unrestrained by any pre- 
scribed formula or subject matter, leaving every man 

free to follow the dictates of his own convictions, ex- 
pressing his temperament, colored, if you will, by his 

environment, but all the time bearing in mind his 

duty to the highest conception of what he deems 

national, such a school we might be glad to call 

American. 

SONGS WITHOUT WORDS. 

Tue following yerses by the noted humorist, Robert 
J. Burdette, yery well express the situation of most 
of us. We do not “know the words” of the old 
songs Americans who travel abroad are often 

chagrined because they cannot sing American songs 

owing to imperfect recollection of the texts. Let 
us teach the children the old songs, and see that 

they know words as well as tune. 

I cannot sing the old songs, 

Though well [ know the tune, 

Familiar as a eradle-song 

With sleep-compelling croon ; 
Yet though I’m filled with music, * 

As choirs of summer birds, 

“T cannot sing the old songs’— 

I do not know the words. 

I start on “Hail Columbia,” 

And get to “heay’n-born band,” 

‘And there I strike an upward grade, 

With neither steam nor sand; 

“Star-spangled Banner” downs me 

Right in my wildest screaming ; 

T start all right, but dumbly come 

To voiceless wreck at “streaming.” 

So, when I sing the old songs, 

Don’t murmur or complain 

Tf “Li, diddy ah da, tum dum” 

Should fill the sweetest strain. 
I love “Tolly um dum di do,” 
And the “trillala yeep da” of birds, 
But “I cannot sing the old songs,”— 
T do not know the words, 
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SOME COMMON ERRORS OF PIANO PUPILS 
AND HOW TO CORRECT THEM. 

BY WALIER W. FARMER. 

THE errors that a piano teacher commonly meets 

with may be roughly divided into three classes: 1, Er- 

rors arising from Physical causes; 2, Errors arising 

from Jental causes; 3, Errors of Hxpression.* 

Some of the more common errors are herewith classi- 
fied, with suggestions for their correction. 

II. Mental Errors. 
1. One Hand Before the Other. (In Attack.) 

This, of course, applies. to solid chords or simulta- 

neous parts, which should be played exactly together. 

The usual habit is to allow the left hand to precede 
the right. This may be readily detected and cor- 

rected by crossing the hands and practicing chord- 

passages (right hand duplicating the left, an octave 

higher), making the hands descend precisely together. 

In ease the right hand precedes the left .(a rare oceur- 
rence), reverse the above process; that is, right hand 

over left. 
2. One Finger Before the Other. 

No. 1. Applied to the fingers. Combinations of 

double and triple notes (often thirds) are sometimes 

difficult to play; and, while flexible hands and inde- 

pendent fingers, ete., necessary to play double notes 

together, may seem to place. this difficulty among the 

“physical errors,” the habit of making solid intervals 

broken is due largely to mental errors. If the 

teacher will point out the obvious fact that if the 

fi-gers are raised to the same height and descend at 

the same speed they will reach the keys at the same 

time, the difficulty will Le practically remedied. 

Let the pupil play various combinations of double 
and triple notes, interspersed with single notes, and 

keep a sharp watch that his fingers reach the keys at 

exactly the same instant. 

8. One Hand or Part Before the Other. (In Re- 

lease.) ‘ 

As is suggested in the two preceding sections, it is 

important that the hands and fingers should be simul- 

taneous in attacking solid chords. It is equally im- 

portant that these chords should be left in a clean and 

clear manner; one part sounding after another, unless 

specially intended, makes the phrase-ends sound ragged. 

The pedal, when held too long, often defeats the good 
intentions of the pupil, whose hands have left the keys 

at the proper time. 
4. Fingering. 

Wrong fingering causes a large proportion of the 

hesitation and uncertainty of the amateur. While older 

and more adyanced pupils should be allowed to choose 

the fingering best fitted to their own hands, inexperi- 

enced players should have a good fingering indicated 

for them by the teacher, and they should use this one 

fingering at every repetition of the passage. It is the 

habit of inconsistency—of using a different fingering 

each time the passage is played—that results in the 

stumbling and stammering so prevalent. Right fingérs 

undoubtedly help to get right notes. Often there is a 

choice of two or more methods for fingering the same 

passage; the teacher should be tolerant, but bear in 

mind that the easiest fingering for the pupil in question 

is the best one for him. + 

The phrasing has an important influence on finger- 

ing, and the phrasing of many passages will take care 

of itself, if the proper fingering is used. 

5. Defective Rhythm, 

In teaching “time,” it is well to remember that good 

rhythm is one of the most important factors of an ex: 

cellent musical performance—perhaps the most im- 

portant, for without good rhythm, all other virtues 

are of little value. Good rhythm, however, does not 

consist in a machine-like recurrence of an accent. 

Whether the accent should be incisive and strongly 

marked, or whether there should be a gentle undula- 

tion of motion depends entirely upon the character of 

the music, and, in either case, more or less freedom of 

rhythm is absolutely necessary for an artistic perform- 

ance. This statement of this apparently obvious truth 

ry to those who are addicted to the seems neces: 
metronome habit. 

There is undeniably some benefit derived from a 

judicious use of the metronome—exactness, firmness 

in attack, steadiness of rhythm, ete., but it may usu- 

ally be regarded as a necessary evil, and its use should 

be discontinued as soon as possible. The time-honored 

“eounting aloud” is usually sufficient for the pupil 

with even an ordinary sense of rhythm, 

sClass 1 was discussed in THp Erupy for Feb- 

ruary, 

, out, Asa rule, the ba 
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Intelligent imitation is as effective as any method ; 
for mastering the common problems of rhythm. Let the 
pupil first listen, then play with the teacher, then 
alone. Three notes against two may be easily con- 
quered by the following device: Practice the left 
hand of measure one alone first, making two-sixteenths 
of the second member of the triplet. Then add the 
right hand, the second of the two-cighths coming with 
+ after the second count. Then omit the repeated 
“1 note of the triplet, the second eighth taking its 
place (see measure 2). The two kinds of time will 
then be found to be in their true relation. 
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6. Aids to Sight Reading 
It is no doubt true that good sight-reader, bs SS a 'S are bor 

and not made. Yet, a good deal of proficiency in ANE 
important branch of piano-playing can be acquired 
Systematic practice in class lessons is beneficial, } t 
not always available. In the latter case, ee Se, * ae practi 
four-hand music—not too difficult—as much ag ae : : as S- 
sible. Play accompaniments for singer: fon y & gers, yi aaa gers, violinists, 
ete. Read all the new music obtainable. 

A knowledge of harmony and especially of harmoni 
analysis is of the greatest assistance in "ae 
sight. If this knowledge extends no far 
ity to recognize the principal triads 
sevenths in all keys, even this w: 

In rapid reading it i 

reading g 
ther than abil. { and dominant 

ill be of great value. 
a help to know What to leave ; and soprano are the most im 

portant parts to retain. Try to get the first chord i each measure and sacrifice the weak beats to the h fe monies on the accents. In other words, keep the rs am intact at any cost. Never go back to correct i ie take; for it is better one chord should be wron, as five. Cultivate the habit of looking ahead, Tf : ie mass of music is read through every month ana ae cided effort made to read each piece with aceues ies care, progress will inevitably be made. or 
7. Aids to Memorizing, 

These methods may be used to memorize: 
Automatic memory ; (b) Visual memory ; (¢) Mo (a) 
by association, The first two methods are cee 
large majority of pupils, and though they ay, by a 
apparently successful, these methods are ver © often 
tain, and the mind has absolutely nothing bitin uncer. 
on. When music is memorized by numberless ete rely 

repetitions, with the mental faculties Ae ew eece 
the memory is very untrustworthy, and if ae Y idle, 
once gets astray, he has nothing to guide 7" Dlayer 
course no pianist actually remembers every yn. ba Of 
this unconscious “finger memory” is a Wise eeeeud of nature that is indispensable. Boy 
But to reach any degree of certainty or : 

memorizing, @ knowledge of musical feaee ease in 

monic analysis is necessary. It is evident ay Har pianist knows the structure of & sonata-fo: oitia 
theme, second theme, ete.—the modulations moa eee 
remarkable points in the chord-structure—p, Bnd more 
able <o memorize with ease and to pla ; ee better 
tainty than if he is ignorant of these eee oe 
When one remembers music as he does al 

a logical succession of incidents—and ha Yr Cie 
sociation the principal points of interest, race I by as. 
scious memory will care for the details: andl eae of memory will serve ag a support for the nit 

8. Mistakes in the Practice Houy. 
Tt is the quality of practice rather : 

fe is important. Practice and pl 
erent matte and four hours a 

nearly the limit for the a ene Be 
eee mgee can be accomplished in A 
our. ounger pupils should be show: ee 

tice, and it is advisable obusione ee sO to) Dy 
hour into an imitation practice period ate lesson 
careful practice. When a difficult passage inc slow, see that the effort ig mental, not liv iean Neched, strength” accomplishes little. The pupil a “Main 
a defini te amount and a regular time each a ae nave tice, which should not be interfered with pre. everyone has varying moods that are alterr tay Senile 
able and unfavorable for pr Neely Favor. ‘actice, no one TA Be Nea es 3 sho he for “inspiration” to practice, but shoula aaa wait 

“SuUmMe the 

ision 

ne form 

er, 

than the am. 
aying are ye, 

ount 
'Y dif. 

ae 

Proper mood, which will on most occasions change 
from an assumption to a reality. 

aes oe wp increase the speed and at the same 

method : eae is to practice by the following 

next sepeti tion » Set the rate of speed very slow. The 

The third re; ae five or ten metronome degrees faster. 

The fourth a ition returns to the original slow speed. 

ete, Before a age faster than the second rate, 

first, slow ate Tut increase of speed, return to the 

cially difficult passaes method may be applied to.espe- 
Passages as well as to entire pieces. 

ceeeeeete | eee 

SIGISMOND THALBERG. Stctsmonp 'p OND THALBERG was born Wy ISIS: Ag ig. oieces 
School, which Ses 
and suce SS. 
Sechter, ‘Cze- 

at Geneva, January 

he repres ed to the Viennese 

Hi presented with exceptional authority 
jis instruction was received from 

commence “id 3 i It was in 1828 that he 
Vienna Which pace oressional career by concerts at 

. sht hi ‘ E z by the publication “Of a Napa Guana is Opus 1, Melanges sur des 
Euryant 26 the. In 1884 he was made court 

of, concerts jn + In 1855 he gave a series 

following year, In 195 ting the United States the 
S58 he Settled at Naples, where he m, : ade hig 

S perman ter anent h = eee tof the famous sing ba His wife was a daugh- April 97 1871 Ser, Lablache, a ae i He died at Naples, 
na ere’s “* 

SS publis ov number 83, tg SHES compositions reached Opus; 
should be 

5 including 
compositions = 

added a number of 
a pianoforte school. 

Are to be classed as fantasies 

x e: s, several 
‘\lthoug 7 as “7 a 

tions of py, pOUh not deg nM? a ballade and & 
files of Merit, the composi- 

eMpora Ty vogue; intended, 
ie Virtuosi . NOsity o e ex ant, Suit the style £ the executant, 

ni i 
leal ¢ 
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he 
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t i i ni- bu ake, ring this o., en, of commu 
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- MPachers Round’ Table 
CONDUCTED BY N. J. COREY 

“WHAT ARE YOU DOING?” 

HE ROUND TABLE exists for the mutual good 
Ele of all who may desire to partake of its offerings. 

Fortunately, unlike the ordinary dinner party 

table, it is capable of indefinite expansion, although 

it might not be strictly true to say that all could find 

an opportunity to take part in the conversation; yet 

of all that listen to it, a good many more could be 

heard than at present avail themselves of the op- 

postunity it off It is desired that the Rounp 

TABLE should exist, partly as an interchange of 

thought among its members, and partly to provide 

information for those who desire it. The conductor 

of the Rounp Tabte has received many letters, and 

would be glad to receive many more. He would like 

to hear from more of those who have information that 

they can share with their fellow teachers. He has 

been answering questions for some time, and it is, 

by right, now his turn to put a question to those 
teachers who are daily enlarging their experience. It 
is a Very simple and direct one—and if given face to 

face might be misinterpreted as impertinent—What 

are you doing? This is a question that thousands of 

teachers are asking, and of course every teacher will 

know at once to what it refers. Many minds are 

better than one, and a conference of the Rounp 

TABLE readers, even though it must necessarily be at 

long range, would be productive of valuable results for 

all concerned, and would doubtless be the means of 

affording assistance to many who are far removed 

from contact with other musicians, with its stimulus 

and inspiration. Teachers are therefore urged to bring 

hoth their successes and their troubles to the RounD 

TABLE. Would it not be a good plan for some of the 

Rounp TaBie teachers to do some of the work in con- 
nection with the department, and answer some of the 
questions that their fellow members are asking from 
time to time? I have just received a letter which I 

will turn over to teachers for answer: 
1. “Should pieces be given during the first grade, 

especially if one is tising the ‘Standard Graded Course,’ 
in which there are a number of little pieces?” 

2. “Please give a list of pieces for the first grade.” 
This is a matter that always sorely troubles in- 

experienced teachers: when to begin giving pieces 

and what to give. Tven teachers of long standing are 

always on the lookout for things that will be fresh 

and interesting. The Rounp Tassie would like teach- 
ers to send in a few words in regard to the results of 
their experience along this line. There may not be 

room to print all the letters verbatim, but a summary 

,of them can be made up, a consensus of opinion that 
will be most valuable as well as interesting to teach- 

ers. Then from teachers who are in the habit of 

using pieces during the first grade the Rounp Tarte 
would like 'a list of ten pieces that have been found 

successful. Confine yourself strictly to the first grade, 
and to such pieces as have fulfilled the double 
function of pleasing the pupils and aiding in their 

progress, These may be sent directly to the conductor 
of this department, at 38 Woodward Terrace, Detroit, 
Mich., if preferred. 

Transposition and Musical Games. 

* “IT wish to know how I can learn to understand 
more thoroughly the subject of transposition, and how 

I can teach it to my pupils. I hear people speak of 

children transposing pieces from one key into another, 

but IT have never been able to get them to do it. Is it 
taught by some method or book, or is it entirely de- 
pendent on ear-training?” 

“T would also like to know where I can get a book 

on musical games, T have organized a club among my 
pupils, and want something to improve as well as en- 

tertain them at the meetings.” 
T have myself also been surprised at some of the 

claims that have been made by certain teachers in re- 

gard to children and elementary pupils transposing 

their pieces into other keys. I have noticed, however, 

that the most of these claims have been confined to 

such teachers as are exponents of the “original” 

methods of instruction that are variously advertised, 

and many of them most excellent. I haye investigated 
this matter as thoroughly as I could with some of the 
pupils of these various “systems,” but have never been 

able to discover results commensurate with the claims 

that have been put forward. What I have discovered 

could be equally well taught by the exponent of any 

system of instruction, I have also found, with such 

pupils as I have been able to examine, that the trans- 

position was effected with pieces that had been com- 

mitted to memory, and the modus operandi I figured 

out as follows: 
Take any elementary five-finger exercise as an ex- 

ample. Commit it to memory in the key of C. Be- 
ginning with this key, teach the pupil the “circle of 

keys,” by showing that each new “sharp’’ key finds its 

tonie on the fifth tone of the preceding scale, assum- 

ing of course that the keys are learned in their natural 
order. With beginning pupils it is not even necessary 

to teach the complete scale, but only the first five 

notes of each. The next key following C is G. Let 

the pupil place his finger over the first five keys and 

repeat the exercise already learned. Repeat the proc- 

ess in each of the successive keys, D, A, EB, B, and F 
sharp, all the keys with sharp signatures that are in 

common tise. Next, teach in same manner the “flat” 
keys, by showing how each succeeding key begins on 

the fourth degree of the preceding. It will be appar- 

ent at once that this process will be equally easy of 
application with all elementary pieces written within 
the compass of five notes, to which pupils are gener- 

ally confined during the first few weeks of their study. 

Uaving committed these pieces to memory, the pupil 

will, without the slightest hesitation, play them in 

any of the keys over the first five keys of which he 

may place his five fingers. I have found in examining 

such pupils that they have hesitated considerably when 

attempting to transpose pieces that they had not com- 

mitted to memory. All this makes a good “talking” 
and “show” point with prospective patrons. Tt is, 

however, what may not incorrectly, perhaps, be called 

“pseudo-transposition,” for it is largely a mechanical 
process which the pupil does not in the least theoreti- 

cally understand, and which can be easily compassed 

by any pupil taught by any method, whether new or 

old. Tt is most excellent training, however, as it 

helps to familiarize the pupil with all the keys, and to 

realize something of their affinity to one another, and 
is therefore to be strongly recommended. When it is 

attempted to carry the work beyond five-finger posi- 

tions, difficulties begin to arise, and as accidentals and 

modulation are encountered the average pupil finds 

himself completely blocked, Those who are talented, 

have an active musical intelligence, an inquiring mind 

into matters theoretical, and are naturally persever- 
ing, will be able to carry the art of transposition to 

an unlimited perfection. 

The second question I am unable to answer, and 
therefore appeal to the members of the Rounp TaBrE 

to give the desired information. I have seen musical 

games advertised at one time and another, but forget 

just where. If your club is composed of young chil- 
dren, you will find much help in the Cut~pren’s Dr- 

PARTMENT of Tie Wrupe. 
I have received a letter from Miss Ada Harwood, of 

Trenton, Tenn., which is in direct line with this last 
question. Although it is descriptive of Christmas fes- 

tivities that she held for her pupils, yet it will doubt- 

less suggest things that may be done along similar 

lines at any season. A suggestion that helps a teacher 

to think up something of her own that is adapted to 

her own peculiar conditions is better than an attempt 

to imitate something already done by another. 

“Wriday, December 28th, at 7.30 P. M., my pupils 

“much they knew of scales, triads, ete. 

16] 

(the children) and their parents met in my studio for 

a little pleasure. here was a tree trimmed to give 6 

festive appearance. ‘Lhe stockings were hanging along 

the mantel. An older pupil played the accompan> 

ment to the song ‘Caristmas, by Leibetz. Halt o 

the class, in the studio, sang of the coming of Sant: 

Claus. He kept his bells jingling behind a screen unti 

a Christmas carol was heard, the singing coming fron 

another room, where the remaining half of the clas: 

had been placed. In due time, as the first half san; 

the last part of the song, Santa Claus stepped to th- 

mantel to fill the stockings. Previous to this illus 

tratcd song, ten of the pupils had given a pregram— 

consisting of Beethoven’s ‘6th Symphony,’ Lavallée+ 

‘Butterfly,’ Bocherini’s ‘Minuet,’ Rubinstein’s ‘Vais- 

Caprice,’ Schubert's ‘Erl-King,’ Wagner’s Overture t 

the ‘Flying Dutchman,’ Gottschalk’s ‘Last Hope,’ En 

mett’s ‘Dixie‘—on the Cecilian Piano Player, which 

use for educational purposes. 

“January 4th, I gave them a surprise examination 
which they enjoyed very much. It was given as fo 

lows: Each took five English walnuts from a baske 
As the‘name - 4 pupil was called, one of the nur 
was opened, In it was a written question whic. , 
must be answered. If the one who opened the nu 

answered the question correctly, a credit mark wa- 

given. If not, the one who did answer received tin 
credit. We only had time to crack three each. Tn. 
answers were generally very good and showed hoy 

The question: 

they could not answer they took home to study. hh 

arranging the nut hulls, I place the same number oi 
each of the two halves that belong together, with ink 
bore two holes in one of the halves, insert a string 
with the two ends outside, put in the questions, anc 

glue the nuts together. Arranged in this manner they 

are easily cracked or opened.” . 

Theory for Beginners. 

A question was recently answered in this Depart 

ment in regard to teaching theory to beginners. Maé 

ame Hall, a Mississippi teacher, sends the following 
additional suggestions: 

“From the first lessons teach the Tonic, Dominan: 

and Sub-dominant as found on the first, fifth anc 
fourth degrees of the scale, and then all the triads by 

name, as well as the dominant seventh, and the simple 
cadences. Books to consult: Clarke’s ‘Elementary 
Harmony ;’ Skinner’s ‘Theory for Beginners ;’ ‘irs 

Lessons in Harmony,’ by Arthur BE. Heacox, Part 1 
Also the ‘Syndicate Method,’ by A. R. Parsons anc 
Kate Chittenden,” 

Time-Signatures. 

The following letter has been received in regard iv 
the alleged misuse of a common musical s B 

“T have been very much disturbed in my teaching 
to have pupils tell me that C in the signature hac 

reference to ‘common time.’ They seem to under 
stand that it designates four-four time, and yet can 

give no reason for the abbreviation. Can I, throug: 

the Rounp Tabie department, ask teachers to notic# 

this, copied from Louis Elson’s ‘Dictionary of Musr 
eal Terms? “There is a musical error freqnentl> 

made in imagining the sign for 4-4 rhythm, C, to be 

letter C used as an abbreviation for common time 
The sign comes to us from the Middle Ages, wher th- 
triple pulsation of music was held to be the only per 

feet rhythm, as the monks held that it represented tn. 

Trinity. It was written with the following sign, G 
and was called perfection; when the monks admitter 

an even rhythm they called it imperfection, and brok. 

the circle, writing it thus, C.’” 

Mr, Elson is right as far as he goes, but does no 

go far enough. He ignores the factor of developmen 
in word history. There are thany words which mean 

one thing originally, but during the progress of th: 
centuries have come t» mean something entirely differ 

ent. So it is with this particular musical sign. A: 

Mr. Blsen says, the circle was used in the Midd. 

Ages to indieate perfect or triple measure, the broker 

circle imperfect or double measure, In the develoy 
ment of “mensural” or measured music, there was + 

note termed the breve, wl’ch may be considered th: 

equivalent of our whole note, although it was orice 

nally used somewhat differently. When the sem 

breve was invented, it was considered that three o 
them were the equivalent of one breve in perfect meas 
uve and two in imperfect measure. The first was in 

dicated by a circle with the figure 8 immediately for 

lowing it; the second by a broken circle with a figure 

(Continued on page 198) 
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ARCH! We all know the typical March 
VI weather, which perhaps affords ‘good reason 

for calling the month after the Roman god 

Mars. But this blustering, wild weather is not the 

type of the spirit we wish to present. The word is 

simply a point of departure, such as Robert Brown- 

ingin his “Parleyings. the one with Charles Avison 

—-made from “March.” We take a different line of 

thought and use the word as a verb, imperative mood. 

March! March! March on! March on! 
That is the true spirit of music education, and of 

the enthusiastic, purposeful teacher of music. Much 
has been done to spread musical interests, much is in 

process of doing at the present time, yet much re- 

mains to be done. <A few strong workers bore the 

brunt of the struggle in past years, a goodly number 

are now working earnestly, untiringly, and wisely, 

with voice, with pen, and most of all by example, in 

all parts of the country; bat the demand of the future 

js for many workers, one and more in every town and 

city, in every school, in every institution of learn- 

ing, all working to the common end, a spread of sane 

musical ideas and an appreciation of the real, good 

in music among all the people of the United States. 

Tf every reader of Tun Erupe will take this call 

home to himself, he need not look around or far afield 

for the opportunity to do service. In the classroom, 

in the studio, among friends and the general public 

there is need for the best that one can do. Well 

thought out plans, carefully directed efforts will bring 

aes the price must be paid, that is labor, 

which is the basis of all achievement. And the true- 

hearted man or woman with a love for the calling 

chosen as a life-vocation is. not going ig) fall back and 

stand aside because labor is exacted. The first steps 

are simple. Keep in touch with new educational ideas ; 

study the methods proposed; pick out the lines of 

activity that commend themselves to you as within 

your power to direct and that are suited HOS your 

people. Then set to work, not with a Bourg of 

trumpets and a column of st aa on but with 

ils a uch friends you can interest. 

Pe you do? “Wi ll, try to get your fellow 

teachers in closer touch with each other ee if it be 

possible to have a series of concerts or recitals by 

egod artists; promote the organization of a musical 

aan of adults who will work unitedly for the advance- 

ment of local musical interests; suggest to those in 

charge of the music in the various churches that a little 

more aggressiveness is in place, “more music, better me 

sic, better sung” is a good phrase ;a few choir festivals 

or special services are in orde teachers should organize 

their younger pupils into clase s for study along nes 

that lead to an appreciation of the best in mes 

to get singers and musicians fo unite in a chora 

society which shall be a center of public musical 

worl; keep music in the foreground op auUES Eo 

edge by means of the local newspapers: 1 deserves a 

place as much @ 

try 

s social news. 
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These are a few suggestions. Try one, try more, 

but try something, and thus get in with the spirit 
of musical work to-day which calls for a “March,” 
shoulder to shoulder, each one keeping step to the 
rhythm and tune he feels in his heart. 

USIC in the churches will be a special feature 
M of this month since the great festival of the 

church, Easter, comes on the very last day. 
This means considerable activity in those churches 
that follow, the ecclesiastical year and use music ap- 
propriate to the different services. Lenten recitals 
and musical services will be given with special music 
Palm Sunday and Holy Week, each with different 
musical character and then the culmination in the 
stately rejoicing of the Easter anthem and carol, 

Choir masters and organists have an opportunity 
of aiding in influencing for the better the musical 
taste and appreciation of the congregations they serye. 
Careful selection of music—not yielding to a demand 
for mere tune or rhythm, but the dignified, churchly 
style—and thorough drill of the choir so that no errors 
of omission or commission occur, will do much to 
make a congregation feel and acknowledge the force 
of music in the religious service. The results, 
established in many instances beyond doubt, are worth 
the extra labor and anxiety on the part of leaders 
and singers. A few weeks for rehearsal remain, Use 
the time to perfect the work to the best of your 
ability. 

2) 1OGRAPHY is an interesting branch of litera- 
B ture, and it is well to encourage young people 

to read much of it. The value consists, how- 
eyer, not in the reading but in the lessons for life 
and living that we gain from the reading. When 
we read the record of achievement of great men in 

political life, in scievce, in literature, in art, pioneers 

reformers, builders, conservers, we feel that we must 
up ané at our work, Too frequently this foe! j z ling is 
as far as we get. When we come to work we do not 
see where the field of iabor is for us, No new 
country is to be explored, no mountains to be tun- 
neled, no rivers tobe bridged, no new 
discovered, no temple to be built, n 
symphony to be written. 

Tt is not all the lesson of biography that we must 
do some great work. ‘The lesson of greatest value ’ 
we may say, subjective, that each ore of us } 
life to live, not to mold his life after some other 
Achievement may be p 

elements to be 
ic national epic or 

a5; 
as his 

e 
maa’s, ble in any one of many 5 A lines of work, and certainly in what you ares doing eee 

Great men never became so because of the on» Tene 
work they did, but because of the years of prepar: 
tion, and the various deeds in the doing of th 
they became conscious of their own powers, The 
teacher who receives fifty cents per lesson can dive 
full fifty cents’ value in the lesson. Soon she Es 2 - m be called up higher. Every one of us must use ae 
work in such way that as man or bed x al! Kt b i i woman he or she is gaining in doing it. Work that does not stimulat ate us or promote growth is either not the right kind of work for us or is not done right. Study your teach 
ing and its results with your pupils. Then find ties 

*you can improve in yourself and in what you do for others. ‘The strong man is simply Serving other, 
Ife may be ambitious and eyen selfish, but he ¢ * 
not win without serving his fellow, man, You ‘ak improye on many a strong man by serving, in oa 
own line, with love and sympathy for others, hii 

LIMAX is an imperative need in Art 
ticularly so in musical composition, The so 
the aria, the anthem,’ the chorus, every eee? 

piece of music (tone-poem of picture) for é 
sonata or a symphony has one climax or 
climaxes with a grand culmination, 
does not meet this law is felt to be we: k ana fails ¢ our interest. Esthetic onjoyment is, iy, een 
a series of mental tensions ; these succ 
must lead to some strong moment. after 
sion is relaxed. Physiology teach 

It is par. 

Serious 
the Diano, 9 

series of 
Any work that 

avous 
A Sense, 

ve excitements 
which the (on. 

es us that this stirp: 

Our grand business js NOt to 
distance, but to do what lies clea 

ofthe nervous system, without over-straining, is @ 
healthful condition and promotes strength and 
growth, 

Even in the practice of the profession of music 
teaching we can see the operation of this law. We 
Se ee day in and day out, on a dead level. 

a Xperience will take from the teacher the 
best of his life and strength, because he never stirs up 
Pee ie activity that gives him back more than 
San a eae cannot content himself with a 
Sait dag ‘aa i e. He needs some special exertion 
fists eae “p Mim in condition. So the teacher of ieee mit some stirring up in his work, some exten- 

This eae to carry him away from routine. 
a teaching ser Bs advantage at the closing of 
musical function in” a recital or some other public 
svOR Tae val a a which he shall show by his own 
doing during tie bat of his pupils what he has been 
SA aes hoes In other words, the closing 
Its reaction is ee ae the climax in a composition. 
the results are quai ont we hope, in all cases, 
teachers are a feta ee and beneficial. Most 
The special re Soni fax mane these closing recitals. 
readers now is to ange ringing the matter to our 
The time from now u a to be planning for it now. 
complete outline of eee dune 's short, A fairly or very soon. Te ane oan should be settled now 
thing now he should } ee Sa nnOL Gecide: every Pleces to put on his Aree the lookout for attractiv 
pupils. 4 little extrs stam, either for himself or his 

good deal of worry : Zoule now may save quite One" thing ig: spacial 
patrons and f 
away better plo, 
every number 

be from sever, 
acter, 

played, 

tially worth ke ends who 
eping in mind. 
the recital will go 

ave been interested in 
up aoe ues interest may 
a Die, the musical char- 

vel Mie of the composit! 
ee ae by pupils, b 

agecabac Anas ete. In planning 
3 a ears throughout and 

every way. One thing 
then be sure to 

ie ely technical ehar- echnical ais - programmed ntion le point ig ae cae exeention. se ¥ allowing the ay Pe? ® pupil and a com eh the as Audience to expect a musica! PAYS to | ect is of the vi look at details such ag pe HRNOSO OTR S these, 

12 

am, 

al sense in 

he pur 
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I Visa ot ari MUSIC TEACHERS, 

that the Musical profession 
ee aor aged and worn- 

Sout Brey ous issues, the 
1 Third Street, this 

AG Lwelve inmates, with 
later on, Present only men are 
ariment fo wien the resources are 

be opened. 

in Milan, 

- as been in suc- 
Of years, 

rgely after 
iS for issi he applic. admissiow 

an Ant must be at least able 
ion of } 3 and must 
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Years, 
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LOVERS’ LANE 
WALTZES 

H. ENGELMANN 

p, Tempe di Valse M.M.d.263 5 
= = 
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Maestoso 
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A LOVE TOKEN 
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DAS ERSTE MEDAILLON 

VALSE LENTE 

C.MORENA Secondo 

M.M.d,=4 Tempo di Valse Lente 
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A LOVE TOKEN 
DAS ERSTE MEDAILLON 
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JUST A BUNCH OF FLOWERS 
VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL 

JESSICA MOORE 
Adagio M.M ler. 

GEO. L. SPAULDING 
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SUMMER NIGHT 
WALTZ 

Tempo di Valse m.m.d.-60 

=e= sca, SS = — 

FA.FRANKLIN, Op.40, No.2 

With energy 
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Cabinet Organ or P iano 
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«= niece may be readily adapted for the pipe organ by playing the right hand 

ai ye ied, aN the left hand on the Great or Choir, using the Melodia 
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Poco piu lento 

b) A change of Stop combination is desirable. 
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A LITTLE SONG 
Ein Kleines Lied 

This song was suggested by the slow movement of Tschaikowsk: 
lish lation by Frieda Dout — English translation by Frie outy cos ee == == ae, 

Slow (langsam) : NICHOLAS DOUTY 

Midi | p— : = 
off wery sustained * 

a 

| ; sehr gehalten 

y’ Fifth Svmphony 

A lit - tle song, what can it fn 
Ein klet.nes Lied, wie gehtsnur Aa hat 

Petes 2 e om =e SS ae 
7 . 5 

deep should in us well — And. to ° our hearts 
las Weet A Come thro ‘ lieb es ha-ben kann ?_ Was lieg: ; la-rin 2 ngi 
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ath - le. 9 expressively 
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THE CLANK OF THE FOEMANS STEEL 
ARTHUR J. LAMB PAUL DE LAZARRE 

A la marcia : 

SSS SS SSS 
| 

dl turned a-way with a - i 
turned a-gain to the 

* 
ae 

: 5 
i — tp — tot : o 

( e | mest eal 

E js = es SS 

wear - y heart ‘From the world and_ its false 
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EDITORIAL TOPICS 

BY KARLETON HACKETT. 

dp 
1h lee 

To hear some pupils and teachers 

Opinions talk about singing one would imagine 

Differ. that singing is altogether a ques- 

tion of tone production. In | fact, 

to quote the words of one of our most dis- 

tinguished singers, students, and even singers are 

fairly method mad, completely hide-bound on the 

subject of tone production. Singing, like every other 

form of art, is highly complex, and of all the qualities 

that go to make up a successful Singer, tone produc- 

tion is but one, and no more important than several 

others. When it comes to discussing tone production 

ci vocal technic there are just as many and irreconcil- 

able differences of opinion as there are in matters of 

taste. Watch, just asa matter of curiosity, the critical 

comments to our leading papers on the performances 

of great artists. One comes te mind now where a 

leading critic said that in spite of faulty tone pro- 

duction the artist’s interpretative insight was so mar- 

velous that the performance was a great treat; and 

on the same morning another equally capable writer 

said of the same performance that while interpreta- 

tively it was uninspired and monotonous, it was a 

magnificent lesson to all singers in the art of pure tone 
production. Such examples could be quoted absolute- 

ly without end and would prove what?, Merely that 

good tone production is as much a matter of opinion 

and taste as is interpretation. One person likes one 

singer, another prefers a different one. Which is 

right? Some prefer Rosenthal, some Paderewski, 

some Dickens, some Thackeray; who shail decide? 

There is no way of deciding. Fortunately the world 

is made of many sorts of persons with widely differing 

tastes, and if any artist really has something to say a 

certain portion of the public will be drawn to him by 

his personality and he will make a place for himself. 

TONE production, yoeal technic in 

every sense, 15 worth something only 

so far as it enables a man to give 

utterance to the feeling there is in 

him. Of itself it is nothing. But 

most students, and far too many teachers, Seem 

to lose sight of this fundamental fact and witha 

and talk as though technic were an end HS 

of merely the means to an end. Over and over 

again you will hear pupils, and eyen older persons ue 

should know better, praising oF blaming an ate 

some particular tone was well or ill coker ueceowt ae 

to their conceptions of good tone production, seem- 

ingly utrerly oblivious of whether or HOY eee 

caught the spirit of the work and made 3, jist inl 

y. Lhe general audience 18 much pow j § he 

artistic in its judgment. It neither pr Te ee 

whether a man sings with this meson % with Perr 

whether he studied with Signor This, on ince THGW 

Phat, or with plain Mr. Jones, nae is poetry, 
whetber or not the singer interes reveals Le a a as 
the meaning. the fire of the text, or ee z - ae 

dul, correct, perhaps, but monotonous. es ane dex- 

of life. We quickly tire of the display OF eae qoisa 
terity, but. the man who really has Oa ree 

to us we will iisten forever. This is right; the af seal 

of the student who judges of art by the ie eae 

Guill ahows ia altegether false; this is the zeasor =” 
though so many tho ysands study art in oma 

forms, there are so few artists Wwothout. A Be i ped 
technic the artist is, of « fatally hand EP 
but without artistic feeling, de ees 

derstanding of poetry and life, an excellent tec ‘ i 

as valucless as an engine without steam. Pe te 
dents take the point of view that if they acamit® a 
nical I the other qualities will come of themselv ey 

consequently, they think and study nothing but tech 

nie, and the growth and development of those get 
ities which alone make the possession of technie val: 

nable, imagination, musicianship, powers of express! aD, 

are left to chance to live or dic 9s chance decides. 

‘Technic 
in Itself 
is Nothing 

OUTS, 
yeloped ima 

EPARFMENT 
The Vocel material in the present issue was prepared under the 

editorial super ‘ision of Mr. Karleton Hackett, of Chiccgo: the April 

issue will be in the hands of Mr. Frank H. Tubbs, of New York City. 

This is false education, wrong in theory, worse in prac- 

tice. In the high sense of the words technic and ex- 

pression go hand in hand—as the one grows, the other 

keeps pace. If you really haye something in you to 

which you wish to give utterance you will find a way, 

and in so doing gain a technic that will mean some- 

thing. 
THERE is one case of a young 

Technic a woman who has spent many years 

Means to jn study here in Chicago and i 

an End. Europe and gained what she be- 

lieves to be an excellent technic; 

but she was the other day bewailing the fact that 

she had no engagements and had just lost her church 

position, while another woman, who had not studied 

half of what she had, and could not begin to hold a 

phrase as long, had many engagements and a new 

church position at an jnereased salary. This is truly 

asad tale; it means mii lirected ener; and, perhaps, 

the failure of a promising career; she has studied 

haid, and in one way successfully, that is, she can do 

many difficult things from the standpoint ‘of vocal 

technic. But the audience does not care, in many 

cases does not know, that the thing done is difficult, 

but it does know that the thing is uninteresting. Now, 

if the result of years of study and effort is something 

which people do not care to listen to, what has the 

singer to show for his labors? Over and over again 

the original fault lay in the fact that he thought that 

singing was first and fast a question of tone produc- 

tion; that if a man learned to make good tones he 

was asinger. Far be it from anyone to neglect beauty 

of tone quality, or lose sight of the necessity of tech- 

nie, but of equal importance is it for all teachers and 
students to remember that technic, tone quality, power, 

range, every good that nature can lavish or study 

acquire, all are merely the means to an end, expression. 

TaKE the simplest song and 

sing it in such & manner as brings 

out its meaning; so that an audi- 
ence hearing it fer the first time 

will feel the poetry of the words and the beauty 
of the music; this is art. People will come ‘again 

and again to one who can make a song a thing 
of reality to them, something that actually touches 

their hearts and moves them to laughter, to tears, or 

to the calm perceptions of beauty. But if one sings 

the most elaborate and difficult musie he can find, and 

it well, too, and yet does not seem thereby to 

jon to sincere emotion, but rather to be 

technical skill, the hearers qui tire. 

rebel against this and call audiences stupid, 

unmusical because they so frequently turn away from 

great technica display without interest, but the au- 

dience is more nearly right than the singers, more 

just and artistic in its judgment. The singers, being 

of the profession, can appreciate and admire a feat of 

technical skill, just because they realize how difficult 

it is, but the general audience knows little and cares 

less for technical difficulties as such; it is only moved 

when great skill is employed te give expression to 

great emotion. This is right. This is the law of 

life. ‘here is no thing in the world worth doing at 

all that has not its technic, which is of vital impor- 

tance to the people of that profession, but of no inter- 

est in the world to anybody outside. Use this skill to 

portray something, to illustrate, to stimulate, to take 

a piece of printed music and make it fairly live; then 

something is done. ‘loo many mu cians are hurt be- 

cause people are not impressed with difficult just 

because they are difficult ; but they might as well rec- 

oncile themsely to the simple fact that people do 

not care, You ride on a 7 lvoad, an engineering feat 

of the most extraordinary kind, which cost the labor 

of years and its toll of luman lives; your train is 

hale an hour late and what is your feeling of solemn 

awe before this stupendous work? Merely that if is the 

worst railroad and the biggest botch of a job you ever 

When the publie comes to a concert 

>» to get somewhere and on time, and they 

the difficulties of the way. If there 

if anybody could do it at will in- 

Bring Out 
Meaning. 

came acro: 

they de: 

care nothing for 

were no difficulties, 
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stead of its demanding the best years and earnestness 

of a life, there would be no value in it. 

Wuar is the universal complaint 

Singers and about singers? Not that they cannot 

Musicianship. make good tones, or run a scale, but 

that they are not musicians ; that when 

they get a good tone they are determined to hold on to 

it regardless of the context; that you cannot count 

on their coming in on the beat, or on singing the 

notes as written; that you cannot tell what they are 

singing about, and so far from bringing out the mean- 

ing at times you do not even know what language 

they are using; in short, that they do not know their 

profession, only a small part of it. As one man 

pointedly and with too much justice said of a well- 

known man: “He is not a musician, he is a singer.” 

There are some things to be urged in extenuation, 

but the fact remains that outside of the one depart- 

ment of tone production the average singer is not well 

equipped, .and over and over again it seems almost 

impossible to make him realize his deficiencies. His 
mind is so wrapped up in tone, in method, in finding 

some teacher who will show him a short cut to the 
undoable, that his mind is closed to the great facts of 

art until he is so far wandering in the swamps and 

brambles that it is a question if he ever gets out. 

Singing is not a simple question of tone, it is as com- 

plex as life itself. If the singer cannot make a good 

tone, if he have not a_ servicéable technic, he 

is, indeed, in a sad state; but he may have an ex- 

cellent vocal equipment and yet be for the practical 

purposes of singing well-nigh useles: 

; Nor only is good musicianship as nec- 

Power to essary as good technic, but both together 

Express. are of little worth if the singer has not 

developed his powers of expression. The 

power to express thought, feeling, emotion, in such 

way as shall carry conyiction to the hearers is no 

more a gift than is good tone production, but is the 

result of natural aptitude and much hard and intel- 

ligent work. Who has, not seen a dramatic per- 

formance ven by amateurs? They may all have 

been persons of superioxy intelligence, and yet in every 

department of stage work they betray the fact that 

they are amateurs, To say nothing of the power to 

portray the powerful emotions, in the simplest things, 

entering or leaving the stage, sitting in a chair, they 

cannot make it seem real. An actor’s whole life is 

employed in finding out how to give outward expres- 

sion to his thoughts, and singers seem many times to 

take the attitude that if they learn to make a good 

tone, they need not bother about the expression. Un- 

doubtedly some young singers with temperament are 

carried away by their emotions, sing badly and do 

themselves harm, but, even in these cases, and they 

are not many, it is the superabundance of a good 

quality that needs regulation, not suppression. 

Tum basis cf expression is baving 

Have something in your mind to express. If 

Something you have studied music, steeped yourself 

to Express. in it night and day until it means some- 

thing to you; if you have read good 

literature until you have some appreciation of the 

things of real worth; if you have looked on the world 

with sympathy and understanding for the good and 

bad in your fellowmen, then perhaps you may, by 

your singing, say something to them which they will 

eare to hear. If a song to you means only so many 

tones to be taken in oxe register and so many in 

another, the words only combinations of yowels and 

consonants, some harder to articulate distinctly than 

others, you may do a good job which some will recog 

nize for good and compliment you on, but the mass of 
the people will be unaffected, and those who know will 

y, What a shame that a man so well equipped does 

not use his powers to some purpose! Tar be it from 

any musician to belittle technic, for Heaven knows we 

have none io spare; but let every teacher keep in his 

mind that technic is but a part of an artist. The 

pupil does not know what he should study, or how 

for this he comes to the teacher. Be sure that as he 

learns his technic lessons he also gets some coneep- 

tion of the meaning art, of its power and beauty. 

1 skill inex see that he understands 

ning this skill; that he, too, may ex- 

press s of real worth. Ilis growth will be slow, 

but it will be complete in itself, substantial, well- 

rounded, his art will mean something worth while to 

him, and he will express something of that to others. 

We haye no special need of people to do great feats of 

virtuosity for our admiration, but we have great need 

of men and women who have lived and thought and 

studied until they have something to say to us, and 

ean say if in such manner as moves us. 

As his techni 
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TEACHERS AND INITIAL TONE. 

BY FRANK H, TUBBS, 

[Singing is so complex and many sided an art that 

the student, from his earliest years, must open his 

mind to many different kinds of things. Of the first 
importance is the attack of the phrase, and the follow- 

ing article is very much to the point.—K. H.] 

More scientific data and action underlie develop- 

ment in all callings, and in music-teaching we are not 

standing still, he best teachers are studiously ap- 

plying ideas suggested by other callings so that cultiva- 

tion of the voice is becoming less uncertain. We get 

quicker results, and results which stay. 

the development stage still, and that stage will be a 

large one; for voice culture cannot, as yet, be placed 

on definite scientific basis. Yet, we are getting away 

from speculation rather fast and upon a platform on 

which thinkers unite to some extent. Vocal teachers, 

as a rule, are not satisfied with what they are doing 

and wish better ways. 

Every teacher believes in producing tone with free 
throat. Now, how shall it be gotten? For if initial 

tone is obtained with perfect freedom, and that can be 

extended into all voice production, we can make a 

singer. MRefraining from the desire to discuss whether 

everybody can become a singer or not, I propose to 

show how to make the singer. But I will say that I 

believe that everyone who has the impulse to learn to 

sing held in mind till it becomes such conviction as to 
lead him to apply for lessons, has the material for 
making a good singer. 

THE INITIAL TONE. 

There must be some preparation of the machinery 

tor producing it. Jor that use breathing. . Take many 
generous and deep breaths. Of course, there is cor- 

- reet and incorrect breathing, but for now, to get at 

our initial tone, we will say just breathe naturally. 

If these deep breaths are taken through the nostrils, 

with lips closed, so much the better. And in that 

breathing (this is important) we have revealed to 

perception what a free and open throat is. We are 

ready, when the air-chambers are freed and we have 

mental perception of liberated throat, to make tone. 

Select a note in the lower medium voice. FF is best 

for sopranos and tenors, and I flat for lower voices. 

For this primary work it is well not to use chest 

voice, but to keep wholly on notes of the medium voice. 

That gives an octave of notes. On that lower 

note sound the vowel “Ah.” ‘The first attempts will 

invariably be faulty. No human being can produce, 

with uncultivated voice, a tone which satisfies cultured 

taste Now comes the test or the way to tell what to 

do to improve the badly-made initial tone. It must 

be started true, exactly:on the pitch. 

pure in balance and pressure. It must be resonant, 
Improving tone is a process of elimination. Pressures 
upon and against the larynx and yocal bands always 

exist when tone is faulty, and the complete elimina- 

tion of pressures allows the larynx to do correct work. 

Pressure number one comes from the respiratory 
organs. This is removed by retaining the expansion 

of the chest and diaphragm obtained in inhaling breath. 

That subject may (nay, must) have study by itself as 
preparation for tone making. But our thought now 
is on elimination of pressure. Gently expand and hold 

in expansion the chest and start the tones, Almost 

with the first attempts improvement will be seen. 

Pressure number two comes from stiff tongue. Here 

we meet the demand by exercising the will in release 

and relaxation until the tongue is Joose and limp. It 

will surprise some teachers to .find that when the 

tongue is limp and relaxed it will quite fill the mouth, 

and the back of it will be well up against the soft 

palate. But that is the natural position of the tongue, 

no matter what mistaken teachers may say about get- 

ting the tongue down out of the way. That idea (of 

lowering the back of the tongue) is all wrong. f 

Pressure number three is in set jaw. No tone will 

ever be absolutely true, nor can it have the beauty 

which every singer really has, so Jong as the jaw is 

set. Jsoosen that by watching its action (and event- 

ually complete lack of action) on the side of the face 

in front of the ears, where the jawbone joins on the 

skull. In starting good tone absolutely no motion can 

be detected by the fingers at the articulation place 

described. You will not believe that, but if you will 

persist in getting able to do it you will be astonished 

at the ease of tone production. 

Pressure number four is in the resonance chambers 

and the pharynx. Now, those are not easy to get 

We are in- 

It must be. 
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at, especially at first, but the best way to eliminate 

that pressure is through the smiling eye. I must not 

take time to explain why, further than to say that the 

same neryes (brancbes of) regulate the three places, 
and if we master the one we can see we stand a good 

chance of mastering the others. 

So far we have planned to make but one note. 

When pretty good result is had on that, take the next 

higher, and then the next, so proceeding up the scale 

until an octave of thoroughly good notes are placed in 
tle -voice. These were for initial tone production. 

Runs, phrases with tone and with words, scales, 

chords, etc., must not be taken up now. 

There are other words I would speak to teachers, 
but I do not wish them to lose sight of this. Well, I 
will put it in the form of statement which has di- 

visions. Teachers do not realize the need of perfect 
initial tones; ther do not know how to get them if 

they do; they are not insistent enough to secure them. 

Call this, if you please, an arraignment of my fellow- 

teachers. After about thirty years of practical ex- 

perience, and after teaching over four hundred of the 
present-day vocal teachers, I may be permitted to say 

things bluntly. But I further say that the advance- 
ment of the vocal teacher so that he keeps pace with 

men and women in other callings depends on his calling 
himself down and having a good case of “intro- 
spection.” 

This, teachers, is a word which is all-important: in- 
sist on correctness in producing initial tone. Absolute 
correctness—not, pretty good—not, that will answer 

for now—not, it will come some time. No, no, a thou- 

sand times no! Get it right! Work on that one 
tone, the first tone in the lower medium voice, until 
you get it right if it takes the whole lesson—yes, if it 

takes many lessons. There is no virtua in developing 
imperfection; there is ultimate success in obtaining 
perfection and imparting that to the whole voice, 

Herein lies the difference between the good and the 
_ bad teacher, provided each knows his correct vocal 

method: One insists on absolutely true work, and 
the other is content with slip-shod work. And I claim 
that every vocal teacher can be a good one (alas! how 
few there are!) by the exercise of that masterful de- 
termination which never stops short of perfection 
and I further believe that vocal teachers should make 
‘fnitial tone’? a hobby. When initial tone, perfected 
goes through the whole voice and is amplified thins 
whatever the voice is called upon to do, what more ig 
there to learning to sing? A lifetime of the Study of 
music, to be sure, but a lifetime wasted unless the 
voice to express that music is beautifully placed: ang 
cultivated, Gj 

APHORISMS ON THE ART OF SINGING, 

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS ON TEACHING, 

[There is, for the student of singing, much food for” 
thought contained in the aphorisms, specially translated 
for this magazine from the German of Anny Lay Kk 

H.] i 2 
THEORETICAL suggestions that are often 

service to the schooled singer are frequent] 
ing, or even injurious, to the novice. 

The power of imitation plays an importan 

instruction; therefore, one who is or who h 

practical singer is to be decidedly 
teacher of singing. 
A powerful but comparatively little used aid 

teaching is ‘caricature. Many a celebrateq teact 
owes his greatest successes to it. Ben 

When timidity prevents the pupil from 
in his aim, tell him to exaggerate. This wil] 
produce the desired effect. 
‘As the physician recommends a particulay 

his patient, so the teacher should advise ¢h, 
hear certain artists, according to his individual ne 

Artistic development’ is a purely personal ps eeds, 
What is learned from others is only a foundation 
which superior endowment may erect g Ante BS on 
a palace or a hovel, according to innate canna ure— 

this is wanting it will never be anything more If 
a basement. 

The singer must learn to master the m 

every vowel with lightning-like rapidity, and t 
duce it clearly. The greater facility he gains A Bro- 
art, the fuller and more ringing will pe hig ‘ M thig 
more distinct his entinciation, ‘One, the 

of great 
'Y confus- 

t part in 
as been g 

preferred ag a 

in 
er 
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diet to 
e pupil to 

than 

echanism of 

ON TONE PRODUCTION AND ATTACK. 

The cultivation of the voice has to o * ‘onte 4 
one difficulty from the very beginning— end with 

that arising 

from the use of the speaking yoice in the middle reg- 
ister. This fact, neglected by so many teachers, is 

the cause of the frequent weakness of the medium 
tones. 

The training of the voice should begin with the 

speaking voice. First, vocalize the five vowels quietly 
in the middle register without exceeding the compass 
of a fifth, This is the only way to secure a light at-- 
tack, 

The heavy, pushed attack so frequently heard is 
the consequence of sustained tones sung at too early 

a period of study. Such practice should only be at 
tempted after the attack of short, light tones has 
been mastered. P 

eh a ts auc be combined with conso- 

vorable amnetaiy ce execution. Particulas i EONS hard = s are 1, b, m, vy: the guttural ‘cons 
Styac: a aaa ik are unserviceable ; h is inju- 

not only favorable, to Selves Feat consonan 4 
to a clear, distinct 4 sone Production but necessary Mer sease arr enunciation. B 
the practic ah ness of attack it is advisable to begin 

: © of singing from three to five tones UP and down on a moweal, i king heed, however, t¢ ‘4s soon as practicable, takiné 
» avoid undue haste. 
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just as the resort to a forced fortissimo attack in diffi- 

cult passages is the proof of one badly trained. 

A smiling mouth not only exercises a great influence 

on the timbre of the voice, but also serves to counter- 

act the stage fright tnat oppresses many an artist. A 

smiling expression helps to bring out the first tone 

bright and clear, and this gives confidence to the singer 

and the public alike. 

ON SIGHT SINGING. 

Noruine is of greater practical value to the singer 

than good capacity as a sight reader. In the majozvity 

of cases the first position in which the young American 

singer can use his ability in order to earn money is by 

accepting a position in a church choir. If on a trial 

the voice itself be found satisfactory then there still 

remain two yital questions. Is the candidate a 

reliable musician, and can he read well? By reliable 

musician is meant can he be depended on to sing his 

part rhythmically and accurately when once he knows 

it, and his reading ability determines whether he must 

take the music home a week beforehand and learn it 

note by note, and then at the rehearsal go over it and 

over it again until it is finally pounded into his head, 

or whether he knows the language of music somewhat 

as he knows English and can read his poet at sight 

with some degree of intelligence and correctness. 

Many a young singer gets his first bump, his first 

realization that singing does not consist merely of 

good tone production, when after being accepted for 

some position because the committee liked his voice, 
he afterwards loses it because he is not well-trained as 
a musician. As a rule the organist is the choir direc- 

tor and he has but small compassion for the musical 

frailties of his singers, and in any case the director 

will be a musician of experience who will make the 

place for the poor reader anything but a bed of roses. 

Given two-singers, one with a beautiful voice but a 
poor reader and unsteady musically, the other with 

an ordinary voice but a good reader, the choir director 

will take the good reader, every’ time. An organist 

was once heard to say, “When I am trying new voices 

for my church I don’t pay any attention nowadays to 

their singing but I give them something to read; if 

they can do that well I am willing to listen to them, 

otherwise I won’t haye them in my choir no matter 

how well they sing; I am tired of teaching grown 

people what they should have Jearned in the kinder- 

garten.” : ) . 

This is a very serious, practical question. The abil- 

ity to learn a thing accurately and quickly and once it« 

is learned to know it thoroughly is a good part of the 

success of any public singer, and its influence for good, 

or its absence, is felt all through a singer's career 

from the first church position. to the summits of the 

profession, Stories pointing the moral to this could be 

multiplied without number, but none has a more dra- 

matic setting than the following: 

One of the great oratorio societies of one of the most 

important cities jn America was to give the first per- 

formance on this side of the water of one of the 

masterpieces of modern times. ‘There were three bass 

parts each of which had been entrusted to a supposedly 

competent man. The performance was to take place 

on a Monday night and the dress rehearsal for full 

orchestra, artists and chorus was set for the previous 

Sunday afternoon. Joverything was proceeding in a 

satisfactory manner but when one of the nS a 

rose to sing his part he had considerable trouble, miss- 

ing his entrances, failing to keep with the sont 

and singing wrong notes. He had sung but a ae 

portion of his part when the conductor rapped on = 

stand for the orchestra to stop, and then turned to the 

hall where a number of guests were assembled and 

said, “Where js the president of the club? The 

president immediately walked down the aisle and the 

conductor said to him, “This man cannot sing the 

music, and we have no time to bother with teaching it 

to him. You must get somebody else.” The first 

young man left the ‘tage; what do you sup! jose his 

feelings were? Read and digest the article that 

follows.—K, H, 
i es 

SHALL I STUDY SIGHT SINGING? 

ly ask the question at the 

doubt in the mat- 

hat choirmaster, 

ety but will 

of these in- 

Purine of singing frequent! 
head of this article as if there were 

ter, What teacher of experience, W i 

what director of glee clubs or choral soci 

answer quickly in the affirmative? Many 

quirers play the piano, and have pie 

hazy notions ag to pitch, being guided by the eye 
ked up certain 

and 
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a feeling for tonality which has developed without any 

special effort. ‘The present writer has told pupils: 

“Well, you may learn to sing a song by dint ‘of prac- 

tice and by the aid of an instrument; but if you will 

give your attention to a systematic course in sight 

singing I can assure you that you will be able to sing 

the melody of a song or your part in a chorus, at first 

sight, quite fairly. And, which is still better, you will 

always have confidence when you are asked to try 

something new, or get into a tight place.” 

Another weakness on the part of singers is their 

lack of accuracy in “keeping time,” as the phrase is 

commonly put. It is possible to learn a tune by pick- 

ing out the notes on the piano or the organ, and the 

singer can do this alone. But if tle piece presents 

some difficult or unusual rhythmical problems uncer- 

tainty and halting is the sure result. Few are willing 

to study out a difficulty of this character slowly and 

in detail, generally waiting until the accompanist is at 

hand or the lesson hour has. come again, and the 

teacher can be called into requisition. 

With this weakness usually goes a lack of feeling 

for broad rhythmic quality, so very essential in inter- 

pretation—some may prefer to eall it swing—giving 

life, vigor and solid character to a song. The one who 

Jacks the time sense for values within a measure, or 

who is careless about such matters will be reasonably 

sure to slight rhythm as concerns the various phrases 

and their inter-relations. 

Ts it not strange that singers will be bothered with 

every new song, every new anthem placed before them, 

when regular practice for a few months under a com- 

petent instructor will place them in position to be in- 

dependent in such matte Teachers whose work is 

to train and develop the voice have too much to do to 

spare time during the lesson to work out a difficulty 

that: is purely a ‘matter of reading. If you pay a 

teacher $2.00 or $3.00 a half hour, every minute you 

find it necessary to drill on intonation or time values 

costs you from six to ten cents. When you reflect that 

at every lesson you waste five to ten minutes which 

would have been saved to you had you been accurate, 

it should make you resolve to have all your teacher's 

instruction on points you cannot get from some one 

else or cannot work out for yourself. 

Women will not endure an ill-fitting dress; they ask 

that the seamstress be accurate and thorough in her 
work; they want seams stout and hooks and eyes 

firmly fastened. Nothing is more trying than to be 
obliged to be pinning every time a gown is donned. 
And yet singers will “pin” together a song that ought 
to be properly made and worked out, not dependent on 

makeshifts. Boys and girls who are now in our public 

schools should be encouraged by their elders to master 
the principles of reading musie at sight. If they do 

this the work to be done in the studio will be much 
accelerated, and will require a correspondingly smaller 

outlay.—Contributed. 

ANSWERS TO INQUIRERS. 

A “fluttering tone’ must be some form of @ 
vibrato and is always the result of tension and con- 
sequent improper breath pressure. Instead of an even, 

steady, unforced breath-flow, which is the secret of all 
good tone production, there must be tension or resist- 

ance somewhere which the pupil seeks to overcome by 
a heavy pressure of the breath. At the pitch where 

the tone “flutters” worst she will be found tense in the 

muscles round the throat and straining and pushing 

with the breathing muscles. She must ease up on the 

strain in both places and sing quietly; as the tension 

grows less the tone will become more even and steady. 

_ Every bad thing in tone protuction is the result, some- 

where, of tension and strain and can be overcome only 

by finding where the strain is located and easing it; in 

nine cases out of ten the strain is in the breathing ap- 

paratus. It comes from a variety of causes, but is 

usually found in the breath-controlling muscles, the 

yesult of some misapprehension of what breath-control 

really means. 

A correspondent asks how he can acquire the 
vibrato. ‘The present writer thinks the inquirer mis- 

understands the matter. ‘The vibrato usually spoken 

of among singers is always considered a blemish, a 

sign of wealmess. ‘hile unfortunately many signers 

have more or less of it, no one desires it and no teacher 

would think of aiding a pupil in gaining it. What the 

questioner probably means is that life, vitality, inten- 

sity, always found in a well-developed voice. This 

that resonance, elasticity, rich, mellow tone 
means 

) 

quality which are the beauty of the human yoice, and 

which it is certainly the office of the voice teacher to 
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develop in the voices entrusted to his care. If the 

voice of the correspondent is dull, unresonant, lifeless, 

then perhaps he has cause for complaint, though a 

year of study is not a long time; if, however, his only 

objection is that his voice is “perfectly straight,” he 

has only cause for congratulation. In a well-made 

tone the vibrations are so rapid and even that there 

is none of that unsteadiness usually called vibrato or 

tremolo; when these are present there is something 

wrong. To state how this even, vibrant, mellow tone 

is produced is to explain the whole art of tone pro- 

duction, and is the office of the voice teacher. 

BREATHING exercises for singing is a complicated 

subject, but there a a few simple rules easily under- 

stood and to be practiced with benefit by ail. Stand 

erect, head up, shoulders square, easily poised on the 

balls of the feet, not stiff anywhere. Inhale slowly 

by the expanding power of the muscl-s on the ribs at 

the sides and back. Where you have no teacher it is 

a fairly safe rule that, if in inhaling you feel the body 

expand at the lower ribs and the shoulders remain un- 

’ moving throughout the expansion, the breath has 

been well taken. 
In all breathing exercises for singers the exhaling 

of the breath is of even more importance than the in- 

halation; so never let the lungs collapse, but exhale 

slowly and evenly. If you have a watch with a 

second hand take ten seconds to inhale and ten sec- 

onds to exhale, standing erect but never stiff, and 

doing it all with the rib muscles. In exhaling it is 

also beneficial to blow the breath out of the body 
evenly and with a steady pressure. Any form of deep 
breathing is good so'long as the main expansion comes 

at the ribs, but do not strain on the muscles or grow 

rigid; elasticity and poise are the mainsprings of good 

breathing, and the slow exhalation is absolutely essen- 

tial. 
Then practice inhaling in the same manner only 

more rapidly, say in five seconds, and take fifteen 

seconds for the exhalation. If your lungs are not 

sufficiently developed to permit so long a time shorten 

the period but keep the same proportion. Do not prac- 

tice breathing exercises more than four or five minutes 

at a time. Remember that for singing the breathing 

muscles must be trained to take in the breath quickly, 

easily and silently, and expend it slowly and evenly; 

so in your practice take more and more of your 

breaths rapidly, so that in time you can fill your lungs 

completely in less than a second without making any 

noise, or any visible movement of the shoulders, by the 

expansion of the lower part of the chest cavity. 

To explain breathing adequately takes an entire 

chapter, but these rules will be of some help. Above 

all, do not strain on the muscles when breathing. 

Some students who have very well-developed lungs 

have great trouble in singing because they stiffen the 

breathing muscles so much in exhaling. Strong you 

must be but elastic and free, never tight and rigid 

anywhere. Ireedom is power. 

OUR VOCAL MUSIC. 

Two distinct styles of song are to be found in the 

Musie Section of this issue. “The Clank of the Moe- 
man’s Steel,” by Paul de Lazarre, is a fine example of 
the vigorous, robust song for men. It will stand plenty 
of dramatie treatment, and will be particularly ef- 

fective as a character song or in costume of the Cay- _ 

alier days. We hope those of our readers who are in 

position to use a song of this style will find apprecia- 

tive listeners. Mr, Douty’s “A Little Song” is espe- 

cially suited for lesson work and ultimately for con- 

cert or recital. The emotional character of the theme 

from Tchaikovsky has been splendidly developed, and 

fine constructive skill has been shown in the way the 

composer has knit it into his own work. The song has 

been sung with much success by the composer. It 

must not be sung other than slowly, and due regard 

be given to every varying mood of the poem. 

A Goop song possesses the quality of musicianship 

in the art of composition allied to suitable words, and 

a bad song lacks these qualities. It is not to be 

supposed, however, that a good song necessarily means 

a difficult song, and at the present time there is no 

excuse for the performance of an inferior composition 

when the best of musical literature is within the 

yeach of everybody. The vocalist of limited ability 

should select good songs of moderate difficulty, and 

leave the more ambitious works until he has reached’ 
the stage of maturity required for the performance 
of such compositions—J CO, W. 
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Marcit 

number 

has quite a 

of famous mu- 
sicians to her credit as 
natal month. The list in- 

eludes names famous in a number of different branches 

of musical work, representing nearly all of the coun- 

tries of Europe, the United States also, and various 

periods and styles in music. 

By the aid of a good dictionary of music informa- 

tion about these musicians can be obtained. As has 

been suggested in these columns before, it is a good 

plan for clubs to charge small dues, two or three cents 

a meeting, five or ten cents a month, the money to be 

applied to the purchase of books. Another good means 

is to have one or two entertainments and devote the 

NOTES ON 
MARCH MUSICIANS. 

procecds from the sale of tickets to the building up of 

the club iibrary. 
Marci Musicians: Bach, C. P. E.; Bach, 

J. S.; Foote; Garcia, Manuel; Guilmant ; Her- 

mann, Hugo; d’Indy; Leoneayvallo; Marchesi, 

Mathilde; Marsick ; Marteau ; Reinhold, Hugo; 

Rheinberger; Rimsky-Korsakoff ; Sarasate 5 

Scholtz, Bernhard; Sevei Smetana; Thom- 

-son, César; von Wilm. 

Name the countries represented by the musi- 

cians in the above list. 

When were they born? 

In what branches of music were they prom- 

inent, that is as composers, organists, violinists, 

singers, etc.? 

Which of these musicians are living to-day? 

Which of them have visited the United 

‘States? 
Name pie yy any of these musicians that 

-you have studied. 
— ee 

Tue Mozart ind Beethoven 

COMPOSER buttons that we furnish to 

BUTTONS. children’s clubs proved very 

popular, In response to a very 

general demand we have arranged to furnish 

other buttons to clubs, containing the portraits 

of the following composers Beethoven, Mozart, 

Mendelssohn, Schumann, Liszt or Chopin. 

The price has been made very low, only 30 

cents a dozen, postpaid. As the present supply 

is limited teachers should send in their orders 

early. 

In Tue Mrupe for February we 

MOZART THE published a part of a letter ad- 

CHILD. I. dressed to Mozart's sister and 

written by Schachtner, a musician 

and friend of the Mozart family. This letter is 

an authoritative source of a number of interesting 

jncidents of Mozart's childhood. We continue the 

fetter in this issue : 
ina 

You may recall that I have a very good violin, 

which your brother called “butter fiddle,” because of 

its soft, full tone. On one occasion, after you re- 

turned from Vienne, beginning of 1763, he played on 

it and could not praise it enough. About two days 

later I called at your house and found him amusing 

himself with violin. When he saw me he 

said: 

“How is your 

We kept on playing for 

to his own fancy, and then, 

anid 
“Herr Schachtner, 

his own 

butter fiddle?” ’ é 

a few minutes according 

in a reflective manner 

your fiddle is tuned about an 

ighth of a tone lower than mine, if you have not 

el a 

ge i vo it the last time.” 

d vod it since I playe doni
 

; 

Te ad over this, but your father, who knew 

aughe 
af. nossa to tone. and the memory 

» extraordinary sensitivencs 
em 

hs ager asked me to get the violin and 

ot ee a boy were correct. To my great surprise 

see i y 
. was right in what he said. 

your prother was ies 
SS ek aeet ay it 

he same aa 
About th renna, where Wolfgang had received 2 

tien from riend Wental, a very good 

pyesent of a violin, our f) 

violinist, came to the house. He was studying eempo- 

sition with your father and brought with him six 

trios which he had written during your father’s 

absente, and asked that we look them over. We 

played them, your father taking the bass part on the 

viola, I the second violin part, while Wentzl played 

the first. 

Wolfgang asked his father to let him play the 

second violin part, but your father refused to listen 

to what he considered a foolish request, since the boy 

had never had the slightest training in violin playing, 

and of course could not do anything in that line, 

Wolfgang said: 

“To play a second violin part, one does not need to 

have studied.” 

But his father ordered him to leave the room and 

MOZART AT’ TEN YEARS. 

disturb us no more. Then the little fellow began to 

ery bitterly and took himself away slowly, his little 

violin with him, I felt so sorry that I asked your 

father to let Wolfgang play with me. Te finally 
consenter ying, “Play with Herr Schachtner, but 

so softly that no one can hear you; otherwise yOu 

\ill have to leaye the room.” 

So we started, Wolfgang playing with mo, Very 

goon T noticed with astonishment that I was quite 
superfluous as a player. IT put aside my ‘violin anq 
looked at your father, ‘Tears of joy and wonder evs 

rolling down his cheek And so we played the ae 

trios. When we fin , Wolfgang was so excited ‘s 
ove applanse that ke declared he could play the fie. 
yiolin part. a joke we allowed him to try j¢ a 

laughed immeasurably when we heard him play ae 

6, although with ‘ucorrect and irregular finger} = 
t never I ting in the least. ing, 

My last incident deals with the sensitivencss o¢ hi 
hearing. us 

Almost to his tenth year he had an Unconquer, 
fear of the sound of a trumpet when played y able 

¥ 

other instruments. If one held a trumpet befo ithout 

it was almost the same as if one placed i i him 

pistol to his heart. Your father, w oaded 
hing to or 1t 

ed me to blow my trumpet fae ae 
ts. But how T wish T had ae ver 

childish fear, a: 
of the boy’s prot 

done it! Wolfgang scarcely heard the tone 1 fi 
grew pale and began te fall to the floor bape 

stopped at once, he would certainly have 
convulsions, 

‘ he 
had T not 

© gone into 

“War kind of work shall 
I use with my pupils to in- 
struct well as to entertain 

them?” is a very frequent 

request of teachers. It is not right that children 

should be gathered together once a week and not 

derive considerable benefit from the work. 

There are needs in musical education that can well 
be met in class work, in fact better in that way than 
in any other, The half hour period of the lesson 
even the forty-five-minute lesson is too short toad 
mit of the teacker’s taking up with the pupil a number 
of very essential things in the history and theors of 
music. And then, too, the best authorities advocate 
short instruction periods for childre ; 
if the lesson is a private one, 
For example, pupils need thorough and frequent 

ake in reading music, in becoming familiar Re the 

ee ee ae staff, with leger lines aiid spaces, 
foe See particularly with broken rhythms, 

a ups, ete. This is peculiarly work th t can be done in classes, by which ex Tee Noe nah Weel the mavaitie ce expedient each pupil 
ae an hour lesson i : 
ae a number of other children; the be Re See 
y rivalry is thus added. , penehit oRjtriends 
Classes in this kina 

useful and ie oF Work will find plenty of 
Took.” "The aim ing exercises in Landon’s “Writing 

pupils “aoa exercises is to familiarize 

tion, thus ee soa oF musical aa eS 3 ‘ing their sig Renata ei 
makin, 2 2 sight reading, and 
aicett ee Possible for the teidhen to ive a 

lesson Lap Proportion of the regular private - eas ee cere a technical vont 
i add my wor : 

this kind of y iy Word as to the value of 

THE USE OF 
WRITING BOOKS. 

n, particularly 

work 
My little sly be 4 class of young children. 
benefited —ay, wT, Se interested and much 

“ 
MEMO. Aiepouc ke shall be pleased to 
RING, gaig pat Jolt our Mozart club,” 

you have ieee interesting. Your 

ay well, ele most persevering 
i Now T should like you 

& ae ne Aan next meeting. 
‘Oat uate studied several 

¢ play one from 

teacher says 

say: 
fugues, 

memory? 

Marie Lee's . 
Swer . 

“red quickly, danced, and she an- & 
3 ‘Oh, Yes + . can recite ‘g wee Yes! Miss Brownlow, and 

ard time memori © About fugues, I had @ ng now say Say them Straight 
the lines so T hope I cat 
through ; let me see. 

A Fucur, 
vith , a page a winding *bout, 

a heen long drawn out— 
Rach Melting yoico | and giddy cunning, 
ntwining 1 Ce through mazes running, Whe hidac all the chords that ti 4 eT soul of harmor ae a ny. 

> my 
ingered che 
she 8 

every day gop, ™Y bac tee 

aunt used to instruct 
eale of G in such 2 
me a freak, and as # SeouKe alk, and 

X stood me in the corn’! 
© and adde. re : Aded to my misery by ba” 
Ins 1? 

ame ; 

“A ine oF evil,” replied Miss 

a8 @ wet Mental go nd tral 

Bee, biter eg Young gin AE o Y 

dis ning does U8 

aS Well as finger technic 

ie Ne tasks oseptnna. mother made me leat 

it . be D momo, med hata ae chapters. from the 
eu y . hen, n 

Marr’ * early gc; the most gigs’ but now f tha’ 

hava be Was glaq i nina difficult selections a” 

Ask; “& to heay 
aunt é » ANd yy ar som 

tee’ dais ent © one an set 

We neo als PONdey; ome With ki else had been 8° 

dm as Ting over Mi Kind feetings for be 
BS Welling. fi Miss Brownlow's words 

‘ Neer technic: 

noe EPREN Beg 
—Daisy Johnson 

be ova, tould rin 

Turing Me tromkea. i taught to stud . ould 
be eve] Me set. hey sho Y. They sho 

son; yj bed. tf the ald work intenselY 
> When or Aftep Power of application is to 

teamed, ig DPeation is the real lee 

Kk of instrnetion— 
ae very expressio® 

o 
Alors; the eye, are neve” 

30) insure « 5 ee 

ind y raeetent es Ure success in Hi 

vor 2 we 
of th ds an a 

h © fenturas, inde 
 chitay Nd ty 



“WHATEVER is to become a 

A BOYISH JOKE hook,” says the old proverb, 

OF PADEREWSKIS, “will begin to curve itself 

early,” or to paraphrase it, 

“what the man is to be the boy will show.” The fol- 

lowing incident of Paderewski was related by his 

friend, the famous sculptor, Dr. Alfred Nossig: 

When Paderewski was about twelve years old a 

friend of the family, a piano manufacturer, took him 

to see a music teacher of some prominence in Warsaw, 

in reference to lessons for the boy. While the two 

_ gentlemen were discussing the matter the curious 

youngster slipped. out of the room quietly and into 

the studio adjoining, where on an open piano he spied, 

in manuscript, a polonaise which the professor had 

just completed? Rapidly the young Paderewski read it 

over mentally, this method suflicing for him practically 

to memorize it. 

Soon he was called back into the reception room and 

asked to play for the teacher, who was to decide as to 

lessons after he had heard the boy’s playing. His 

selection was a brilliant polonaise, which he played en- 

r tirely from memory. The professor listened attentively 

and at the end of the piece asked: 

“Whose composition is that?” 

“Jt is an old polonaise of the time of Oginski,” was 

a the reply, “which I had learned in Podolia.” 

On the way home the piano maker asked Paderewski 

how he was pleased with the professor. 

“Te is a blockhead,” was the reply, accompanied by 

a sly smile. 

“And why?” 

“Te didn’t know his own polonaise because of a few 

variations which I introduced.” 
This foreshadows the way in which he tricked his 

friends with his celebrated “Minuet,’’ attributed to 

Mozart, when he played it without indicating it as 

his own composition. j 

Tere is a bright and in- 
teresting, as well as in- 
structive musical game, 

whith can be played by 

MUSICAL SPELLING 

GAME. 

from one to five people. 

Procure four sheets of cardboard and on each mark 

out twenty-six one-inch squares. Then with pen and 

ink neatly write a letter of the alphabet in each 

c square, making in all four alphabets. Cut the squares 

out and“put them in a wooden cigar box. Your game 

is now ready for use. 

Byery player is numbered and when his turn comes 

he takes one square out of the box. A number of 

r rounds are made, each player arranging his letters so 

that they spell a musical term or musician's name, 

He who completes his term or name first, receives one 

point, ‘Ten points win the game—Daniel Bloomfield. 

pee eres 

BEATRICE is a con- 

HOW ONE LITTLE GIRL scientious and pains- 

GAINED A VICTORY. taking little girl of 

i 
nine years. She has 

been studying ‘The Wayside Brook,” by Smith, and 

has mastered all the notes and technical difficulties 

so well that I asked her to play it at a meeting of 

the “Young Mus icians’ Club.” ; 

“But,” she said, “I’m afraid I wi 

(“ear is the lash that keeps man 

track.’’) 

I replied, “You know the piece so W' 

sure you will play it splendidly, as you 

me so many times.” 

Now it happened that I Sy are: 

r little girls and boys, and older people too, sometimes do, 

when trying to do their very best to play ee Ae et 

It didn’t go to suit her. She stopped D ae hie li 

putting her little hands to her face, cried but ae 

I asked one of the older girls to continue with the 

oom. 

jl make a mistake.” 

y a coward on the 

ell I am quite 

have done for 

Beatrice became nervous, as 

' rogT shile w t the r F 

eS va ian that it took some time to gue 
her, 1 told her funny stories and we danced, quietly, 

to the music that was being play I. 

Toesn’t Marian keep splendid i ng.” 

see; we can keep step beautifully to ‘ies 4 

She began fe an mange and was soon able to 

enter the room with the others. 

After a while she came to ™ 

like to play “The Wayside Brook,’ % ag she 

let myself make mistakes!” She played it a8 she 

never had before, each note as clear and distinct as 

a little bell, ~ 

e and said, “I would 

and I just won't 
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What a great lesson she had taught us all, that by 

having confidence in her ability she had conquered her 

own little self and had, perhaps, influenced her whole 

life! 

“Self-distrust is the cause of most of our failures. 

In the assurance of strength there is strength, and 

they are the weakest, however strong, who have no 

faith in themselves or their powers.” —Irs, Charles 

Lombard. 

Few books are written for 

A NEW BOOK FOR children that contain ma- 

YOUNG PEOPLE. terial bearing on musical 

ability or study; still less 

common is it to find a book with the hero in the 

musical profession. Horatio Alger, Jr., the popular 

author of stories for boys and girls, has recently 

written and published a book, entitled “The Young 

Musician,” that furnishes a story full of solid value 

ag well as interest for boys and girls. The hero, on 

the death of his father, is left alone in the world with 

few friends, some ill-wishers, and no poss ssions save 

his violia and a stout, courageous heart. Tlow he 

wins his way through adverse circumstances is well 

shown in the book, It is a good work in the line of 

fiction for a club libra Published by the Penn 

Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa., $1.25. Illustrated. 
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THe Edi-tor 

CLUB CORRESPONDENCE. receives quite a 
number of letters 

every month which tell of interested club members. 

We ask our correspondents to tell us the features of 

work that specially attract and instruct the club 

members. 

Bacu Mustcat Crus. Thirty pupils of Mrs. Hans 

Shovgaard; motto, “Be satisfied with nothing but 

the best;” colors, purple and old gold; flower, the 

violet. Meets once a month; musical program with 

studies in the lives of the great composers; monthly 

dues, five cents. 
Juvenite Musican Crus. Ten pupils of Clara F, 

Madison; colors, blue, white and yellow ; motto, “Only 

that is well done which is done with the head, hands 

and heart; programs in ths form of a contest, some- 

times in theory, notes, rhythm, accent, biography, 

history of music, musical puzzles. 

BEETHOVEN Crup. Junior pupils of Miss Veronica 

M. Burton; colors, blue and white; flower, red rose; 

motto, “Perseverance ;” meets monthly. 

Youne Musicran’s Crus. The last meeting was 
very interesting to all. I asked questions, those on 

the CrinpreNn’s Pace of the last number.. Then we 
studied the life of Haydn, closing the meeting with a 

musical program. 

A MUSICAL PUZZLE. 

The following is to be written out, using ordinary English equivalents for musical characters and musical terms. It will make an 

interesting exercise for the club meeting. 

Jack 4 was very much in love, yet did his courage waver; 

And every tempo he trie 

A cruel fate may o the = 
— + o—4 

‘The rhymes at the end of lines will suggest proper words. 

tr - 
———— 

d to speak his voice would =e and 9 e 
t= 

For he is such a howling —<>— it’s k she should choose him. 

I’m in this contest to the =| 

But I must act or else my chance will rapidly =—. 

Hoe mounted then his bicycle, and allegro as he could [= 

no | —=—— from start to finish, 

Ped. 

Hoe rode unto her home, and hoped no one was there to meddle. 

Alone he found her, then he spake (as near as can be reckoned, 

e 
This final effort that he made was number y iy 

7 

“Dear J you must | my love. <A T have faltered 

Because I'm adagio of speech; but now the case is altered. 

If you'll be mine you may ——= your fond ambition; 

For I will buy an instrument that | [ all competition.” 

Staccato the words he spake, not legato, 

Yet con. expressione of a love that could not be rejected. 

P, pp, was her reply: ‘Dear Jack, T do not doubt you. 
as 

I never yet heard any one 

Yes, take my hand. A 

We'll 

about you. 

of loye now binds us together. 

Ld Ke = 4ifers race, fear no f storms or any kind of weather.” 

The primo of this tale is told. The seconde — > pleasure 

And happiness, the 

o 

of which no mortal man can 

In their own home, @ 4, they live, by joy attended, 

Wherein a new p makes harmony most splendid. 

RALPH HEWITT DUMONT, 

rs 



The ORGAN DEPARTMENT in this issue was prepared by Dr. Gerritt Smith, 
+ of New York City. Mr W.S B. Matthews of Chicago, will be in charge of the 
April issue: Mr. Wm. Horatio Clarke. of Reading. Mass., of the issue for May. 

Listen. and for Organ Music thou wilt ever as of old hear the Morning Stars sing together. 

PREPARATION for organ work 

THE ORGANIST'S is very much like that required 
EQUIPMENT. for any other difficult task. 

In this connection the words 
of a woman, who was an adept at packing a trunk, 

must have been full of truth, when she remarked, that 
packing was a science which had for its foundation a 

number of other sciences. 

Furthermore (to follow out this analogy), as it 

would be difficult to pack a trunk, having none at 

hand, so would it be quite futile for the student not 

possessing constitutional talent to attempt to become 

an organist, since this is the first needed element for 
success in him who has wisely chosen his calling. And 

by this is also meant the warmth and vigor imparted 

to a man’s ideas through superior bodily stamina. 

A Srrone Bopy. 

“Intellect in a weak body is like gold in a spent 
swimmer’s pocket.” Of what use is it that your mind 

has become a yast granary of knowledge, if you have 

not strength to turn the key? 

It is told of Cicero that he became at one period of 

his life a sufferer from dyspepsia. The orator hastened 

not to the physicians, but to Greece, where he flung 

himself into the gymnasium for two entire years, and 

then returned to the struggles of the forum, sound 

and vigorous. Tad he remained a dyspeptic, he might 

still have written his beautiful essays on old age and 

friendship, but he never would have pulverized Catiline 

or blasted Anthony with his lightnings. 

To the strong hand and strong head, the capacious 

lungs and vigorous frame, fall, and always will fall, 

the heavy burdens, and where the heavy burdens fall 

the great prizes fall, too. In this particular branch 

of the musical profession we need strong muscles and 

a cast-iron backbone, flexible joints, two Jegs and sev- 

eral pairs of hands. It has been proved that two legs 

are not indispensable, since it is only in the recent 

evolution of the species that organists have had more 

than one leg. 

Mr. Samuel P. Warren was once asked by an earnest 

thinker as to whether it were better for an organist 

to have a long body and short legs or vice versa; he 

replied, that he thought it made no great difference, 

provided one leg was not longer than the other. We 

all know, however, that in this profession, even as in 

others, one leg occasionally gets pulled a trifle. 
IT advocate then most strongly for the organist an 

interest in all sports which are not likely to cripple 

his facility. Such are skating, dancing, swimming, row- 

ing, riding, golf. 
The first two of these are wonderful helps toward 

strengthening the important ankle-joint, and giving 

grace and dexterity to pedaling. The second two are 

excellent for the legs, shoulders, back and forearm ; 

the latter teaches one judgment, patience, skill and 

and keeps him muscle-free all his life. 

The strain which organ practice (and there should 

not be too much of the latter) imposes upon the spinal 

nerves and cord is not always properly understood 

but it is not unlikely that sooner or 

later the attendant evil 1 sults of extending the arms 

in an unnatural position will be serionsly felt. 

Tet then the man who is stripping for this race of 

life account no time or money as wasted that contrib- 

any way to his physical health, that gives 

3 alopment to the muscles. It 

that kills. and we need all the 

that can be obtained to fit us 

“JJe who lacks this physical ability 

ve a useful and reputable life—may even become 

eccond-rate man, but he must not think to 

courtesy, 

or appreciated, 

utes in 

tone to the stomach or deve 

is the pace of this age 

“healthy animalism” 

for the struggle. 

may li 

a first-rate 

command.” 

—Carlyle, 
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It is said that after all happiness consists in the 
means, not in the end; in acquisition, not in possession. 
Ta fact, we owe a large part of our happiness to our 
mistakes, since it is through doing wrong that we 
learn how to do right. Success, after all, is only com- i 
parative. A man may be a successful lawyer, though 
he may fail of becoming chief justice. 

It is the power of patient labor which lifts a man, 
day by day, like an invisible, giant lever, until almost 
imperceptibly he has been raised above the heads of 
those who were wont to disregard him. 
FN gs than does is the real test of what a man is, 
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There is not the slightest doubt that the study of 
the organ does not begin at the organ. It is unlike the 

study of mankind, which is man. 

The old-fashioned idea, that an organist consisted of 

one leg, two hands, and long hair, has had to give way 

before the modern idea of an accomplished, versatile, 

thoughtful player, with apparently half a dozen hands, 

four pairs of feet, and a little behind hand to push 

knobs and work electric swells. 

The kind of an organist that is wanted nowadays is 

well expressed in the clipping from the manager's an- 

nouncement of one of our most distinguished organ- 

sists: “Mr. ’s unique method of registration, 

aided by unusually long and flexible fingers, enables 

him to produce effects never yet equalled by any other 

organist.” 

I have had a girl pupil who had a malformed foot, 

on which was fastened an iron frame or shoe, She 

learned to pedal quite well after considerable instruc- 

tion. 

SucGEsTIONS FOR ORGAN STUDY. 

The study of the organ should begin with children 

with some such method as is now denominated the 

Fletcher method, where, at the earliest possible age, 

the rudiments and primary grammar of music can be 

successfully and enduringly taught. This should be 

followed by a complete course of applied gymnasties, 

as illustrated by the Virgil Clavier method, and should 

-be carried on to advanced stages of piano work before 

the organ should be touched, I am not sure that it 

should be touched eyen then, but, at least, this course 

would preclude the natural question which one hears 

everyday: ‘Does not the organ interfere with your 

piano work?” “Oh, yes,” I answer, “it does, but it 

need not.” It does, because one searcely attempts to 

do two things equally well, and one neglects piano 

literature for this reason. Our work, that is, our 

technical work, however, should all be done at the 

piano and-at the pedal piano, than which there is no 

greater teacher for the organ, as many of our great 

organists will testify. Having mastered the technical 

difficulties in this manner, the advanced pianist will 

find that he is a prodigy when he comes to the organ. 

The question of an organ touch is nothing more 

than a consistent flowing connection of chords, to- 

gether with one or two radical rules of accent and 

phrasing, which it is to be hoped he has already 

learned. . 

A. pupil such as this will find himself able, under 

proper training, within a dozen lessons to play all the 

scales fluently: with manuals and pedals in all kinds 

of motion in thirds and sixths and canon. I know it 

because I have proved it. But this must be ap- 

proached by a careful’and systematic treatment of the 

terrible ng affection of the left hand for the left 

foot, or for both feet. All kinds of difficult passages 

for the feet, and this unruly member in common, must 

be carefully and progressively practiced. Many such 

exercises exist. It has been my interest to invent 

others, After freedom has been gained in this man- 

ner, comes the study of trios. 3 
There are books of such, which lead up gradually 

to Bach’s well-known works, which will not present 
many fresh difficulties after this previous preparation. 

After all this naturally comes the study of larger 
works, about which it is here unnecessary to say any- 

thing. 

The trouble with pupils may be traced to their 
teachers as a rule. It is not once in ten times that a 

pupil comes to me (even though playing fairly well) 

who has been taught the pedal scales. Why? The 

teacher himself never knew them. Never knew there 

were any T sometimes believe. 

In regard to organ practice we all do too much. 

More thought, more preliminary work on the pedal 

piano, is what is needed. 

Eugene Thayer used to say that no man of any 

fantasy could practice on the organ without forgetting 

what he was working for. This is not to say, how- 

ever, that there is not a very important side to this 

question—the one of becoming an intimate friend of 

your instrument, of Jearning how to grasp its three 

hands with fervor and manly cordiality, and to pour 

out soul for soul, or, rather, three souls for one. 

But so great is the organ that sometimes, even now, 

I feel as though I did not understand its full mean- 

ing and capacity, and surely only when it af ape 

proached in the deepest spirit of reverence does it 

deign to speak to you in your own language. 

THEORETICAL STUDY. 

And now I come to what is the most important 

adjunct which can be mentioned in connection with 

THE ETUDE 
organ study, and one which it has been in the past 

most customary to ignore. I refer to the study of 

harmony, counterpoint, composition, and all the at- 

tendant servants of those essentials, such as trans- 

position, improvisation, composition, analysis, etc. 

Not long ago the fact of a man’s playing the organ 

meant scarcely more than the actual fact itself. It 

reminds one of the little boy’s reply to his teacher. 

The latter said: ‘Now, Johnny, the Quaker, as you 

know, settled in Philadelphia in 1582; now tell me 
oan what happened after that?” “Nothin’,” replied Johnny. 

AMERICAN GUILD OF ORGANISTS, 

Nowadays I am glad to feel that this is all being 

changed. Modern requirements are higher, and in our 

own instance, the work of the American Guild of 

Organists is reaping rich results. 

The type of men who are applying for admission 

to this body is one which is inspiring to all thinkers 

on the importance of the dignity of the office of an 

organist. Moreover, the standard of entrance is so 

reasonably high that none but faithful workers may 

hope to enter. The time is coming, I believe, when 

every organist in this country who respects himself or 

his art will be enrolled on this list of men who have 

done something well. It is for the younger men now to 

begin to take up the work, so earnestly started, and 

push it forward to a lasting suce 

THE ARTIST. 

It is, I presume, common to all arts that when the 

early stages of wrestling with technical difficulties 

have passed the aim of artists seems to be rather to 

produce effects which are more noteworthy for their 

beauty than for definiteness of expression or variety 

of characterization. So ih our individual efforts, 
when we have emerged as full-fledged apprentices from 

the workshops of our art, and have gone forth, chisel 

in hand, to carve a melodious name upon the stony 

hearts of a careless public, we are apt to strive often- 

times more for display than for an enduring and yal- 
uable definiteness of design and expression. In no 

way can this be so readily accomplished as by a con- 

stant study of detail. 

Says Arthur Helps: ‘“Any man who is to succeed 

must not only be industrious, but to use an expression 

of a learned friend of mine, he must have ‘an almost 

ignominious love of details.” Many a choirmaster 

cannot understand his failure to advance, simply be- 

cause from a lack of practice in this work, he is 
hampered by troubles which never should have arisen. 

On the first publication of Wellington's “dispatches,” 

one of his friends said to him, on reading the record 
of his Indian campaigns: “It seems to me, Duke, 

that your first business in ‘India’ was to procure rice 

and bullocks.” ‘And so it was,” replied the Duke, 
“for if I had rice and bullocks I had men; I knew I 

could beat the enemy.” ‘Truly, there is no enemy so 

dangerous as detail. Avoid him and he will overcome 

you—will throttle you—master him and he is your 

slave! 

There is (though I am happy to say it is fast van- 

ishing) a class of men, who, being merely pianists, 
make use of the organ to add to their income, while 

not respecting it sincerely enough to study its in- 

tricacies, 

Our profession is one of the noblest that can be 
granted to man. It is full of help both for ourselves 

and others. It is our bounden duty, with all the 
ability that lies in us to uphold this most honorable 

calling, since “all callings are honorable, if pursued 
with an honorable spirit.” 

Yesterday I saw an ash cart go seattering its flaky 

incense to the listening air along one of the fashion- 
able avenues. Seated high on his joggling seat the 
hired citizen trotted indifferently past, but joy was in 

his soul, and I knew that man to be a fellow artist. 
Why? Because thrust firmly upright into the centre 
of the ash heap stood forth a beautiful flower-covered 

cross, with roses weakly drooping their heads, while 

each post at the rear was garlanded with graceful 

wreaths, and out of all the back of the cart hung fes- 

toons of vines and flowers which the sombre panoply 
of death had cast away. That man had the true ar- 

tistic inspiration of the preservation of the beautiful in 
life. 

T could have grasped his hand; but my own was 

full of some complimentary copies of “American 

Anthems,” soon also doomed to fade and die. Work and 

thought bring always inspiration, and these three are 

things that endure.—Gerritt Smith, former president 

of the American Guild of Organists, 
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NEW EASTER ANTHEMS 
Berwald, W. He is Risen! ....... 15 
Elliot, Chas. S. And I Heard a Great Voice .12 
Houseley, Henry. Trust in the Lord Forever .12 
Scott, Chas, P. I Am He That Liv-th. {‘Triv 

women's voices.) . . i 
Shackley, F.N. Rejoice 

EASTER SONGS 
*Brewer, J.H. The Angels’ Easter Song. .50 
Cutter, Benj. Christ Arisen . . . . . . 
Dennee, Chas, Easter Song... .....- 
*Hanscom, E. W. The Day of Resurrection .65 
Lynes, Frank. The Glad Easter Morning. .60 
Neidlinger, W. H. Alleluia! Heis Ris'’n. .60 
*Schnecker, P.N. Awake, Triumphant Morn .50 

2 keys each 
*May be had with Violin Obligato. 

+ tbe heen een 4 onl 
intheLord. ... .15 
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Tur editor-in-chief of THE Erups 
THE SEVCIK recently received a communication 
“SCHOOL.” from a teacher in one of the Middle 

West States, which he has handed 

over, according to established custom, to the writer of 

these columns. The writer of the article in question 

informs us that he studied the violin under Sevcik, 

and that he is a warm personal friend of the teacher 

whom Kubelik has made so famous. Ife vehemently 

objects to our article “From Sevcik to Vaudeville” 

(January Erupe), and seems to imagine that a tirade 

of abuse is the sane and logical way of meeting our 

opinions of the Sevcik “School.” 

Now, most of our readers are aware that THE ETuDE 

is absolutely opposed to controversy—that it welcomes 

all sane suggestions and intelligent criticism, but that 

it does not, and cannot, respect the opinions of cor- 

respondents whose inability to grasp a truth has the 

curious effect of exciting uncontrollable wrath against 

us. Not often, indeed, do we receive such communi- 

cations; but we understand, perfectly well, that honest 

utterances are not always welcome, and that fearless 

criticism, based on knowledge and experience, and in- 

tended to benefit the many, is apt to cut deeply in in- 

dividual cases. 

Ordinarily, as we have implied, such a communi- 

cation as we have received, would simply be consigned 

to the waste basket, for we haye neither the time 

nor the inclination to attempt to convince such cor- 

respondents of their absurdities. This, however, is a 

case which interests us and should interest our readers, 

inasmuch as it concerns a “school” of violin-playing, 

to which so many young and inexperienced students 

are naturally attracted. 

Our correspondent’s denunciation of us was inspired 

by our article “From Sevcik to Vaudeville.” In this 

article, as our readers can see for themselves, we an- 

nounced the simple, somewhat startling and surely de- 

plorable fact that a well-known pupil of Sevcik’s, 

Jaroslay Kocian, was playing in our vaudeville thea- 

tres, We sincerely, deeply deplored the fact that so 

skillful a player should find it necessary to abandon 

the concert platform and enter the vaudeville theatre 

in order to earn his living. Such a step, we felt, must 

have been an extremely painful and humiliating one 

to Mr. Kocian, and it could not fail to excite our in- 

terest and our sympathy. 

Apart from such natural sympathy, however, we 

could not fail to recognize some of the true causes 

that have driven Mr. Kocian from the concert plat- 

form to the vaudeville stage. We frankly recognized 

his digital skill, and quite as frankly regretted that, 

apart from purely instrumental ability (chiefly a high 

order of left-hand technic), his playing is almost wholly 

barren of the higher musical virtues which we expect 

to find in the playing of all artists of rank. Briefly, 

we found that Mr. Kocian’s playing clearly revealed 

the same fatal tendencies that have been disclosed to 

the musical world by other known pupils of the Sevcik 

“School?—that is, an abnormal devotion to technic, 

which, because of its very abnormé lity, necessarily 

sacrifices the highest and most de: rable qualities of 

the art of violin-playing. And, when we make such 

a statement, we wish it distinctly understood that 

what we mean by the art of violin-playing, and what 

the intelligent musical world to-day accepts as the 

meaning of this phrase, is not the mastery of the 

technics of the instrument, but rather such mastery 

as a medium of intellectual and emotional expression. 

let us examine this question more closely, for 

e patient and intelligent consideration 

as our correspondent, 

Now, 

it deserves mor 

than it receives by such players 

We have frequently expressed in 
opinion of Mr. Sevcik’s ideas and se faye pes oe 
as these ideas and metiods are familiar to us throug 
the work of his foremost pupils. We Weiese aes 
Sevcik to be a man of great tenacity, a Satiout ei 
ciplinarian who is convinced, and rightly so, ane 
achievement of great things is not possible with ae 
unusual toil. Ie also believes, however, coe 
published works and statements clearly 
material left us by the masters of by-2 
fit material for the development of left-hand techni 
The result of this conviction is Mr, Seveik’s ee ae 
“Semi-tone System,” which, as he himself : eee 
in the first volume of his system of technical 
ment, is the only possible method by : 
intonation can be acquired, 

Now, we ask ‘our readers to tes 
such a conclusion by eae oe ooo gf 
them to look at the history of violin-playin Se a8ls 
sider the achievements of our representati Fr ros eon: 
since the days of Paganini. Need we pe Ne Maver 
intelligent consideration of such a silliect ae 
the stamp of puerility on Mr. Sevcik’s stat saat 
enable the inquirer to form a quite encanta ce ae 

f£ training, 

> as his own 
prove, that the 

one days is un- 

SULeS Us 
develop- 

which correct 

of the true value of the “Semi-tone Suna ee 

_Need we point to the fact that the techn 
sibilities of the instrument were seemin: zeal DOS; 
by a number of great v’ rtuosi—Paganini 
temps, Wieniawski, Sarasate, for example—| 
Sevcil even contemplated writing his dear ine ete 
technic? No we believe that all intellig o* Violin 
will unhesitatingly recognize the sites ee Yeaders 
in character and degree, of the leading Stee both 
past fifty years or more; and they will geo ane 
difliculty in comprehending the fact that phi 
acquired their extraordinary skill with th 
nical works and ideas that are based on ‘f ‘ 
different from those which Mr, Seycik put See tts 
fundamental work for the development of Ban Mm his 
nic. Yet, Mr. Seveik tells us that perfe apes tech. 
cannot be acquired by adhering to the et eee ation 
before his day, and asks us to accept his nods in vogue 
and unmusical “Semi-tone System” ag ¢} nnelodious 
all technical problems! 2€ Solution of 

We reiterate what we haye a 

Mr. Seveik is obviously a tenacious Had, Before: 
but it is equally obvious that he ig posses: “iplinarian ; 
idea that technie is the end ana aim ae peels 
violin-playing. His published works are _the art of 

correctness of such an assumption Genie. of the 
repertoire of his leading pupils bear fuck laying and 
justice of our conclusions, stimony to the 

That we do not stand alone in such 
the Seveik “School” seems hardly neve ee 
emphasize. From our personal know! et 
ject we can truthfully say that our Opinio: 
by the majority of serious musicians toi in petared 
and in the United States. Kubelik, 
where astonished his listeners with 1 
during the early part of his career; but 

e no 

these men 
aid of tech. 

estimate o¢ 
Y for us ¢ 

2 S to ledge of this sub. 

> eVery. 
technie 

t shment 
powers as a musician. When, in Logsen oa high » Where firg 

mance a rs 
create 

eveal, 

astoni 

he was idolized, he essayed the perfor Beethoven Concerto, the impression ie most unfortunate. Here, too, he quick] oA 
that his highly developed technia wie ; i expense of those musical and satellon eee without which even the most Derfect pel 

d was 
led to us 
dat the 
(MaAlities 

tics must reany . és Manas) soon weary us and excite our displeasure. - sure, As to Marie Mall, who, according 
dent, is a shining light of the Sev 
to this ambitious, hard-workins po 
compelled to say that 

to our com, 
‘ cik 

, king young 
if her play 

: ‘espon- 
“Schools 
lady, w : see Sh 

ME is to sta ee nd ag 

representing the higher pedagogical achievements of 
her master, then, indeed, must the Seveik “School” 
inevitably crumble and soon be forgotten. 

Zeb, ane) “sword. Our correspondent assumes that 
pecause our early training was received at Leipzig we 
ela the educational methods of the Leipzig Con- 
cae ee ur He benefit we will say that quite the 
se ae ae act. -And to this we will add that 
Spee ae _ os Joachim and with the best masters 
cane : co-, Belgian ‘chool,”” have taught us to re- 
Bue and admire what is really artistic, wholly re- 
gardless of personality or nationali y. ‘ : 

A RECITAL of young 
pupils which I attended 

some time ago, given bya 
renowned teacher of the 

marka status violin, seemed to me a re 
a prec sprit of technic. I noted also with 
formers, Ae Gtr manner of the different per 

violins to eee bens upon the stage, handed their 

with the Biane= eae ay and accompanist, for tuning 

and arranged fen ae oaeate from him again, 
and completed their ape stands and music; began 

Some e A 
steps—ehin thee walked stiffly with little mincing 
the teacher an te: forv ard; some poked the violin at 
pupil gaye Raines it from him with a jerk. One 

nearly tipping i nervous “yank” to the violin stand, 
2 self-asse S IC over. Some entered the stage with 

taking long steps and coming 
= aos with a “thud” at each step. 4 

Of the ley 4a oe and elbows as they moved. 
ryentct the most common fault was ithe 
are aig, ragged, side-to-side action, 

Th a swagger, 
e all-but  iny, 
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strainedly 
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exception” 
> Neither Walked upon the stage easily: 

Page nor stamping nor saunter 

5 bowel andience (none of the othe 
a kindly fg “2 kindly greeting before het 

5, crewell after it (just a droop % With a slig ; dais). sht bend of the body from the hips 
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any ane smiled! he very Riven "esailey eee 

at audience was pleased: pleaset 

entrance, Paces lit up; ther? 

Mie ot ea then came oe 
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appl 
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ich a genial personality ! And 

» Should y Magnetic personality of tls 
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Since the instance cited aboye I have attended many 

recitals by violin pupils, and have found no exception 

to the general rule of lack of training as to presence 

in public performance. I note a better manner (on 

the whole) among students of other instruments— 

piano, cornet, flute, etc., and yocal students generally 

show a marked contrast to the violin students, as to 

stage manner. 

A pupil cannot, ‘as a rule, do this work altogether 

unaided. It goes without saying that one cannot see 

his own entrance, his own exit, his own bow, his 

own mannerisms. ‘Another person (and an able 

judge of appearance) should determine such ques- 

tions. 

Really the first principles of stage manner are so 

closely allied to the parlor manner that if a person is 

accustomed to attend functions and mingle in good 

society generally, there will usually be little trouble on 

the teacher's part to assist the pupil in acquiring a 

fairly good stage presence. 

Apart from the fact that distance modifies the effect 

of one’s motions, the bow is the same on the stage 

and in the drawing room. 

It may be readily seen 

nation of the head made in recognizin 

ance close to one would hardly be noted 

torium of considerable size. 

Mo. the audience such a bow would seem 8 mere 

“bob ;” it would seem “‘offish.” The inclination of the 

head should be more or less pronounced, according to 

the size of the concert hall—or the gravity of the 

performance, and in all cases & deliberate east even if 

carried too far, is preferable to quick and jerky mo- 

tions in its effect upon audiences. 

I do not notice that any violin teachers seek for 

an acceptable presence in their pupils at recitals. iS 

haye frequently seen a cold, repellent manner of eee 

trance and exit so prejudice an audience against a re 

competent violinist that her excellent performance 

failed of effect, 

Stage presence in the entrance is 

to a book, it should be en. e 

prologue, ds also be interesting. 

Some oe protest that it no part of 

their business to teach stage deportment, and, ee 

that attention to deportment detracts from musica 

that the very slight incli- 

gan acquaint- 

1 in an audi- 

like the preface 

The exit is its 

contention is seen to bear 

ge can be incidentally 

(and by teachers 

ecure at least a 

Rightly looked at, rieither 
force, Enough presence-trainin 

done by the average violin teacher 

of musie in general, of course) to 5! ff pupils, 

fairly acceptable stage presence 0? theath os Y pee 

Without intrenching upon any prerogative of f ae ine 

earnest pedagogue, and especially without oe ‘é Rane 

offensive self-consciousness in the Bywelkene 

his musical hold. cold, life- 

It must be repeated and urged that ee a tons 

less or embarrassed stage manner (even % gation 

short af absolute gawcheric) is itself share ee 

obtrusive, repellent affectation felt 9% such Bs ae 

ence and constantly reflects unhappily woe 

formers and performance.—avion Osgood. 
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KEEP THE EYE AHEAD. 

NE MORGAN. 

pupil, a 

BY KATHERI 

— r be 
Pupms often miss the success they hope for 

cause they have no marked aim. 

Did a party of girls and boys at s¢ 

through the snow, trying who could rur 
approach to a straight line? When see 
their steps and viewed the tracks they saw ve ae 

Straight lines, If by chance @ stra eae naa 

found, one knew at once that the boy oF gin ui obteet 
made it had kept the eye on some particule® | ect, 

and while running, the eye never left the a he ay 

So it is in the race for music. One Ee Jat ns 
definite aim, General purposes—general shee cr 
willinot avail. Haye a eingle pumpose; one FECT 
Read the works of a musician : let his spirit ta a ABE 
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teacher, look to a teacher who is a@ SUCCESS: have your 

eye there, oy of the lines of work that you 

undertake, 
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36 EXERCISES and ETUDES 
for the Violin by 

FR. HERMANN 
(Professor in Leipzig Conservatory) 

Op: 29... 

Book 1, Twelve Exercises for Beginners 
(1st Position). ......- -75¢ 

Book 2, Twelve Easy Etudes (1stand 3rd _ 
Positions)... .-.--+ +++ + -75e 

Book 3, Twelve Special Etudes (1st and 

5th Positions)... .-.... +++ -I5e. 

‘©T have had great pleasure in carefully exam~- 

ining the Hermann Etudes you sent me. I find 

them excellent in every way. They are exacting 

enough to excite ambition and yet not discourage 

those students who have not much natural per- 

severance.’ {Charles N. Allen.) 

«© Fr, Hermann's three books, Op. 29, are a 

welcome addition to the literature of the Violin, 

being melodious as well as progressive. Book 1 

is a very good work to insure correct intonation 

for beginners."’ (Louis Arthur Russell.) 

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT 
BOSTON LEIPZIG NEW YORK 

120 Boylston St. 136 Fifth Avenue 

RECREATIONS FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO 

In the First Position 
F, A. FRANKLIN, Opus 40. 

6356 1. Off for the Front. March, Grade II. .50 

6357 2. Summer Night. Waltz. Grade Il. - 

6358 3. Swing Song. Gradell. - - - - 40 

6359 4. Meadow Queen. Schottische. Grade I .50 

6360 5. In Mischief, Polka. Grade ll - - .50 

OFF FOR THE FRONT 
MARCH Price,50 Cents 

F. A. FRANKLIN, Op. 40, No.3 

No. 6356 

Grade I 

HE EVERETT PIANO T 

@ Every appeal we make for consideration of 

this piano is caused by its compelling attributes— 

principally its superior tone distinction—its 

tone carrying capacity or vibration—its power, 

and its singing quality. 

G Constant striving for the best in tone is 

the secret of our success therein. 

@ Everett Tone is tone that Compels. 

@ This definite attribute upholds Everett 

sovereignty among pianos. 

THE JOHN CHURCH COMPANY 
CINCINNATI NEW YORK CHICAGO 

Owners of the Everett Piano Co., Boston 

For Piano Students 
Kursheedt’s HAND EXPANDER 

Necessity 

for all 

Musicians. 

Price $3.50 By Express 25 cents Extra. 
As the endorsements of great pianists and teache stify patie es g! pi ers testify, the 

yander will reduce the hours of practice in the case 
ents with small hands. Daily use of the Hand Ex- 

ander will produce in a short time conditions that are astons| 
ishing. By oping the reach between the second and fourth 
finger and between the third and fifth finger, the third or fourth] 
finger will acquire strength and independence if worked in the| 
way mentioned in the directions, and enable the student tol 
play exercises that he could not before attempt. The Hand) 
xpander is a real invention, endorsed now by 4 number| 

of the greatest pianists and teachers of the United States. 
These great artists have not only endorsed the Hand pander 
more than that, they have declared it to be a necess 
only pianists but for all musicians with small hands a 
fingers. Many schools and studios have adopted the Hand 
Expander with excellent results. 

pieces written throughout in the first position with easy piano 
sare always in demand, We ean especially recommend 

‘They are in popular v yet have 

Relieves Nervousness 

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate 
Quiets the nerves, relieves the tired and 

confused condition of the brain, and increases 

the capacity for mental and physical labor. 

OT VIOLINS” 
Are the best at any price; they 

Wave the tone that satisfies the 
Orchestra, Solo or Professional 

player. Prices, from $5 to $150. 
Free instruction to beginners. Our 

finely-illustrated catalog giving prices 

and description of Violins and our Cele- 

brated Crown Mandolins and Guitars, 

{ free to you. E, T, ROOT & SONS, 

g Patten Building - _- __ Chicago 

Please mention ‘HE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers, 

Write for circular giving testimonials and directions for use 
of Kursheedt’s Hand Expander. For s le at all leading 
Music Stores. 

E. B. KURSHEEDT, 
10 Bleecker Street, New York City, N. Y. 

ATTRACTIVE SONGS 
Three Little Chestnuts, - - - N. Clifford Page .40 

Clifford Page .20 
Jessie Moore .50 

= - J. Remington Fairlamb (50 
ed voices.) (Who is 

Franz Schubert .10 

Where is God? = - 
Fair Olivia. Quartet - (M 

Sylvia?) = - sooo 
‘Arranged by Henry Widmer 
Se 

SONGS AND PIANO PIECES 
By CARO ROMA 

SONGS 

A Little While 2 ae Ae e 

Let Not Your Hearts Be Troubled 
Thinking of Thee - - - ~- 

An Old-Fashioned Garden - 
Don’t You Mind it Honey -— - 

I Will Come Back to You ~ = = 

PIANO 

At Twilight _- - .40 | Powder and Patches .40 
Black Butterflies - .60 | The Duet - - - (40 
Cathedral Echoes - :40 | The Bella - - 40 

Send for Complete List. ‘Liberal Discounts Allowed, 

THE TEMPLE MUSICCO. 
110 West 40th St., New York 

— FOR SALE BY —— 
THEO. PRESSER 
and all Music Dealers 



RS of the violin are 

ng much interest in the 
“Method for Beginners,” 

which Mr, Lehmann, the 
editor of the VioniIn Department of Te Ervpe, is 
working on. No pains are being spared by Mr. Leh- 
mann to make the best book ever offered to the public. 
The latest European publications have been carefully 
examined to see if anything of special value has been 
developed there. ‘The first Jessons are the most im- 

portant. he beginner must have the best possible 
teaching and lesson material. 

Mr. Lehmann’s experience as student. and teacher 

in the United States and in Germany has given him 

a thorough insight into the problems of violin material 

and the most successful methods of the most success- 
ful teachers of beginners as well as advanced players 

at home and abroad. He has prepared a series of 

lessons that are specially adapted for the use of Ameri- 
can teachers and pupils. 

In advance of publication orders will be accepted 

at the special price of forty-cents, postpaid, if cash 

accompanies the order. 

LEHMANN’S 
VIOLIN METHOD. 

ok OF 

3 : Music in the schools is 
THE SCHOOL SINGER, recognized as a necessity 

z at the present time by 

educators. There are many towns in which it is not 

practicable to introduce a graded series of books for 

the teaching of music. The need is for simple, clear 

and complete instruction in the rudiments of music 

and a collection of songs for use in the schoolroom, 

all under one coyer, and sold at a moderate price. 

Such a book is “The School Singer,” compiled by 
Frederic Reddale, an experienced worker in school 

music. The songs are useful for a variety of pur- 

poses, “Patriotic and National,” “Recreation and 
School Songs,” “General and Devotional.” 

Any musician who is interested in the subject of 

school musie, in the organization and instruction of 

sight singing classes, chorus work in normal schools 

and colleges, church and Sunday-school, will find this 

hook a practical help in his work,” Owing to an un- 

expected delay we were unable to get the book on the 

market in February, as we had expected, so we have 

decided to accept advance orders during March, at 

thirty cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies the order. 

If a charge is to be made on our hook postage is ad- 

ditional. 
* ok of 

‘Tu1s house will soon is- 
NEW ANTHEM BOOK. sue a new anthem book on 

é lines similar to the two 

works that have proved so successful, ‘Model An- 

thems” and “Anthem Repertoire.” The new book 
will be similar in form, and also in price. The con- 
tents, however, will be strikingly different, a shade 

more difficult, and the anthems somewhat longer in 
form. The new work will be a svitable continuation 

to the previous volumes. "The anthems will be selected 
from those of our published works that have proven 

s, only those of genuine merit the greatest suc 

being included. 

Those who have used our works know that some- 

thing even better is promised. As the labor connected 

with the compilation of such a work is not gree t the 

Special Offer on the work will soon be withdrawn. 

Therefore, send your order in this month and supply 

your choir while the book can be had at a low figure. 

‘ Seneran Orver: For the small sum of fifteen cents 

we will send a copy of the work when published. ( ash 

must accompany the order. (By an oversight the price 

was published as twenty cents last month.) 

eo # 

% AWTHORN AND LAVENDER, by Panny Snow 

Tel Knowlton, isa most charming song cyele, unique 

in the fact that it is written entirely for women’s 

yoices by a woman coniposer. The work is divided eo 

ten parts, chiefly for a four-part chorus, but By 

spersed with solos for soprano, mezzo-soprano and con- 

tralto, he text is selected from the poem of William 

fi, Henley, telling of nature, Ife and happiness, the 

music being admirably suited to the words, the melo 

TFHE ETUDE 
dies agrecable and of moderate difficulty. The work- 
manship throughout is good, the piano accompaniment being particularly full, affording fine support, and, at 
times, brilliant in effect. ‘This work is especially recom- 
mended for use by women’s clubs and by high school choruses.. During the current month we are offering it at a special introductory price. We will send it, post- paid, if cash accompanies the order, for thirty-five cents per copy. 

: 

LARGE numbers of our 
subscribers and patrons and A mu: people generally have, during the last few years, taken up the corre- spondence courses in piano tuning, which have been widely circulated and exploited through the newspapers and journals of the country. From the results of this work we are led to believe that it is possible for a person with a good ear, whether or not a musician. to become a more or le: successful piano tuner, : The work which has just appeared, “Piano 'Tuning. Regulating and Repairing,” by J. Cree Fischer a very pleased to record, has, in the short time it has been on the market, given excellent satisfaction \ great number of copies were sold in advances. and we have received many unsolicited testimonials. s to the value of the book. We particularly Rarer and value those that have come from persons who \ ready have a knowledge of tuning. ‘ o- 

The work is an adaptation of a suce 
spondence course to text-book form, 
of it is $1.75. No comment is nee 
is compared to the correspondence price of either this course or of any other. We recommend fie work, not only to those persons who Would like to be come piano tuners, but to every music teacher and 6 every owner of a piano. We know that there ae many localities where a tuner seldom, if ever. i a field for the teachers of the neighborhood #6 
the pianos of their pupils and 
incomes. / 
We would like to present here a portion of a ] which we have received from a well-known - ae in the middle West bearing on this subject-from ae oe 

practical point of view. w eats “T also received the book on piano tuning. 
far as I have gone over it, find many useful a 
tical things. A book like this should be 
pianist’s book-shelf, for there are many little thi = he can do himself, if only the trouble were taken anne 
the price of the book many times over, Dianne know almost every serew and pin in my grand ; ne ; and the knowledge saves me a lot of monéy and ; ane during the year,” gg ecue 

PIANO TUNING. 

we are 

essful corre- 
The retail price- 

ty when it 

Visits ; 
fix up 

thus add to their 

and, as 
and pra 

on ev 

x ko ® 

Ir is possible for us ve 
supply,’ at the very best 

‘ prices, any tools neg iat in the tuning or repairing of pianos or organs a 
give a list of the more necessa. tools with 3 
net prices attached. We can supply an outfit ie 7 ae ginners made up of twenty tools, including uae 
carry them in for $23.00. A larger sot 
tools for $35.00. What might be termed a professions 

sting of thirty-two selected tools, enelogen in a case, and including a roll as well, for 47.004 with the case not included the price jg reduced Or ; The above prices we make net for convenience jn rer i ting, that is, subject to no further discount, With pian 
exception of the outfits which will be sont by ex ee 
collect, the prices are postpaid. OSSD IGRS, 

TUNING TOOLS. 

& roll to 
of twenty x 

set, con 

SE 

TUNING HAMMERS, 

6 A. Stationary Rod, detachable head, 
ble square,.........., 

6 B. The same, double oblong. . 
» Stationa 

A. Stationary rod, 
1 Extension, Ros 

don- 

wood Tlandle, with dou- 
ble square head, highest quality. . 2 ‘Saine, oblong head. 

Single Star Head sop; 

MISCELLANKOUS, 

18 Straight Regulator, 
49 Regulator Screw Dy 5 a0 50 The same, T-inch........,. ‘ 77 — Serew Drivers, inch, 300. 00 

35¢e.; S-ineh 
108 Q. Cutting Nippers, 5-ineh, nickel plated 
108 K, Cutting Pliovs, Si-ineh..,.. : 
108 T,, Parallel Pliers, Huy 

56 Piano Tweezers, 6 inches... : : 30 62 A. Rubber Wedges, each............... dO 62 B. Wedges for Upright, each... : + 30 Steel Music Wire, Nos. 7 to 22, per 
one-quarter pound coil : 39 

. Ss Music Wire Gauge, 6 to 
t oe 

IN the advertising pages of 
this issue will be found a 
list of anthem, solos, ete., for 

; Ps only a small part of what 
i ut the numbers advertised are eee aig and well worthy of examination by ae ay organists, At the same time we are 

Thee onion other standard, as well as recent 
fs Sapaly ae Hons for examination, and will promise 
ihe dines i ets on the most liberal terms, Those 

sregation or Sie musical services for choir, con- 
carly selection Nday-school Will do*well to sectire an jon of suitable material. 

EASTER MUSIC. 

Easter. This list include 
we carry in stock, 

SUMMER schools are be- 
coming more and more of & 
factor in musical education. 

i They not only enable teachers 

sion, spavlaiige aad prepare themselves fous 

dents in prepari fre of great assistance to stu- 

ive enter upon their studies in the fall. § 
. “ ®everal anne e aly 1 ¢ = bs ouncements 5 . ses. ill be found in this isero nis of summer course: 
"1 

© those se] Se schools ay SAaiaie A inte! to conduet A eantees teachers of musie who intend 
cheapest and most selicol, Tue Ervpe offers the people whe oe efective method of reaching the Worded advo. be most interested. A strong, well- sure the fone sement in our ne. : = 
We offer coe 

Which we 
ested, 

SUMMER SCHOO y} 00 ADVERT IS} \G : 

to refresh their 
the fall 

xt three issues will in- 4 summer school. 

ie for this sort of advertising, ° Dieased to quote to anyone inter 

Specia 
Shall be 

Copy f x Y for 
reach us be fore Mareh 10th, 

BOTY 
BOUND oP Wr have on hand a 

few copies of the fol- 
_ lowing operas, bound in 

while they Ia oe at special low prices: 

i hound in pe copy is perfect in ale 
» They ved and green cloth, with 

ce includes trae excellent gift volumes: 
““TAMsportation : 

ERA SCORES, 

Net Special 

Retail Cash 
WH Dips Bohemian Girl 

Pe si 

Bee pee aa Sonmambula ene ne 
Dene . ; AMMEN, ie 
rues he “Ucia di ingirie 

bot 
aM Mermoo: 

Ghia 
Tartha 

es 

a 
Beate aq ses Danse JP: Ehelis 

: 84 Freneh eneli 
ie 

& English 
re 

aust, Itali, & En; ; 

ene Tian & English. ‘ and Tuilieg Cavalleria Rr ses Ibiere di Si 
3B 

is 1S; ‘Samson ang 
SIS eas 

UDelilan.... + Mignon, , rt Ratt, 
Wagner 777 i Trai 

Baer, ‘The ]. lying a 
Gottordy 7 tee Lasters; 

ee 
, Sing prsof N 

: 
atk Rheingoig., late - Sieetrieg. oh leg 

We ag Witte buttons whiell 
: Ade ahout a year ago 
tiene 2X pieture of Bee- 

Angst a und Mozave with the 
demana a around the rim 

nbs, mare that sort of thins: 

friends, on. Of the pupils of @ 
, Gena Ont of a school, ae 

ie Page erable has been writ: 
head in this paper of 

rather Doser heads on these 
ee waited their use, 5° 

B tie have in stock about 
Subscribers patton’ 

“7. > Schumann, Chopits 
Lcontay, Duttons are qhont one ~ 1D an excel] 

tee ig thirty 
ent likeness 0 

Cents per dozen 

nsertion in the April number must 
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OMMENCEMENT MUSIC.—We wish to remind 

our patrons that the time is approaching when 

it will be necessary to make arrangements for 

Commencement Exercises. For this occasion we have 

made special provision, and are prepared to supply 

suitable music of all kinds. 
Our experience has shown that the most active de- 

mand is for works for piano, four and six hands; two 

pianos, 4 and 8 hands, with some call for music for 

violin and other string instruments, piano, eabinet 

orga, ete. We also have an exceptionally bright 

series of two, three and four-part choruses for women’s 

voices, as well as quartets and choruses for mixed 

voices, suitable for high schools and academies. 

We are now prepared to send selections to teachers, 

schools, convents or colleges, and feel that our large 

and varied stock will meet practically any requirement 

in the way of commencement music. We suggest that 

those who are interested should write us soon so as to 

secure at an early date a selection from which to make 

up a commencement program. Some of the more dif- 

ficult works require time for practicing, and it is none 

too early to begin preparations. Those who have not 

hitherto taken advantage of our facilities may rest as- 

sured that we will not disappoint them if given an op- 

portunity to meet their wants. 

“ek OF 

Tum stick pins 

NOVELTIES IN JEWELRY. and breast pins 
which were adver- 

holidays and which 

a yery large extent 

The stick pins, in 

tised in these pages during the 
were sold during that period to 

have given general satisfaction. 
sets of three, made of sterling silver or Roman gold 

finish, containing the sentiments, “Sometimes be Nat- 

ural,” “Always be Sharp,” “Never be Flat,” are still 

for sale at twenty-five cents each, and the breast pin 

containing all three of the sentiments, are fifty cents 

each. he sentiments: are expressed by the use of a 

musi¢ staff and signature. 
We also offer these as premium 

subseriptions. The three stick pins for 5 

tions, the stick pins and breast pin, four articles, oe 

subscriptions. ‘The three stick pins for two subserip- 

tion, the breast pin separate for two subscriptions. 

These articles will make a very nice little present 

for pupils or as a mark for a club or might be given 

by the teacher as a reward for meritorious work. 

kk OF 

A DAY IN FLOWERDOM, the new operetta or young people, is now ready, and the sar 

offer is hereby withdrawn. ‘Wie have Lee Fe the 
ratified at the display of interest in this work on 

part of many of our patrons. Those who contemp! a 

the production of an operetta should not fail to oh 2 
@ thorough examination of this, which is one of re 

best works of its class that we have ever seen. E ml 
Shall be pleased to send a copy for exam DAuOn ES? 
who may be interested. 

* co +e ‘ 

HE BASY SONATINA ALBUM will be continued 
on special offer during the cur rent months Ig 

work on this volume is progressing puberty 
although the operation has entailed an immense am Pe 
Of research, ‘The special aim has been, 1 ee ly 
using sonatinas of the very easiest srade, noe ng 
those that are melodious and musically Bile or 
discarding all those that might be ™ garded oe iG 
Merely displaying learning, ov technical aepeet ler’ 
book will serve as an admirable introduction to. ae ilar 
Sonatina Album, or any sonatina album oF ieadict 
grade. The special price, in adyance of pup a aaah 
will be twenty-five cents per COPY: ane 
Accompanies the order. If the book is ¢ 
bostage will be additional. 

as for the getting of 

two subscrip- 

postpaid, 
o be charged, 

kK OFHLER'S SONATINA ALBUM is now eee 
adie 1 off hereby withdrawn. a 

special o + fo | most hew edition of this work will be fount set of Satisfactory, We have prepared a special now 1 the 
plates, carefully vevised and compared with al sinh 
Standard editions. We anticipate a steady Ss tot 
this new edition, and will be pleased to send a copy *9 
examination at any time. 

HOPIN’S NOCTURNES will be continued on SP 
cial offer during the current month, after pe 

the offer will positively be withdrawn. We have 

had an entirely new set of plates prepa red for this 

Volume. All the post editions have been carefully come 

THE ETUDE. 

pared, and the editing will be found to be of the most 
careful character. This volume will be added to the 
Presser Collection. It will be handsomely and clearly 

printed, as the plates are not crowded. The special 

price, in advance of publication, will be thirty cents, 

postpaid, if cash accompanies the order. 

ek OK 

THE question of where to 
obtain musie supplies is one 

vital to every school and to 

every teacher. The intelligent filling of orders, the 

stock to fill them from, and the price at which they 

are sold are the three important considerations. 

This house not only publishes carefully prepared 

and suitable educational material for every line of 

musical work which can be obtained from every dealer 

in the country, but also deals in the works and sheet 

music publications of all other houses, both Ameri- 

can and foreign. The size of our stock means the 

promptness with which an order is filled. There is 

no better stock to draw from anywhere. We are con- 

stantly increasing and improving our service, and our 

prices have never varied from the time, over twenty 

years ago, when the success of this journal forced its 

publisher to maintain a music supply house. Our 

prices have never changed, but have remained the 

lowest, notwithstanding the fact that they have been 

approached, the same as our generous “On Sale” privi- 

lege system has been by many of our competitors. 

Our system of dealing, our discounts, our system 

of accounts, is explained in a little pamphlet, and 

which we will be glad ,to send to every one interested. 

We will be glad to fill a sample order. We are ever 

alert to improve our system to afford some additional 

advantage to the profession. 

The convenience of having a package of music “On 

Sale,” made up mostly of our own publications, 
on hand during the entire teaching season, to be used 

from, added to, and that not used returned at the 

end of the season, can not be appreciated until it is 

tried. We shall be glad to send such a package to 

any responsible teacher or school, even though their 

regular orders or even their orders for renewals of the 

things contained in that package come through the 

local dealer. 

MUSIC SUPPLIES. 

e+ + * 

SPECIAL PREMIUM OFFER. 

Wind-Mill Mission Clock for 3 subscriptions, at 

$1.50 each (by express, collect.) 

Height, 16% inches; width, 8% inches; 3'%-inch 

dial, with gilt dial figures and hands. The case is 
made of specially-prepared wood, and has a smooth 

“Mission” oak finish. Tt is filled with one-day spring 

pendulum movements, Picture in front of clock is a 

reproduction, worked in natu ral colors. : ; 

This is unquestionably the finest’ premium offered 

for the number of subscriptions, and makes a beauti- 

ful ornament for any room in the home. 

(Pub. Notes continued on page 199) 
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THE NILES BRYANT 

School of Piano Tuning 
Founded in 1898, became a State Corporation in 1906. 

MUSIC HALL. 

Music Hall, the home of the Niles Bryant School of Piano Tuning. 
is ine ae baildlag in the wrorla neroted solely to the teaching of 
asingle profession by correspondence. 8 great property 1s 07 
and occupied exclusively by this School. SEE Debary Won ned. 

PIANO TUNING PAYS. 
Our Graduates Earn $5 to $10 per Day the Year Round. 

If you are receiving less, we can double : ary 
our earnings. We teach Piano T NG: 
REGULATING, VorcInG and Ty A 
n@ in One Practical, 
plete Course. After two or three months 
of lefsure-hour study at home, you can be- 
gin to earn money by tuning, voicing, 
regulating and repairing planos, When you 
have finished our easy, thorough and 
fascinating course, the Niles Bryant 
School of Piano Tuning will grant you a 
Diploma, accepted the world over as 
proof of profictency. 
ane at nea EON, cine Sxoluelye, 

patented invention, makes learning quic! 7 5, 
Recurate and easy. ly its usecand our Niles Bryant, President. 
clear, personal correspondence instruction, Any One Who Can 

Hear Can Learn to Tune. 
‘The ACTION MODEL, repeatedly 

regulated and repaired by the student 
gq] under our direct personai supervision, 

teaches the student how to regulate any 
plano, and how to repair every mishap 
which may occur to a piano action, 
We Supply FREE to each student, 

a Tune-a-Phone, a full-sized modern up- 
right Piano Action, also all necessary 
tools. 
Many Professional Tuners study 

> = Se Be 6 Derteet renee Le? ve thefr 
- 5 art. Scores of musicians take our Course 

The Tune-a-Phone in Use. that they may be able to care for their 
own instruments. But more take our Course aS & Sure means 
to MONEY-MAKING. We tit our students to command splendid 
profits in the pleasantest of professions, Read what some of 
our graduates say about it. 
Have made as high as $17 a day, but have every hope of making more, 

JosEPu F. STROENLEIN, 791 Park Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
In less than one week I took in 817.50 tuning, withour neglecting my 

pastoral duties. (Rey.) L. McLean, Texas. 
‘Took up your Course Dec. uth. 1005. Tuned first piano Jan. sth, 1908, 

for which I received 83. Have since earned as much as 8! for six hours’ 
work, Frep Norman, M74 Woodward Aye., Detroit, Mich, 
£500.00 would not tempt me to give up the knowledge I gained from 

your school. ZELL PoLLACK, Limeridge, Wis. 
Lean now tune four pianosaday. Lreceive £2.50 each, so I make as 

high as $10 for a day’s work. WELLINGTON R. Rexb, Elgin, 1. 
get more tuning thanIcan do. I owe my success to your school. 

W. J. Conconan, Elmira, N.Y. 
can easily earn 875 to 8100 per month tuning. 

(REV.) J.B. Scuwierert, Grinnell, Iowa. 
The Niles Bryant School is everything that it claims to- 

be. Yesterday 1 made &8.0 tuning and repairing pianos.”” 
ErvEN 8. Hunt, Greenville, Ohio. 

LET US MAKE YOU LIKEWISE 
PROSPEROUS. 

The Niles Bryant School of Piano Tuning 
1, Monument Square, 

Battle Creek, Mich., U.S. A. 

Send for Exee Mlustrated Descrip- 
The Action Model, tive Booklet, 

Teachers, Attention! 
If you have not seen a copy of the Max I. Fishel Scale 
and Technic Studies for the Violin, we will send you 
a copy gratis, upon receipt of your Business Card 

Catalogues and Discounts on request 

TELLER PUBLISHING CO. 
6060 State Street « Chicago, Illinois 

YOUR MUSIC IS TORN!!! 
It will take one minute to repair it by using 

MULTUM-IN-PARVO BINDING TAPE 
§-yard roll of white linen or 10-yard 
roll of paper, 25c each, postpaid. 
If your music dealer does not carry it SEND TO 

Theo. Presser, Philadelphia, Pa., 
or Multum-insParvo Binder Co., 624 Arch St., Phila., Pa, 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers, 

eh 
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“AND THE 
No other dentifrice purifies the | 

* breath with such dainty fra- 
| grance. refreshes the mouthso 

\, 25 CENTSEVERYWHERE me 
S Address,E Woy & C0. Lowell. Mass. 

“Used by all Up-to-Date Teachers” 
THE KINDER 

Adjustable Foot Rest 
and 

Pedal Extenders for the Piano 
vi id practice twice as much with half the exertion, ildren who use them fearn twice as fast an The childr ATES Rest $3.00. Pedal Extenders $2.00 per set of two. 

Tey ade. Sold by all first class music houses, Agents wanted, Specialise a eaclcre at aa tratedeatelon Tor nearing: 

W. MARKS, 145 West Eighty-Fourth Street, NEW YORK 

EASTER MUSIC 
Anthems in Octavo Form Solos in Sheet Form 

di AME eeetee Loge eee IOS ae Mier anda 5 ee : Mi ™ $0.60 Chapple. Chet out Fase Per “16 

sale een meee i = .50 Coon Ch Lord 3s Risen qo y : a8 

Coombs. King of Glory. 2 Keys—High |. De Reet, Ghat Racer ene fe 120 and Low Voice . . ae crak ch a = a a aay AS 

Ree vou. ‘ _ pe Se Ra de 250 irra Y ee (Latin and English Words). 29 Gounod. Easter Eve. With Violin and Goodrich. Awake Thou that Sleepest. | [39 
i ys —Hi ich. Sweetly the Birds are Singi 12 

chan oo ae +65 Sande Blessed a He who Cometh, . .  .05 
eta mee. Royse Hal Howe. Sing With All theSons of Glory | ‘38 he Lord of Ages. 2 Keys igh lowe. ae Ruse 2 

Bolt he re i 50 i Iam Hethat Liveth. . . . 12 and Medium Voice, (Palm Sunday) ayy Pate k ng. Lam Heer Sipe e+ a 

Lansing. Lord is Bissau Nuon Ob: Lyon. to A need Risen ae ica 16 
ligato. 2 Keys g 65 Martin, Asit Beganto Dawn. ...., +16 
Viele s Fs aoe Fane °° Minshail. All Glory, Laud and Honor. . [9g 

Norris. Alleluia, 2 Keys—High and Low 60 Newcomb. Day of Reuieohon eee ls 
ygice 2s Fo. ks eal ae Pete Nichol. Nowis Christ Risen... .... z 
Gs to God. 3 Keys—High, Norris, Asit Begantodawn. ..... . -20 

Sa dium and Low Voice. .---+- + +75 Rathbun. Christ Our Passover Tee 1S 
ee mphant. 2 Keys— Schnecker. How Calm an eautl ultheMorn .15 
Noles. Lae 50 Christ our Passover... . . . «15 Sule: d Low Voice. = - + 9 «s+ Shackley. t ae 

High 3 2 With Violin Simper. Hallelujah, Chute WSEN sg Fis le 
Sudds. 0 Gladsome DAY. i h Voice. . .60 Smallwood. ThanksbetoGod...... 212 

and *Cello Obligato. 8 Sudds. This is the Day) a a. ais .08 
Trowbridge. Hallelujah, Chris Risen . (18 

Carols in Octavo Form Trowbridge. Why Seek Ye the Dees. 445 
sd Ys of Easter Day. -- -10 Watson. Give Thanks untothe Lord...) 445 Gow. Ye ped ce geeegh ae ..  .05 Wodell. Sing, Gladly Sings... 2... . 12 

Wheeler. Welcome 2 

our own publicati
ons we 

lete stock of : own publications we have a large and comp " 

for Musto for the ‘Sunday Sehoo! co Coie Solos, Duets, Quartets, Anthems, Carols, aster Music for 

Bovieds and Cantata
s. 

All sent on Selection at our usual Liberal Discounts 

THEODORE PRESSER 
Music Publisher, Dealer, Importer PRILADELPHRA, BA, 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers, 
Mordaunt A, ¢ 

ROUND TABLE DEPARTMENT 
(Continued from page 161) 

2 after it, After a time the fraction 3/2 was placed 
after the circle exactly as we use it now. Next, cu- 
riously enough, the circle was abandoned and the frac 
tion retained, and in the case of the double measure 
the figure was dropped and the broken circle retained. 
The broken circle looked like the letter C, and it was inevitable that in writing a C should be made. As it stood for common or double measure, as it always had throughout its history, when printed music began to be made, the letter G was copied from the manu- scripts, And so it has come about that we are per- fectly correct when We say that the sign C at the be- ginning of a piece of music -indicates common time. The semi-braye is the equivalent of two of our quarter notes, which makes the four quarter notes to the measure. I wonder if our correspondent has noted the fact that Mr, Elson does not say that the broken circle indicated triple measure. He uses the term “even,” by which he means double. ‘Teachers Oceasionally h. well as seriou 
TABLE 

ave amusing experiences as 
vy ous Ones, and the readers of the RouND will enjoy the following: 

Do We Explain Too Much? I wonder if the Average teacher does not have too exalted an opinion of his mission? Perhaps it is well to get pulled from our perch once in a while. Thad for a pupil a large bovine specimen, who dis- Played a certain amount of aptitude for her chosen art, but with whom I had no t had sufficient acquaint- Heh to be able to measure the precise degree of her aii te attainments, We had finished a study ‘Mirage in the Deser: s t,” and she had made some Sort of a remark 
sesh ee ee that showed that ghe did not fully 
ae aan : of the composition, so I asked her to 
ee se Word “Mirage” meant, Her reply 
sadly Theis her education in this direction had been pe . ae immediately launched off into an 
oo oe this wohdertul and mysterious phenom- Thentary to aac Te eetbaps Twas somewhat compli- 
a oe ae elé in My thoughts, as I recalled sev- 
aoe Ned eubtions of the mirage which I had 
fe ane meatd travelers relate. Of course, I men- 
ae by vist sPeriencea travelers were sometimes 
pre Ons of cooling springs which faded away As she seemed much inter nd up with a statement to 

.) Papers had recently recorded & mirage at Cleveland, supposed to Across the lake in Canada, 

T wou 
at the daily 

ank heaven, she p0- nterrupting—she turned to me Se pity, the pity that we re at all lacking in intelligence me: whose training, enyironment 
scom ne ay superstition wey ott with ill-concealed 

you believe aly that stuff?"—_R, pn, Book. nN quite different vein 4 s Suggestion to adie is the following letter of 

ancestry are t 

Few Correct Speech, 

of good Englist Saieh sufficient importance to the use 
" her ae the teacher during the lesson hour, 
: re seit re language renders one’s 

ed by Sees wo us bupil, Correct speech 
by observation sone} even an uneducated 

Mpression » earn to use correla 
reates 

argument for teachers 
ctly, to say nothing of 

1£-improvement. 
cts noticeable in the 
during the teaching 

lish, ‘The i 

lan, 
boas many 

Vol 
” ne” or “you see 7 IS OF ex. e” or “you Pupils are hinderoq int Is. Quite often young tinually interrupting yet forts by the teacher con- 

YOU seo? ete., when the d enough 
% instructions already ep Words and phrases, ith almost rhythmical rogulaity, YOu want to,” and the like. 

© potent educational .° Average pupil looks 5 ™ more ways than ones Should in all respects en- Person and to Sive evidence of ation exper 4 foodnough, pected of Dedagogues.— 

how importan , deavor to he 
the culture 
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The POOLE PIANO is a strictly high grade, piste 

instrument. In points of tone, action, design and & ue 

bility, it is unexcelled. It is sold ata reasana ie price, 

gives the highest possible intrinsic va" 
Thousands of POOLE PIANOS ha 

criminating, critical musical people an 
unqualified satisfaction. . 2 c 

Contemplative purchasers should not Hel pe foe 
our catalogue, Mailed Free. We ake Oley liberi: 

exchange and our system of easy paym Fano without f eat 
We also attend to the delivery Soy vs air expense. 

e. : 
been sold | dis- 
d are now giving 

annoyance to the purchaser, and 
Why not write us today? 
es 

POOLE PIANO COMPANY 

5 AND 7 APPLETON STREET BOSTON, MASS- 

BRILLIANT EASTER 
MUSIC 

An Easter Dawn 
By VICTOR HERBERT 

conception of Fastertide. 
A beautiful song, new in its 

Issued in 
In C for Soprano or Tenor. 

Price 50 Cents Net 

—_—_ 

| The Ascension 
By ALFRED 

G. RO BxN a
 

‘A Cantata of twelve numbers, containing 501° 

and Bass. 

Price 50 Cents 
Net 

without the mu 

ent Composers: 
—y 

sewers and by the Publishers, 

yO Kee for Alto or Baritone. 

+ Soprano 

sical numbers by 

No program complete 
these emit 

For sale by all Music Dealers : 

' rk Building 

M. WITMARK & SONS '' "Hew vor 

THE BESTANO 
IW-PEPPER BUILD] R 

S RE 
o solo Wil 

SWALLOW 
The latest and best pian pin’s Return, Lean 
celebrated composer of Rob inal. 
der Fisher, Beautiful and ong S. m 
to you for 15 two cent stampss fro 

Jo, N. Y- 
THE EBERLE MUSIC CO.,86 West Ave. Bulla 

PUBLISHERS’ NOT 

. Ture portrait of Haydn 

HAYDN PORTRAITS. that was given as a supple- 
ment in the January issue 

of this paper has been printed on larger size paper, 

22 x 28 inches, and will become one of our list of fifty- 

S—Continued. 

“eent portraits of the great masters. To any one of 

our subscribers who desires one of these we will send 
the same in a roll during the month of March for 

thirty-five cents, postpaid. This copy is no better or 

no more suitable to frame than the supplement, ex- 

cept that it is not creased, and is larger in size, and 

WING to lack of space we did not publish in this 

O sueour condensed premium list. Weshallbeglad 

to send our complete premium list in pamphlet 

form to anyone interested. This list contains also 

suggestions of how to obtain subscribers and furnishes 

talking points on the subject. 

To a great many of our subscribers this work is 

not new. We receive a t amount of our increased 

patronage every year through these efforts. THE 

Prune furnishes so much valuable reading matter in 

the way of suggestions and general knowledge as well 

as such an enormous amount of good musie during the 

year that the price of $1.50 is hardly worth consider- 

ing. Where a person is in any way interested in 

a t is not difficult to get subscribers, and, on new musi 
subscriptions particularly, we are exceedingly liberai 

in the giving of ‘premiums, trusting to the evident 

worth of the paper securing the renewal. During one 

year we gave no less than ten thousand premiums. 

Outside of words, the only appreciation that we can 

show is by making these premiums as liberal as pos- 

sible. 
ew premiums are being constantly added to our 

list, if they prove attractive we go still further with 

their use. We offer here the following as new and at- 

tractive: 

Vifty visiting cards and plate of any type, except 

old English, for two subscriptions. 

Fifty envelopes and two quires of paper stamped 

with two or three letter script monogram in black, 

blue, green or brown. The paper blue, gray or \urte 

in an attractive box, we can give for three sub- 

paid. The linen paper is 
linen, : 

scriptions and send it pos 

the kind that is used to a very great extent just at 

present, and the monogram adds to its attractiveness 

and good form. 

sional Want Notices are inserted at a cost of five 
Professivord, cash with order, Business Notices. ten 

cents Per word, cash with order. Do not have replies 

Girected to this offic 

an in first-class 
and sold 

y large three- 
tfield, Mass, 

sOR SALE. A large two-manual organ 
sondi ion. Built by a firm of high standing, 
foreno fault, but to give place to a very 

manual instrument. Mmmons Howard, W 

;PIFUL MUSIC. Wonderful variety of standard, 
jeces, five and ten cents a copy, 

a aitalogues free. Terman & Com- 
pose 37 South Ninth street, pany, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

,ANTE. ‘A small two-manual pedal organ (pipe or 

am ANEID a ifications, photo, ete., to Geo. 

voculion}ig iast Firtieth street, Los Angeles, Cal. 

a. y experienced young woman, a position 

Bs apzompanist. Address, M E. R., Rison, 

A collection of favorite 
Piano, with Portrait an 

Sketch 
Selected and Edited by THEO- 

Price, 60 cents 
i - of Handel has been 1ny 

A 
literature of Hand

el Mae as we
 

afhinwia 
aon the way of : 

of Handel 
a Hie 

has iy public. 
The 

Father thrown 

and at te 

take! ; 

or “Little Ee
 

ne much benefit and at ee 

2 re pleasur
e than with eit 

fh. 
; 

1112 Chestnut 8t., Philadelphia
, Pa. 

a= a rtisers. 
Please mention DHE ETUDE when addressing our 30° 

i TANS desiring college or church positions will 
MUSICTANT ¢ for information to the Boston Musical 

‘ 18 ‘Tremont street, Boston, Ma 

Part interest in The Beck Piano School, 

do t 
Bureau, 2 

FOR SALB. 
Seattle, Wash. 5 = —_ 

DURIENCHD THACHER OF PLANO, Desires BXPERIy Ne summer. Address, Miss L. G., care of 
True. 

ENADE” is a dainty, melodious com- 
‘ither for teaching, practice or recreation. 

See ata bq aims to develop good musical taste 
Sea copy should be on every piano. | Special ola. A cops irposes, 10c. per copy, Send for 

introde od Publishing Co., 2414 North Broad 
jelphin. 

sociated with toilet 
THE ME ar has Deen, beeaunse its per- 

powder as mo Oe a standard for the world, tis 
rect purity Md over, and is used with confidence 
known the W In order that the purity of the OW], rst 

“ deeted, and Mennin’s box be a guaran- 

. rowder inside, Mennen’s Borated 'Taleum 

pe of Mennen’s Powter docks. Ut locks the powder 
uP iD eates out. Tt 18 a box that eamnot be 

out mutilating the package. : 
Borated ‘Taleum has woo the esteem of 

y it and the trade who supply it, by ifs 

wherever Tt is kn 
powder may be pre 

js now put 

in, and loc 

sesilled 

Menne 
those who buy 

perfect purity and absolute uniformity. In the nursery 
it is supreme, because it is sanitary as well as soothing. 
For the chating of children, nettlerash, prickly heat, etc, 
it is healing as well as comforting.—<Adv. 

FOR SALE. Music School and Opera House combined. 
Address, M. C., care THe ETuDE. 

PREL. One copy “Seylla” Intermezzo. Just published 
and a beauty. Enclose 4¢e. Phoenix Music Co., Ackley. 
Towa. 

REFINED LADYDESIRES POSITION.AS THACHER, 
pianist or soloist. Address, N. V., care of THE ETUDE. 

EXPLANATORY REMARKS ON OUR MUSIC 
PAGES. 

Ir is our constant aim to impart as much variety as. 

possible to the music pages of THE Erupr, and in 

some manner to satisfy the demands of all. The 
music in this issue covers an exceptionally wide field: 
piano pieces of various styles and grades, an organ 

piece, a violin piece, songs. 

Foremost among the piano pieces in point of dif- 

ficulty, is the “Gavotte,” from Gluck’s “Iphigenia. 
This beautiful classic dance was transcribed for con- 
cert purposes by Johannes Brahms for Clara Schu- 

mann. It is a fine example of modern technical treat- 

ment. It should be played in a stately manner with 

large, full tone, . 

“A Rustic Wedding,” by W. Mason, is a rollicking 

dance movement which should be played with vim and 

enthusiasm, in ‘a somewhat capricious manner. It 

should be stated that this niece is not by William 
Mason, author of “Zouch and Technic,’ and the 

Nestor of the American musical fraternity, but by 

another composer of the same name. 

Really good waltzes are always in demand. “Lovers* 
Lane,” by Engelmann, should meet with hearty wel- 

come. It is a splendid set, good alike for teaching or 

dancing purposes, one of Mr, Engelmann’s best. 
Leo Oehmle: “Dance in the Village,” 

acteristic piece, which. should make a good recital 

number of intermediate grade. It is full of local 
color, the drone bass being very effectively handled. 

Spaulding’s “Just a Bunch of Flowers” i use- 

ful little firs ade piece, a clever little verse set to a 

pretty melody, which may be used either as a vocal 

or instrumental solo. This number is a recent ad- 
dition to the popular set, entitled “Tunes and Rhymes 

for the Playroom.” 
Lefebure Wely’s “Idylle’ is a charming composi- 

tion which is particularly effective on the cabinet 

organ, although it makes a very satisfactory piano 

solo. It may be readily adapted for the pipe organ, 
affording opportunity for tasteful registration. 

The four-hand number showy arrangement of 

CG. Morena’s waltz in the Viennese style, entitled “A 
Love Token.” The parts are well balanced and equally 

interesting. This waltz should be played with fire 

iderable freedom. 

NO MISTAKE HERE. 

Discovery of a Proof-Reader. 

TByen a proof-reader may make mistakes unless care~ 

ful reading is maintained all the time. 

It makes a lot of difference sometimes, just how a 
thing is read. 

This is the tale: 
“No tea and not one drop of coffee,’ ordered the 

doctor—and I rebelled. But alas, with nerves that 
saw, felt and heard things that were not, rebellion was 

seless, 
“With the greatest reluctance I gave up these life-~ 

long companions, and drank milk, milk—until the very 

step of the milkman grew hateful. 

“My nerves were some better, bt breakfast with~ 
out some warm beverage grew wearisome, and bid fair 

to be entirely slighted. And with a brain that for 

nine hours daily must work hard, ever demanding: 

appetite was a serious proposi- nourishnent, the failing 

tion. 
“Then in de spair, Postum was tried. T had tasted 

it once and heartily disliked the pale watery com- 

pound, but now, literally starving for a hot drink, T 

read and re-read the directions on the package with the 

critical eye of the proof-reader, followi them out 

to the letter, and, lo! the rich brown liquid of the. 

advertisements, 

“Not one but three cups disappeared and since 

then Postum has been my sole warm beverage, un- 

failingly refreshing and helpful; both body and nerves. 

testifying to its helpfulness by new strength and 

vigor.” Name given by Postum Co., Battle Creek, 

Mich. Read the little book, ‘The Road to Wellville” 

in pkgs. “There’s a Reason.” 
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‘The Golden Valley 
A Cantata for Women’s Voices 

Words by Edward Oxenford 

Music by H. E. Warner 

PRICE, 75 CENTS 
Avery tuneful work of but moderate difficult 

matically effective. It is entirely for women’s voices, 
chiefly in three-part harmony, with solos for soprano, 
mezzo soprano, and contralto voices. It comprises in 
all sixteen numbers, well diversified. 
The story is based on a legend of thecrusades. The 

poem is interesting and the musical setting is vivid 
and entirely adequate. The vocal part writing is 
graceful and expressive, well made throughoutand the 
entire effect is heightened by a brilliant and well-sus- 
tained pianoforte accompaniment. 

This cantata will make an acceptable number for the 
concert programs of women’s clubs or high school 
choruses, 

Standard Concert Etudes 
FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

pecially adapted as a continuation of W. S. B. 
Mathews’ Standard Graded Course and all other 
graded courses. Price $1.00 bound. 

A collection of advanced etudes and bound study 
pieces in various styles made especially to supply a de- 
mand for a volume to follow Grade Ten of Mathews’ 
Studies. 

In order to convey some idea ef the scope of this 
book we mentiona few of thet e numbers contained 
in it, “Caprice,” Leschetizky; ‘ Toccata,” 

8; Vox Populi,” ambati;_ ‘Etude on F 
‘otes,"” Rubirstein; “Etude de Concert,” Chopin- 

Laistner. 
This volume contains the pick of the difficult studies 

and concert pieces out of all the celebrated compositions 
used for concert work. 
When it is considered that some of these pieces 

retail for as much as $1.50 each, the value of the work 
cannot be underestimated. 

Gurlitt Album 
FOR THE PIANO 

Carefully selected, edited and annotated 
from various works of this 

favorite author by 

W. S. B. MATHEWS 

Price, 75 cents 

This is a volume of rare educational value 
and superior attractiveness. 

The numbers, all interesting and useful, have been 
selected with greatest care from all the popular writ- 
ings of this prolific composer. ‘The editorial work has 
been most thorough, each piece is accompanied by 
explanatory and analytical text. . The pieces are 
largely of the second and third degree of difficulty. 

This book can be used to good advantage in con- 
junction with Mathews! ‘Standard Graded’ Course” 
ur to accompany any second or third grade studies. 

EASY DANCE ALBUM 
FOR THE PIANO 

Price, 50 Cents 

ight and sparkling collection of dances suited to 
Ge eee as aemandsol the modern ball-room, dancing 
class or the home, comprising Waltzes, T'wo-Steps, 
Polkas, Schottisches, etc. These dances are all easy, 
lying chiefly in the second and early third grades. 
the various dances are all correct in rhythm, have 
the proper swing and areipleasingly melodious. This 
volume has been compiled in response to a very gen- 

eral demand for a book lying midway in difficulty be- 
tween our popular “First Dance Album” and “Modern 
Dance Album."’ 

STANDARD COMPOSITIONS FOR THE 

THIRD GRADE. Mathews. 

VIOLIN METHOD. Geo. Lehman. 

EASY SONATINAS FOR THE PIANO. 

OPERATIC FOUR HAND FOLIO. 

THEODORE PRESSER 
1712 Chestnut Sireet 

New Publications 

SONATINA ALBUM 

CHOPIN’S NOCTURNES, 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers, 

THE ETUDE 

A Day in Flowerdom 
An Operetta for the Young Folk 

Libretto and Lyrics by Jessica Moore 
Music by Geo. L. Spaulding 

PRICE, 50 CENTS 
This little work is intended to furnis i nish entertainm for both young and old. Its production will Bee source of pleasure to the youthful participants and cir friends, and it will prove of equal j the 

grown-ups p ‘qual interest to the 
t is in two scenes, consisting of ten it : 1c uusica ‘ bers, all bright, melodious and full of go wie BU bits of dialogue are clever and amusing. The scenery and costumes are inexpensive and easy of Preparation, and the music and the text are easily learnt Tenens fe Produced by any number of childrens the te ty the performance being about thirty-five minutes, Itis one of the hest works of the Ly come under our notice, he kind that has ever 
rr 

Standard Compositions 
For the Piano 

Vol.I—First Grade Vol.1I—SecondGrade 
Price, 50 cents each 

Graded and Compiled by 
- W. S. B. MATHEWS 
To be used in connection with Math 's’ Standar ene ew d Graded Course of Studies and; 1 
zd 

all other graded 
One of a new series of volum : of es Ww issue. There will be at least six volun egue price of 50 cents, retail, ‘There woe tte In the first volume. All the pieces ha oughly tested in actual teaching ani tual ted and have ps through several editions, and “howd Tavs ahassed genuine educational qualities, pm addition, 
SE 

Harmony and Composition 
W. T. GIFFE 

Price - - - $1.99 
A Practical Course in Harmony and the Elem of Musical Composition, = This book was published by the author himsets 1 ity it deserves, wit 
has never received the publ ey bring out an entirely new editi 2 clai € this work on harmony is its omphicg um made Yor it one of the simplest and most easily ey Gensler work on harmony of which we iknow. eject stood American for American. students: non ete” by an froma German work. It is a book’ that tq'@?slation in private as well as in classes, * can be used Those who are going to start a harmony class during the present season will do nel gate this work. We look forward toa career for this work of Mr. Giffoa: 
Se 

Piano Tuning, Regulating 
and Repairing 
J. CREE FISCHER 

Price = = = = $1.75 
A work of great practical value. Arran atically in lessons and thoroughly illustra: abook that can be used for seltinen spondence courses or text book in school vatories. A valuable lesson is that 2a. regulating and repairing of reed organg” Wee work of ‘this kind will appeal to teachers gqttiak a cians who live in the smaller towns and rari MUSi- rarely visited by professional tuners, ange ,(istticts oftener than once a year. It will also bey ee were fora young MIBTLOE woren who wishes t uable 0 the income from teachin; eping is? in order. B by keeping pupils 

2 

Sed system. 
ted, malin, 
Clio; 

IN PRESS 
THE SCHOOL SINGER. F, Reddale. 
NEW COLLECTION OF ANTHEMS 

Kohler, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

INSPIRATION COLUMN. 

BY FAY SIMMONS DAVIS. 

“The man who los 
Who fumbles, 
Who wouldn't 
Th 

is he who tal 
and foozles, and trifles and balks; 
do anything to-day at he can put off in the same old way!” 

se Braet mai world-famous, which all 

be what you wish aes 3 flyers Bursa? {i realy 
of goods, and lntee Bee If we purchase a piece 
sented to bene ry md it Was not all it was repre- 

refunded, and no h oa Fai af once and our money is 
us is ever Drivileg Ace ene But, alas! who of 
be Worthless, age aback the lessons found)gg 
for the gare? who has ever received his money back 

Su Pr 
times dows net 2m T fear, because the parent often- 
upon the choosing i eonce touent and intelligengy 
Material things . x a pnstructor as he does in buying 
so conscientious i nd, _noreover, the instructor is not storekeeper o, ae pene his musical goods as is the 
Set very durable woe acturer in selling his. You can 
a yard wide.” ar poms for fifty cents, “all wool and 
lessons for the = one can ‘Sometimes secure excellent 
discernment and Hae sum, if the choice is made with 

to take heen ee Many children are allowed 
ability ana Droficie eas of young teachers whose 
Just listen to th eney have never been inquired into. 
cance] us: I once found it necessary t0 
this fra lesson. I soon after received 
take g lesson off S Sisk the ‘phone: “I simply must 

T have a pupil of no to-day, some time. You see 
Just can't give her i ow n coming to-morrow, and u 

it! She Seen until I take one myself. 

was keeping exactly one lesson 
week! 

something ele for such a “teacher” to be 

emarkal ie one case out of a thousand— 
aching aie ambitions and serious ideas, 

thought she © under p ure, and not be- s : knew enough.” But, as a rule, 5 brofessionally, to deal with such. 

Tacr. 
‘an never 

_the encour, 
Clan 

lat congr 

succeed in that chureh 

aging remark addressed 
Who had just accepted a new 
“sation is an impossible one t0 

See ae down-and-out ticket before 
+ the spoake, oct fon’t!” With this last “oct said good-bye and departed. 

looked out from his studio 
Tis dream of yearshad come 

«er Church position—and he had 
ha 1) Te dia not intend to lose it 

Argued ue and tact, as well a 
rtue in ro. himself that there woul 

Succeeding in an easier, less 
up his mind, then and 

Special place, He decided 

happy shot, 
DHS 

Special yj esint 

rules hi 
Si en which he determined to make 

5 y si I aa be as tactful as I can be Bes Peropriate to th ae make my music devotional 
Unlog  faithtuny < different services—T will work 
in ae r Sickness wal never miss a day’s practices 
Myse] matters, music, wal keep abreast of the times 
with F to got ang: es al ana Social—T will never allow f ig ; 
adinsted’” @ elses ar Ms ’1Y member of my choir, OF 

weed, - Mere are p See ae © sett] ill use g ire any differences to be 
sean it fei the tact T have and endeavor Dee, Position fone’ to all.” He kept that one, Ourteen years, only to leave 

ton is relieved by a tact 
towarg Y court SY. Ik '‘S converted into a friend 
Mana te oe ( di eee fs a great facie Stes fp, Dlomacy jg Bice and 4 Om the imi acy is steater, One nee I gteater. And thee ™Mbination Ms the other from the hearts 
deay, Se about us Fa the two makes us broader 5S ALE, oes . Appier = ‘i Smooth.» hing, be, Ppier; and our art becomes CAUSE Eh 

rough places are made 
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@ plano 
and having a similar action. 
The Dorcroua is the y demanded and sold in on tke market, es iH endorsed by leading musicians everywhere, as well as by the noVE 

of 20% A Mustoan Avruontry ov 3 
ekhe merit. It will be of gn 

piano.’ ‘Albert Gerard-Thiers has, K, Harris, author of “After the Bs ee ning it without an instructor.” The Princess of Isenberg Darmstadt, Germa 
teed and am delighted with t."" 

eo ¢ Dolceola, with its four full octaves, em! 
{Fo gultars and two mandolins. Its action, wh Hauicker and more simple, permitting effects impc ie 
eut. “Any class of musi¢ ean be played. Music lovers are ‘ow must have one. 
Avents Hake from $100 to $500 Monthly. Write for Proof, fi The Toledo Symphony Co., 342 Snow Flake Building, 

SPECIAL 

Four Good Teaching Numbers 
By MARIE LOUKA 

Fleeting Hours (reverie) 

Hour of Prayer (reverie) : 

Dance of the Snow Flakes (character! 

Japanese Fire Dance (characteristic) 

instrument ever i 
try upon the globe 

trument 
ee 3 for the preparing begin» 

“My children are 

y,says: I have received the 

<quisi value of 
hodies the exquisite tone valu 

v Similar to that of the pinno, 
hie with the lnrger instra- 

delighted with it 

HANDSOME ILLUSTRATED 

CATALOGUE FREE. 
Toledo, Ohio. 

stic) 

5 on receipt of We will mail any of the above copies on Foe Plt 
15c. each, or the four for 50c., postpaid. 
latest list of Popular Sheet Music, just issued- 

—— 

WEYMANN & SON 
—puUBLISHERS— : 

923 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

TO DRAW 
an earn S20 

taught by 
ZCAL and F 

4 ¢ Buccessful studen bytes 
our Sample Pages from Instruction 

si APPLIED ART 
Serre u pee, BATTLE CREEK,

 MICH. 

i inting 
covlusic Pris TEACHERS 

Write For Prices - 

Printing of Sheet Music Bi 

Titles All Styles. Copyril 

EA. Stege Go, 252 W. 47t 

a Books 
Plate making. 

4 id 
ee 

_ postpat 
fe The American Derby” March, Ae a 

Clover Leaf”? Rag, 29° “ 

“The Telephone ”’ March, fon - 

Orchestra—"" THE, AMERICAN DE R 

10 parts and Piano ace. 20c- pone = 
These are good, tuneful and cate 5 

4 Copies for 35. or 3 copies for INCI 

OHN LIND, 217 Parsons Streets, Cl 

Exercises in Extension 

By ISIDORE 
PHILIPP 

75 cents 

teacher. 
ingenuits 
require 
requir ngthen 

Buice g. . 1. 2 * 
est liv 

highest 
the 

the grente 
i the 

dee of 
inten 

to st 

” 
isers 

id r adverts 
Case Mention THE ETUDE when addressing ou! 

HOME NOTES. 

Tur Curr Cius of Rediands, Cal., 

Patty, director, gave the second concert of the season, Jan- 

uary 16th, ‘Che club numbers fifty voices and makes a 

specialty of part songs. ‘the receipts were sent to the 

Edward MacDowell fund. 

A cores and orchestra of 150 members, under the 

direction of Mr. Nicholas Oeconomacos gaye a very suc- 

cessful concert in Seattle, February 3d. 

in F,” by Dr. Jules Jordan, was recently 

t dines iit the Congregational Chureb, 

under the direction of the composer. 

Mr. Harry Risser 

A new ‘Mass 
sung for the fi 
Mansfield, Ma 

By «J. Senuperr, of the Nashville Conservatory. 

brouuut out two of his advanced pupils, Leon Frank and 

Vera Wood Monroe, January 30th. 

e a histofical organ re- 

21st, in the Church of the Bpiphany, Chi- 

z B H tt, Brewer. 
“ago. Mendelssohn, Guilmant, Lemare, Bartlett, 

Wagner, Ttubin tein, Best, Bachmann and Wolstenholme 

were represented on the program. 

i Yestern Conservatory, president of the Western C tory 

Chicago, has established a “School of Ensemble Piang 

Chicire. in connection with the Conservatory. 

pianos and a pipe organ are used. 

purris of the American Violin School, Chicago, gave a 

concert February 2d. 

BE. H. Secor, 

¥ 3 iano College, 
> H. Warr, of the Chicago Piano College, 

Din. Haney January 26th, playing compositions bs 

gave a, recttinn, Chopin, Paderewski, Grey, Mendelssoit, 

Rublastein and a ice” by himself, from manuscript. 

ubins a 
Conservatory of 
is own composi- lirector of the Erm 

gave a recital of 
Music, De 

tions, Janu 

3 toc city organist of Pittsburgh, 

Mr. Caspar DP. Kocu, city oer, eee ae 

ae an recital in Carnegie Hall, inel cae ay 

we aN recrster, “Epigram in A flat,” che 

fore ine a Mr tery. shalbach, sang two solos Lor 
ing artist, } \ 

‘one by Mr. Foerster. 
to include works by 
posers. i part of 

* Ohio, by Mr. C. 
f° Music. 

A spnres of “ 
the leading clas’ 
the musical s 
E. Davis, dive 

servatory of Music, Phila- 

; of faculty recitals to Broad Street Con 
Tur Combs 

the first of a ser 

ach ie Separtment of the Universy of Penns 

nat : february 15th. bers 

eat seaeealty participating, are: Tenry 

Conger ion ¢ M. Schmitz, “celle 

dled Chas. nd Miss Nellis Wilkinson, T 
New! 

in 
, contre 

RECITAL PROGRA
MS. 

i e, Rose de J. Rovin. 

Pupils of ry een “C4 ds.) | VOD 

Lmperor Young Recruit, Rathowls van It 

Heins; Tei; At Full Tilt (4 nds). V4 

Tey tC fovful Return, Jt ; 

earelle i s.), Ringuet ; 

ffatnb hds nmi The. Sily 
Thuiller ; Caroli 
Koelling ; Melo 
Return, Fisher} 

Verne 
Le Car 

Wilson 
r; AL 

Rathbun 
of Love, 
Balletto, 

r Birds mann | 
Sudds. 

ils narles R. Zeit2, 

Pupils ote, Meulens
tein A che 

ery of Love, Ingelmann 

aneh + 

ié, Theme de Doni- 
illage_ Song, 

rd; Secon: 
Air Varié, 

me with Variations, Panini; 
* Air Var 

Melody 
zetti, Di 

fl 1, God rd; 

Meme de Mercadante,
 

ard C. 0G ure. (4 hds.), Suppé; Lilies 5 of How 
Peet and n f Orphan Prayer, Zeiler ‘Spring 

and Violets: snkle ; Haymaker March, “arrows (@ hds.), 

Plone Hostess dna Lettie ; Dance of the Juasler 

DG Ee diemner;, Two Blowers, (4, has.) 
jgnonette, ‘Trovatore) , ° 

; ti winoye Aivoot Violets, Heins ; 
sjowers, Tenn; Prayer in the Chapel 

Engelmann soos D'Argent, (8 hds.). 
. Bailey + (Baderewski; Valse Brilliante in 
Minuet 14 Galop de Concert, Hols ; Caliph of 

Durand ie (6 hds.), Boieldieu. ja flat, 
Bagdad, 

of Miss A. Te imae” (4 L. Pratt. (4 yas.), Schubert; Little 
“ittle Dutch Polls ai 

ri Spaulding ; Largo from 

(roel) elie, Chaminade ; Ma- 

Chopin; A Dream Melody, 

m nn; Le Grace (4 hds.), 
War March of the 

ssoh. 

pils 
Pudyerture ( 

cradle SoS | 
a7. Bs ay 1 

uN (4 ithe. Birdling, 
ry Dance, 

ay Wavelets, 
8 hds.), 
of Love 

RosamMyee itt; T 

nm; On the Lake, 
, Engelmann; Spin- 

Symphony No. 

the Swal'ow Sang, Bohm; 

=, & hds ). Engelmann ; 

h Dane. § arwenka ; Vien- 

g Tds.), G riitt. 

a (2 
6 jams 3 

wit Song, 

30 (4 hds 

Fairy Waltz, 
Legends of 

Story ; Menuett 
: dia Plotow-Krug : 

enuett Celebre (4 
Pngelmann: La 

Jovous. Shepherd 

Ie atan 
» Mar ndel pupils of 4 

Pipette, 
~¢onbbog + 

girea nt a, 
pianos ( ragran 

Eraerewsk 

Bi 
Vioower"s 

pindler 3. 
3 veeting 

mann t a 
Boden jo Dues, Bac. omanes. Schumann ; 

Longer ¢ huinme rn aing, in G (2 pianos, 4 his )- 
 gohnpert- LOW toe m1 Dorn :. Soldiers 

de marian, Warns. & unod-Schubert : 

Mraust” (2.20 ie, Anna Klatt; Pianoforte 2, 

cura Tela MonP yon Rosenberg. Stes, 

Pianot em gpeckels: Us 

amily Te. 
nits of BM 

pigpinni
ne, Es 

ert 

naradier ; Spanis 

Dutchman” (2 plancs 4 
ié; Cavalry Ride, 
2 pianos, 4 hds.), 

MoO ing 

ong ror” caprice. Sehyt 
Dances 1 and 2 

N 
‘Tannh: 

Moszkowski; Menuet L'Antique, Paderewski; Marche (8 
hds.), Hollaender; La Sylphide, Jaell; Waltz in E flat 
(2 pianos, + hds.), Durand; Impromptu Mazurka, Lack; 
Troika, ‘Cehaikovsky ; Murmuring Zephyrs, Jensen-Nie- 
mann; Valse Entrainante, Wachs; Hongroise (8* hds.), 
Kowalski. 

H. Simonds. 
sh from Tannhiiuser_ (2 pianos, 8 hds.), 

ums and Colors, Eilenberg; Sonatina in 

Pupils of Jol 
Grand Ma 

Wagner ; With 
C, Allegro con Spirito, Kuhlau; On Wings of Song, Men-. 

delssohn-L 
Habaner: 
nole, 

w; Madeiine, Serenade Espagnole, 
Bizet-Lange; Barcarolle, Dolmetsch ; 

Bolero, Godard; Cradle Song, Jeffrey 
Thomé; Concerto in D minor, Allegri 

re Polonaise (2 pianos, 8 hds.); Chopin. 

Thomé ; 
Espag- 

Papillons 
Mozart ; 

Pupils of Dow Conservatory of Music. 
Welcome, Pretty Primrose (female voices), -Pinsutl ; 

Spinning Song, Kullak; Japanese Doll, Swift; Murmur- 
ing Zephyrs, Niemann; Scherzo, Jadassohn; Funeral 
March, Chopin; Violet, Spindler; Mazurka in B minor, 
Chapin To Sevilla, Dessauer; Serenade for Two Pianos, 
ddwe. 

Advanced Pupils of Mr, and Mr: 
Etude for left hand, Op. 80, I 

ling Fy; » Bohm; Duett, Hunga 
Brahms; Reverie, Le Crepuscule, Guy; Fifth Nocturne, 
Leybach; Spanish Dance, Moszkowski; Slumber Song, 
Schumann; Hungarian Dance, Philipp; Nocturne, Op. 3. 

\ Chopin; Old Hundred with variations, Rivé-King ; 
user March (4 hds.), Wagner. 

Gillette. 
se; Mazourka, Spark- 
n Dance (4 hds.), 

Pupils of Mrs. Flora Elvertine Huie-Locke. 
Promenade votte (4 hds.), Engelmann; Forward 

March, Orth; Etelka, Krogmann; On the Water, Grant- 
haefer ; Rustic Dance, Krogmann ; La Petite Chatelaine 

Gavotte, IX. wiunn; Oberon (4 hds.), Weber; Hunting 
Scene, Behr; “Il Trovatore,” I iis, Ve:di; Spanish 
Dance, No. 1 (+ hds.), Moszkowski; Pomponette, Durand ; 
Silver Spring, Bendel ; ILungarian Rhapsody, No. 6, Liszt; 

trow, Rubinstein ; Habanera from “Carmen” 
et; Murmeinder Bach, Spindler ; Characteris- 

. Sinding; La Sirene-Valse, Thomé ; 
(4 hds. 
tic Piece in 
Spinning Song the “Flying Dutchman,” Wagner- 

Ma Yachs; L’Aveu au Bal, Lack; Be 
couse, Bridal Procession, Grieg; 
Cachoucha Raff. 

Pupils of Mrs. FE. C. Lehmann, 
Vackeltanz (4 hds.), 

Spinnlied, Litolff ; 
Les Adieu 

I 3 Les Syl- 
Le Cascade, Pauer; Angel Harps, vains, 

Behr. 

Pupils of Miss Parry Bundy. 
Characteristic Dance, Orth; Fleeting Spring, Esipoff ; 

Dance of the Dryads, McDowell; Friihlin gruss (left 
hand alone), Hummel; Etude. Op, 46, No. 5, Heller ; 
Berceuse, Grieg ; Pilgrims’ Chotus (‘Tannhiiuser), Ar. by 
Lange votte Moderne, Licbling ; ‘The voklet, Heller } 
Two Larks, Lesehetizky ; 1 
besque, Lack. 

arantelle, Heller; Valse Ara- 

souri Conservatory of Music, St. Louis. 
h March, (2 pianos, S$ hds.), Mozart; Nocturne, 
Rondo E flat major, Humme 
‘ollet; Salterelle, Lack; Sy Grieg 

. Newland; Galop de Concert (2 8 hds.); 
st; Octave Study. Ku ; Concerto in A minor (first 

movement), Hummel. 

of Alis: 
X 

Barearolle, Silas ; 
ing ‘ Song, 

s of Rober H. Terry. 
Qiven's umph (4 hds.), Frank BE. Tours; The 
Revel (4 hds.), Frank 1. Tow Joyous Mo- 
Ke mith ; Soldiers’ March, “Faust,” Gounod: 

hmann; Reverie by Moonlight, Proes- 
Edelveilchen, Op. 169, No, 2 it L’Avalanche ; choldt 

Heller ; Reverie, Wayside Rose, Fischer; Flower Song, 
Lange? Birthday: Ball (4 hds.),’ Iucho; Dorothy, Smith; 
Fleurette. Raff; Prelude in C, Bach; Chant du Ruisseau, « 
Lack ; Valse in B flat, Godard; Reconciliation, Bendix; 
Toreador’s Song, from “Carmen” (6 hds.), Bizet. 

A FRIEND’S TIP. 

70-Year-Old Man Not Too Old to Accept a Food Pointer, 

“Tor the last 20 years,” writes a Maine man, “I’ve 

been troubled with Dyspepsia and liver complaint, and 

have tried about every known remedy without*mueh 

in the way of results until I took up the food ques- 

tion, 
“A friend recommended Grape-Nuts food, after T had 

taken all sorts of medicines with only occasional, 

temporary relief. 
“This was about nine months ago, and I began the 

Grape-Nuts for breakfast with cream and a little 
sugar. nee then I have had the food for at least one 
meal a day, usually for breakfast. 

“Words fail to express the benefit I received from 
the use of Grape-Nu My stomach is almost entire- 

ly free from pain and my liver complaint is about 

cured, T have gained flesh, sleep well, can eat nearly 

any kind of food except greasy, starchy things, and 

am strong and healthy at the age of 70 years. 

“Tf T can be the means of helping any poor mortal 

who has been troubled with dyspepsia as T have been, 

T am willing to answer any letter enclosing stamp.” 

Name given by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich, Read 
the little book, ‘Phe Road to Wellville,” in pkgs. 
“There’s a Reason,” 
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WRITE FOR THIS nly once in a life-time do you see offer like this | Onl c life-t d see an offer like thi 
Think of it! A beautiful, high-grade Edison Phonograph, 
with large, artistic Floral Horn and a dozen genuine Gold- EDISON Moulded Edison Records, sent to you without asking for a cent 
of cash until you have given it a thorough trial, PHONOGRAPH We want you to try this wonderful instrument in your 
own home. Hear the voices of the world's greatest singers; e Five ill lections; feel : NO Cc AK SH NEEDE D side-splitting vaudeville selections; a whole even ing’s entertain 
ment that would cost you $2.00 in any theatre in the large cities, 

Have your friends hear it! Get their opinion! Then you may keep the complete outfit, only sending us monthly a Edison. payments of trifling amount. 

For this Beautiful A | ONCE 
SE Edison Phonograph 

We can sell you a genuine Edison Gem Phono 
lete, including Twelve Edison Gold-Moulded Re 
ie No one could sell it for less, even for cash in advance, but you can pay as little as $2.00 Per month if you like, We give two days free trial, and you may return it at 

our expense if not entirely satisfactor i Remem- ber no C. O. D.—no cash in advance, 
Write for Free Guide to Latest Music, 

MUSICAL ECHO co., 
Edison Distributors, Dept. No. 46 1215 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 

SEHR HOSS HAS HO A OROOPOMOGE poe 

graph outfit, com- 
cords for $14.20, 

ws the Genuine Edison 
ont candard Phonograp 

kakad 
WAY DONT YOU PUBLISH THAT COMPOSITION OF YouRS> 

rtistic and Modern Music Engraving and Printing. 
A sti 

ised Vv would be surpri 
Revikcoue the low prices 
at which we engrave, 

print, attend to copyright 

Engraved Plates, 
Thematic Plates, 
Electrotype Titles and Music Plates. 
Half Tones, 
Lithograph Titles, 

i ° lete 
eosreet ready fort wale: 

Pen and Ink Drawings. Your composition may be 
a money maker. Why not 
try it? Our expert will try 
over your manuscript, re- 
vise and arrange it, if 

Reproductions in Line Work. 
Highest Grade of Work at Lowest Prices, 
Send for an Illustrated 

wise a 

et oe Showing 

Farnisnine 

uality of Wark ano 
SGauenstes aide Turniag 

Stylesof Tiles piterent 
= ers 

es nate tour socccen” [eee aint 
note of Our . 

THE METROPOLITAN BUILDING, ERECTED 1890. 

Wd, LITHOGRAHING FIND PRINTING CO. Petistsassts DA sshet biases resienitstasecess. 
i 11 things, hold fast to those that 
ae pl ec and Rheninake them better 77 Tf 

I he BURPE Fourwauldl haves plessne or paneer your 
garden you should plant 

the BEST SEEDS that Grow! 
"2_ It is an elegant 

7 y of “The Leading American Ete eetvr 2g an slewant Shall we mail you a copy of only to those who can appreciate the BURPEE QUA ty P untesade: Sine centr Nevetie tae roor,—mcluding the bvo ma 
| GrEcunne es ainates te had only direct from us. Write re ad 

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Seed Growers, PHILADELPHIA, PA, 

ZABEL BROTHERS Send for Igmized Pate. tag; 
and Samples 

PRINTERS 
coum AA USIC, AND ENGRAVE RS 

EVERY PAIR. 
_ WARRANTED 

IIE R AOR BCC RPE 

FRIIS ITI 

NEVER SLIPS 
nor ENN : 

Sample pair. Mer Se Sik 5 __ Balled on receipt gy suk 506. Dt Of price. 

. ae di- 
Rostoy has a new orchestra, which is under the rection of Mr, Wallace Goodrich, 
Caruso has Garden, London 

vent igned a contract to sing at the Cove » Opera season next May. Tcnerr ARNOLD, 2 of New York City, die 

N 
4 her well-known violinist an 

din January of pneumonia. 
Mur. Paver, now 

when 
frequent ‘attendant at Covent Garden, London, W Wagner's operas are given, 

Opera, “Salomé 
L House, Ney Yo: S sung by Olive Frems ad. 

r egend was 
opera on a subject taken from Indian legend by we ia, Pittsburg, January 1G be: Ube 

alter MeClintoek, music by Arthur N ee nd Publishers of Grove's “Dictionary of Musigition 
3 1, Ptemise the third voluime ae rhe new, 

this month, This volume covers the letters M-P. Tie Boston SO; am ‘son of grand opera by the Metropoltt a rpera Company of New York City is to open Af + 
There wil] 3 

Srravss’ 
Politan Ope 
title réle Ww: 

i 10- was given in the Metts 
Kk Januar, 

v 
s, an addi- be eight performances, with, perhaps, an 

tional mitinee, 
Tim ORatror1o9 Socrrry. of Qrthur, ussell, director, ying a se acai 
ing ae, %t popular prics. the lo est admis 

veing ten conts. : “ 

aa 

‘SALoM®,” RRichay 
fer One neu 

LO) tichara 
per sony Oe 

ance jin Ww York, a, 
; dropped pres 

the Amo; n stage, SS 
ian 

of the pre has been advers 
Mn. TWexey x. Spending the Winter recently’ comp] end of the 

Mapnry, the Americs Sn in Germany, “4 tone-poem, ‘ore the ed, is to be Siven at Munich before mn, 

Diy Y 
sy which 

Re LORE Is being made to purchase the house in wa ODN y euehon of the American national an ants Of Thee." lived te 2 histoy andmark : hee.” lived. and Pp 
: ert ton, OR: “Azava. will be given, in cones: a mn. Avril 9, by the Cecilia Society, De oe of Tre or, TE Is to be: wee ereealia, Soslethtay Ve to see his work produced. 

dore 
1 Jol a nggneettmaster of Theoders ort mber of years, has “Sn the stémaster of the orchestra Pera House, Nov York City. 

composer of s ast January 
1 theore articles for 

operas in Ye 
1 fifty-eight. | og 

und 2 va 
rerman mus 

Author of Writer of ritice Papers, critteal 

Tun Trisi ¢ 
> s TIORAL, 

text i pon eata fo Dublin. "yds, Houle Society, 

ETY, of Chicago, presented. 
rish legend, eae ton, musie by Michael lesposito, lor Drill is’ the conductor 0 he 

imets become very much inter Ut noticed in ihe February ne Y prot felharmonium, invented by, 1 . the Proposes to ‘introduce it’ iD amd THunga Ys 
a 

ry, @ 
an of the Pp Conseryatorys his 

h for French mus 
gs, dis- ts of old French song: "ollec- hop in 1 printed © tthe si h century. 

of 3 

Npecepted Prankfort Consor ang nd of the present be ist 
AT EB 1 

i janls 

rep ARINE Goopsox, a young English plated 
and taal, her own land, is now tour ng the Union. st appenracé, With a moet favorable recep AL.CeEs 

ny Goodson ¢, With the Boston Sympbe Ary *0dson is & pupil of Leschetizky+ ie ile orny, the violinist, now touring “erius 
ed th . See Ue le disappearance of his G 

: a 
sar a VD 000. trom a Pullman cu ing B Which the violinist was travel! itch. : ~ dater Violin is a golden red; 4? 

HN Choir, of 
t 

-ogts the pit Toronto, My, A. S. Vos 
yul's sburg Orchestra, Hmil york at Carnes all, 2 ny, Beethoven nth Symphony h = : » of ws chorus is considered OD 's in the world, 

:, We | thar she has retired, is said to 

i ne ae ea ed 



Mn. B, J, Lane, for thir 
Cecilia Society of Boston, | 

or resigning at the end of the present season. The 
society has now a $40,000 endowment. Mr. Lang is now 
nearly sevent: of age and feels he owes it to him- 

professional activities. 

y-one years conductor of the 
announced his intention 

é hi 

A LATE issue of Tue Ervpe, in mentioning the organ 

in the Town Hall of Wellington, N. Z., gave the name 

of the makers as the Messrs. Hill, of Londan, Since 

then we find that we were in error, and that the organ 
was built by Norman & Beard, of London, who also built 

the organ in the City Hall, ye Lown, South Africa. 

to Russian com- 
form, were 
States this 

Tun GLINKA p offered 
posers for work 

urded lately 
nm, received 

nino >» for 
orchestral 
Pcherepnine 

Amonxa the public lectures to be delivered in. New 

City under the auspices of the Department of Edu- 

are eight res on music by Dr. Henry |G, 

Llis nre “Fundamentals of Music,” 

s of Comp stablished Outlines of Tone- 

“What “Grounds of Musical 

w American Musical Criticism, 
Conceptions 

who has 
ic of the ARNOLD Gr ar Si 

ult 

producin 7 

been done in the 

piano makers: of Be 

citnl of early music on ? elavichord, in Janu 

an interested and appreciative audience. It is ex 

that Mr, Dolmetsch will locate permanently in 
vected 
Bos ton. 

Fark, a young Phi rdelphia violinist. 

now concertizing 1 Burope, 

ris the Marcel Herweeh ste 

yume or ght to Paris by Tarts 

za teat iM did by him to Vuilliume. 

d hands three or times before it came into 

of Herwegh. The instrument dated 1 

period of Stradivi 

ame wood as that us 

famous I 
It chang 
the hand 
(known 

and is m: 
ing the * 
lated on 

Falk is to be congratu- 
instrument for his 

ving so miugnuicent an 
is 

public playing. 

A wnht' in Le Guide J 

of mus n 

obtained were qu 

ment of the Rakoc 
etude by Chopin, Op. 

of Brahms’ Op. 116 

nocturne), $4203 the 

for three Schubert §' 

script was sold fo 

two interme: 

y of anna Library paid 

and another Schubert 

yan en raved copy of ithe ‘ 

Tage! ory revised and corrected 

Se eee, Pe toe tne of. Mendelssohn's letters 
reached $45, and three letters of Mozar ‘or $140, 

$200 and 0, respectively (the last one was addressed 

to Mozart's wife). 

Music AT THE UNIVERSITY OF VSAS. 

Many of the Western State univ 's give a promi- 

ment place to m in their curricula, some offer 

"sex which receive college credit, others being aflil 
tory where a complete 

may be obtained. In establishing musical cou 

Un sity of Kansas has been a pioneer, as it 

developing courses in journalism and banking, founding 

one of the five liquid air plants in, the United States, 

and, recently, in extracting helium from natural gas. 

Since 1877 instructors in music have been recogniz 

members of the faculty, the heads of the departmen 

voice and theory counting as full prof 

Sine s been allowed a two-hou 

each term in the college; last year a course in * 

Appreciation’ was udded for the benefit of th 

wished to learn to enjoy music without necessa 

performers. This was s! successful that it w: 

to a full year course, with three times the number, of 

students enrolled. Members of the Or hestra and Glee 

Club are allowed to substitute their work, fot this course, 

: 1 to subs these organizations study being 
the class of music which these organlittions vical music 
considered worthy of college ¢ uate 

no ¢ Berets given in the college, but, the * shoot of Mine 

Arts awards a diploma for the ¢ompletion of its courses 

in piano, organ, voice, violin, violoncello, and gomposl, 

tion. There ure seven instructors in DIAN, Ke eae 

yoice, two in theory and one in each oth! eunseer ns 

school does the work of a full conse! ae van 

established its graduates all over the Mi f ES ine 

There are four music organi.ations of stv 8; 

Orchestra, Glee Club, Mandolin Club and Ban eto 

ast two are directed by students and, dere the head 

poptilar music, ‘The Glee Club is direc ae Reena ae 

of the voice department and studies each 9 ig the Cus: 

the masterpieces for male chorus, a well oo foe ean 

tomary ligit music, The Orehestra, dlr cted PY ne more 
Of the Baus eine Arts, devotes itself tao many 
popular numbers of classical muse and has ms ae bars 

Masterpieces familiar to the student body ruments of 

twenty-four performers and has all son, 

4 symphony orchestra, except oboe: ‘udents, 

accompanies concertos for pine ith the 
furnishes mu: Last 

to 2 conser 

for commencement, and Wnit 
nt chorus in annual productions pS in. concert 

Weber's “Der Preischiit eyed by the Uni; 
the ent men ¢penzance” 

s © accomp H 5 Pes of 
sity Orchestra ; this “phe Pirates of Peng 

Will he give te stage setting with The cooperation of 

the voice students Another featurg of the musical life of 
is the vesper service every, other Sundi 
each pte best sacred music 2 Bee parts frequently given by members jnterest- 
and recitals i ‘the students. some of the most inte aaa Re Re diet ce eee G. cla at which be va Jon- 

piano students the Matructors in violin amd Veeks to? pertrating etm A, reel aie season 
sven, it which noted artists i 
loses with the May Muste Westival #107 0 
sins assisted hy some we nown, oe NOny Orel org, Waisted hy some wollte, symphony ann 
under Von Talib will na bien eth Madame Schumer. 
Heink and four other sing¢ The ¢ 1 wer ‘and Ros- 
(orng Phomas’ “Phe Swan and the $ nach = Ms, EStabut! Mate pean 
viet, WHI be seen that musie in this insti iOn ARLES Vital relation to the life of the student body.— HARLES 

©. SKILTON, 

he University 
afternoon, at 
ly performed. 

of the faculty, 

t 
y 
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Intending purchasers 

of a strictly first- 

class Piano 

should not 

fail to exam- 

ine the 

merits of 

THE WORLD RENOWNED 

SOHMER 
It is the special favorite of the refined and cul- 

tured musical public on account of its unsur- 

passed tone-quality, unequaled durability, ele- 

gance of design and finish. Catalogue mailed on 

application. 
‘THE SOHMER-CECILIAN INSIDE PLAYER 

SURPASSES ALL OTHERS 

Favorable Terms to Responsible Parties 

SOHMER & COMPANY 
‘Warerooms, Cor. Sth Ave. 224 St.. NEW YORK 

Choir Leaders 
Sead a Two Cent Stamp 

for postage or. « sample copy of The New CHOIR MAGAZINE, 

Edited by F. W. Wovett. Bach issue contains practical sug” 

gestions dictatec by experience, organ information, significant 

service programs and helpful articles on all subjects pertaining 

to the music of the church; also ° 

Ten or More Pages of Church Music 

of standard quality, Published monthly. SUBSCRIPTION 

PRICE 50 CENTS A YEAR. The music alone represents 

in value oe times the cost of the magazine. | It will help solve 

the problem of providing suitable new selections for the choir. 

THE CHOIR MAGAZINE 

631 Colonel Bldg-» Boston, Mass. 

CLASS PINS 
jal designs for musical clubs and classes. 

Sonia tet silustratio
ns to the manufacturers. 

ENT & BUSH . 
Boston, Mass. 

15 School St. 

————————— 

ECTION OF MUSIC MSS. 
CORK CTI 

A SPECIALTY 
ALBERT W. BORST 

4712-14 Chestout Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

HISTORY 7 

560 Pages 

Contributed Chapters by 

Mr, Arthur E 

Wy BAUTZeLt 

“subject to a Mberal 

PR | Cc E, $1 ) 73 
professional discount 

book centers attention, upon the 

», every great master being placed 

contribution to the art and his in- 

‘Tevelopment, the aim being 
rithful record of the 

‘anding of the growth 
according 0 hi 

fluence on 

to present an y good under 
cal an ntial te 

ont, clas: 

4 names, terms: f t 
inet Tupted by Lending § 

PRESSER, 

of an 
P 

of a page: 

THEO. 

ortaut statements, 

A Work Indispensable to Every Musician 

A COMPLETE History oF Music 
THE STANDARD TEXT BOOK ON THE SUBJECT 

COMPREHENSIVE 

Hamilton, Wellesley College; Mr. Arthur L. Judson, Denison University ; Mr. E. B. Hill and 

1, Boston ; Mr. F,S. Law and Mr. Preston Ware Orem, Philadelphia teachers and 

writers of experience and authority on subjects connected with the history of music. 

ete, In large type, enabling the eye, ata glance, to fix in the mind the gist 

shoots, Colleges aud Conservatories of Muste 

1712 Chestnut SL. 

MR. CHOIR LEADER 
We here place before you a list of the very popular and 

desirable new anthem books for choir use, Your needs 
are fully met in some one or more of these books, and the 
price i8-so cheap, when you consider the quality and 
quantity of the music, you Will commit the sin of omission 
if you fai! to get a supply for your choir, 

EASY ANTHEM BOOK NO.1. By W.T. Giffe. 

96 pages of the very choicest easy grade anthems. 

Very popular where ever ithas beenused. | Price, 35c. 
EASY ANTHEM BOOK NO.2. By W. T. 

Same grade and size as NO. 1, and is a fit companion 
for that excellent collection. The best anthem book 

out for amateur choirs needing fresh, effective 
anthems of asy grade. Price 35c. 

° 

ROYAL ANTHEMS NO. 1. By Mrs, Carrie B. 

Adams. Contains many fine, ringing chorus anthems 

of moderate difficulty. It is the Uest collection of 

anthems by this popular writer. Contains 96 pages. 

Price, 35c. 
ROYAL ANTHEMS NO. 2. By Mrs, Carrie B. 

Adams. Thio hag just been issued. he 

grade of difficulty is slightly easier than in No.1, It 

Cannot fail to please. Contains 96pages. Price, 5c. 

GIFFE’S QUARTET CHOIR. A collection 

of charming Guartets for quartet choirs. Fresh 

ful. Price, 35c. 
GIFFE'S CHORUS CHOIR. By Ww. T. Giffe. 

Just what its name indicates. Filled wiih the finest 

and freshest of chorus anthems by popular writers. 
112 pages. Price, d0c. 

COMBINED OCTAVOS NO.1 By W. T. Giffe. 

A collection of new and popular. arrangements of 

some of the gems of the world’s most popular 

modern ewriters. Price, 25c. , 

-. OMBINED OCTAVOS NO. 2. A coilection by 

Louis D. Eichhorn of his own best anthem com- 
positions This is a book of much originality in style 

and melo) freshness. Itis sure to please. 
moderate difficulty. Price, 25c. 
an 

Order any of the above and your money will be re- 

funded on return of the book, if you are not satisfied, or 

the book can be exchanged. For further information 
write the publishers All the above are owned and 

published by 

THE HOME MUSIC €0., ‘Gxttxxa°* 
A copy of Our Latest Bulletin sent free on request. 

USEFUL COMPOSITIONS 
for CHILDREN and BEGINNERS 

fe outgrowth of long ex- This entire series has been th 
perience hy the composer in teaching children the elements 
of musical thought. The mpositions are written in a 

charming style and are adapted to the needs of every 

teacher. Send foreci cular to . 

NETTIE D. ELLSWORTH, 

830 LASALLE STREET - OTTAWA, ILL. 

‘Three Brilliant Piano Solos 
Introductory price, all three 

25 cents 
Single copy, 10 ets, Stamps ac- 
cepted. Only three copies to the 
same person at this yy 2 
JOUN A. SEIDT, Pub. 
127 N. Broadway, Baltimore, Md. 

Starlight Reverie + - 
Moonlight on the Water 
The Kiss March - - 

BEAUTIFUL SALO: 
ARTISTIC TITLE DESIG 

By W. J. BALTZELL Brought up to 1906 

CONCISE PRACTICAL , 

Dy. IL. A. Clarke, University of Pennsylvania; Mr. Clarence @ 

PEDAGOGIC FEATURES OF GREAT VALUE TO 

TEACHERS AND PUPILS ARE 

Arrangement in lessons of moderate length, two 

per week during the school yeur. 
Suggestions for independent work and reading by 

Ips and subject outlines. 
the end of cach lesson, 
s of more exhaustive works, 

A pronoun 
Many illustration 
Paragraph headings. 

PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
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THE HAND OF THE PIANIST 
A SYSTEMATIC METHOD for the Attainment of a Sure, Brilliant Piano Technic in th Style, According to the Principles of PROFESSOR THEODORE LESCHETITZRY, bo MARIE VON UNSCHULD ‘ Possessor of the oval Roumanian Gold Medal, First-class Honors, ‘The Commander of Bt. Sava, eta ot ‘nlveraity of Music and Dramatle Ave Weskingtos bean weer Photographed Hlustrations and oe Bech peoiteRnt of the aples in Notes Recommended by the Imperial, Royal Austria-Hungarian Ministry of Public Education to the wy. Teachers, Approved by the Royal Roumanian Ministry of Education for tlie ‘Musso Schwole of ew raatietions or Muste Sir 0. A. Mackenzie, Director of the Royal Academy of Music, London, Ete. Ry THE “MAND OP TUE PIANIST,” ATER WAVING BEEN CAREFULLY EXAMINED AND REVISED BY PROFESSOR tne QUTREN Max Reger's latest works are a suite ae ' 

| LESCHETITZKY, IN COMPANY WITH THE AUTHORESS, WAS PUBLISHED JAN JARY, 1901, IN LEIPZIG. BY for orchest 4Or D and violin, Op. 93; a serenads — | BREITKOPE AND MARTEL, AND HAS THE DISTINCTION OF HAVING BEEN THE FIRST OF ey KIND direct in styieee, i a to be fur more simpletty 
| AND TNE PREDECESSOR OF Which has ealled “2s ance than the “Sinfonle 

BY OTHER AUTHORS ON THE SAME SUBJECT 
YERAL BOOKS 

February, 1901, Max Kalbeck, in the“ Neues Wiener Taghlatt, 
written by Marie vou Unschuld, ' The Hand of the Pianist." It con: 
method of Leschetitzky. Leschetitzky, the master of Paderewski, 
illustrating the method by 8 of photographie reproductions of pi 
‘The examples are the result of the most carefully studied sele 

February, 1901, Vienna Nene Musikatische Presse arie von Unschuld Pianist,’ is a thorough 1 work and vention be method. The book « performer for performers, and a number of excellent. photoxraph: meaning of the authoress. Besides the techuical instruction she contributes some excellent short es strongly recommended. 

tipstiled forth so much discussion in Germany + 
Pblch has ca 1 so much discussion in Ger \ Passicaglig. G2, SORES and an Introduction, Fugue a “, Op. 98, for two pianos, 

5 eto 4 most meritori of pianoforte pl 
10 

ive, and will am: 
The question of accent in phrasing-is simple least. In two-four or four-four time to : Th to ON A tind 8} according 

eigl age n two-four time, when there are Sait Notes,” the Stronger accents are on 1 and 3, Be 

Her book, ' The Hand ments of Professor Le: ‘splanstions, illustrat ny memorizing, ete, 
Weiker on » February, 1901, Berlin,  Preussische Krew: “The pinnist, Marie von Unsehuld, has written, under the title of “The iq ne + = ind 4. The difference 5 too pro- method of instidetion for obtaining sure and brilliant pianoforte technie i the modern style, according t0 the priucipive cy Benson P2hd of the Pinnist,t a pineed, but it must be peresptithen ave ptieel note, Whose aims and admirations lie beyond the home cirele will tind the work indispensable. "" 8s Leschetitzky eryone a rest, | ‘Ptible. er 5 

i e 
hae Specially careful not to begin the, phras ana Ustarts on a weak beat. Lt is oftee Accents ag tb PUPil of this habit, but by marking # hem, the weale pocce™: id training them to observe Place! “Ty {pik beats will tend to fall into their proper Ie on’ ey gttiple ‘time “br rt, the strongest accenl the adhe, Hest beat, the in rongest on the third, am 0. In six-eighth time, in rapid tempt 

ote all on 1 and 4, reekoning by eig! n Sidered as two MPO is slower the measure may be CO Aecont is the ony Ps Of three. A proper observance 0 
rhythm eC ¥ guide to a correet reproduction ©} 

English Edition by BREITKOPF & HARTEL, New York, 11 East 16th Street 

SUMMER Hi : course. Unschuld Pianoforte School (Branch of the University of Music and Dramati of Washington, D. Cc.) Scat Unschuld Cottage NEWPOoRT, 
July Ast—September Sth, 1907, Under thet Marie’ von Unsehuld, President. Court Pianist to th 
A delightful summer at this famoi its healthy sea breose Seas 

University of Music and Dramatic Art 
TUITION FREE. ENDOWED. 

The Musical Institution of the highest standing in Amer- 
ica, patterned afterEuropean Conservatories, giving the most 
thorough education ‘in all branches of music. Faculty of 
Artists. The only aim of the institution is results. Piano 
Department under the immediate instruction of Fraulein 
Marie von Unschuld. Patrons include the most distin- 
guished citizens of America and abroad. Dormitory at- 
tached to the Institution. Number of pupils absolutely 
limited to 200. Third term begins Feb. 2, 1907. Six 
months Post Graduate Course in Europe for graduates, 
Name study desired. MARIE VON UNSCHULD, Pres. 

1347 L. St. N. W., Washington, D. C. 

RHODE ISLAND immediate instructi he Queen of Roumanioe 
tocratic res, using the pedal in playing Bach, ite the greatest living technicians, mition of the first part of the “Wel ‘ean id for his magnificent transcrip, fan works for the piano, has this sl? Daye edb the segenda tradition tna Uso deny without pedal. Tt is kept alive bY hot ang wend that Bach should be played OMY Clavichord. “These sare the same re Verate ‘that much playing of Lis4! ; irae Beethovenrs power of invention, eda ot Was enfeebled be awe. 

orgs fail is Sometimes necessayy 1S Bach's aie Ofe at Piece Reece ¥ essential in “these transcribe 
thet? Pedal is {ie HM the piano works the inaudible Use tec tPloyment “o OMY proper one. By this we mea? 

THIRTY-THIRD YEAR 
Finest Conservatory in the West 

Detroit Conservatory of Music suc o! sate! ingle FRANCIS L. YORK, M. A., Director suspen, Ble “tonet’ Bedal for binding” two, single qihe Faculty includes euch noted Artists and Instructors ag iia of ire y staining a ‘i L. York, Piano, Organ’and Composition ; Wat. Yuney. Went s FRaNcrg out, ; hich ps Norrox, Voice! Auict Sri Dennis, Public School Mens 4 FLeron en employing sPensable in A Gbect 50 expert instructors, unsurpassed for their excellence? 4 ® Corps of ened” DeuniE Also fully dues inet tretloD Free Advantages: Unsemble Playing; Composition; ¢ t were, for 2S Sencraily’ oracle Where the epeing, Orchestra Playing; Musical History and Lestuses, 3 Concerts; Pedal TS Gttog Missing jingpse’ ved 3 ® of the Pn its } 5 ha 
t saying applicable 20 

t Fenere?,,bach-pin ct 
Seneral.” plas to piano-playing 1? 

ea See olan 
Winter Term began Nov. 19 1906 PROSPECTUS FREE ON APPLICATION 

JA ‘ 
530 Woodward aie teat ae Secretary 

The Brookfield Summer School of Music ana Art 
: AFFORDS THE OPPORTUNITY YOU ARE LOOKING FOR 

SUMMER STUDY UNDER RIGHT CONDITIONS HERBERT ILBER GREENE, Director 

of double jlats 
writing of phri 

downwar aulf tone, B double fine and eage il natural, 
naturally ‘ascend to B flat, im 

tine ther words, these notes aie .ng out the harmonic and melodie Daily contact with eminent teachers. Normal living in a beautiful and healthful country y : : + il Q ~ at is proper spelling, 5° Excellent room and board; and every incentive and convenience for study as well as for recreation Ee vues fo. The walieoe aS: elline mall 
among the attractions that have won for the school its enviable prominence. Send for the 1907 prospectus” a by th Gite Ability ge ihe pupil to one be 

- . na Vv em, but th. re hat much ¢ 50 Until June Ist—Address 864 Carnegie Hall, NEW YORK CITY. ite : core personal ‘explanation oe not as i 
After June 1Ist—BROOKFIELD CENTER, CONN. H. Ww. GREENE attention, Olumn your questions will recel¥ 

here , eee ATS: Sean ne is the anmect 
» Without 

entire 
Witho 

sta 

species of stacey 
the assistance of the Wt finger makes. the staccate ut employing the wrist. the ceato is made by letting mne S into a flexible wrist. 

of MUSIC, ESTABLISHED: 1867 F 
Miss Clara-Bauf, _~ Directress. tonal Renter 

utation 
SPECIAL SUMMER SESSION Orenr ul starts almost from thy 
ELOCUTION MUSIC LANGUA GES tagurm With a belaxed weiigh: mat 

sreat car e ken Oo Wric care must be take! Wrist’ and forearm, are as reraxed 
Also Special Normal Course j, F pe a the muscles that are absolutely PUBLIC SCHOOL Music 

Location and surroundings ideal for Summer study 

S only 

€ are y ot many 08 | 4h, Many famous operas whieh have 
re mor 

L 

For Catalogue and Summer Circular Address 1 OWweree Which contain © HIGHLAND AVE. AND OAK STREET, CINCINNATI .- . | Otis OMpar, Alto = 
© Carmen mne. n Oy F 

eS harpentiey: & 
Vola j Ato: nN Maseagni's a Se: ‘Ss ? Ortrug ucla in th 

Selected “Czerny” Stu 
ito) dies ry . . . opera for contra if Revised, Edited and Fingered, with Copious Annotations, by nd yat misegetiy” is stated in the scl 

> the p73 IS otter y contraltok EMIL LIEBLING : Sparsital”, |S 
: ; z : : : “ning Of ahs 

and Hrda. 

Bake : : ak a $ Price 90 cents 
In pibiee and noteworthy addition to the technical literature of the pianoforte. This work repr S i ip ae and cqteta Melection of material from the entire works of Czerny with mare 

neluding all the popular opus our ANXlety 
’ rs e, 

' 1s 

SO AT ebling’s editorial work has been of the my any over to develop finger-powel 
fF y meritorious studies, Mr. Lie € E J e@ most y rlook D finger-POWT oat 

less known, but equally met terpretative sides; the annotations are of real practical Value sud music T nly to eethe. thumb Tt is of StF from oth the toca ctully and closely graded, the studies being arranged tn progressive oror wane ike e three ela Ase “the "strength 0 volumes, q ‘a y 

“ 
Y from the ston excellent exer clst ct 

mb 

enth grad 
y of technic: 

~ An Se e ‘ OL = € early second tothe ssion are truly remarkable ; 4 nN ith the thumb alone } 
he was a mos 

Czerny's mastery studies iy t volum- ach Nigh as Jobs + iter. 17 ect of this present compi h ies in attractive and convenie volum ch note: as pos inous Wter ee coess of this work has been of the most flattering; character, Itis the best work of the kind ene ort! for exereteg ten at dd ener ited from beautifully engraved special plates and thoroughly bound in heavy papers SReted, Why Ante, is “fhe! Me thumb, whieh 
Hd eens chr fi Rat THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, pA. Pepe 
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THE OBERLIN CONSERVATORY 
OF MUSIC 

[1--TEACHING PIECES--1I 

New, Melodious, Easy. ® davis 
A Charming Set of Pieces for 

Recreation and Study 

ON APPROVAL ! 41¥ oF alt will be 
sent on approval. 

The following measures are reproduced 

from the beautiful little Waltz en- 

titled “VALLEY CHAPEL” 

Byes 1 i t 

SSS 
Ta 

a thematic catalog, showing the 

character of each of, these pieces, 

@ will be sent upon receipt of request, 

or the music will be sent on approval 

Supplication, a prayer poe 

alley Chapel, waltz. . - 506 THE 

Thoughtful Moments, reverie - leispyar gOS OBERLIN CONSERVATORY 

Tae iETearte: are Riper (is the eneyaat anata. 
OF MUSIC offers unusual advantages for 

Fairy Whispers ..-- ++ °° 40c ee puudents last year. 
‘ 

Little Traveler, march .- +--+ s+ * ave ree ree srecallats, 

Whispering Hope, waltz ..--+::°° Oc 
-manual Roosevelt pipe o: 5 

isctan Thoughts; waltg-u ef gow 40c euleucd organ students. pipe organ, two vocalions, and ro pedal organs avail- 

Gentle Shepherd, waltz... + - apt oe Teraalaenerina t of Oberl; 

Evening Hymn, romance. - + + +5 * °° ic ent of Oberlin College, and enjoys its intel tall 1ifeoee 

Ferny Dell, nT oe ree oe abe Send for descr ptive catalogue and musical year book. Tree seca e 

cClure . 40 
, 

Waltz of the Brownies by W. M. CHARLES W. Morrison, DiRECTOR, OBERLIN, OHIO. 
SPECIAL, Any one of the above, 20¢ 

Any five of the above, 75¢ 
PRICE.... All of the above, $1.25 

———— ——
———— 

J. W. denkins’ Sons Music Co. 
1013-15 Walnut St. KANSAS CITY, MO. 

OUT MARCH 15th, 1907 

Price Postpaid BOOKLET Entitled Price Postpaid 

2be “Rnte’ 25g 
By A. K. VIRGIL 

“Truth should be the first lesson to a child.””— Whittier 

Address A.D. Jewett, 1002 Flatiron Bldg. New York 
FOR THE SUNDAY SCH

OOL 
. 320 pages of 

SHINING WAY, Combined, | 37
) tae ee a 

bright, sparkling music. 
e 

a j Board covers. BY D. W. Crist. 

R SAMPLE COPY 
ss SEND 35c. FO 

METRONOMES 
eh METRONOMES are of the finest i lit 

made, and are guaranteed f seine 

any defect in manufacture. ii ta a 

Transportation not Included 

With Bell - - $3.25 Without Bell - $2.25 
French - 3.50 French - - - 2.50 

‘A metronome and an Etude subscription f 
5 : bse lor $3.50, or i 

or given as a premium for five subscriptions at $1.50 io Or One with Dell $4260) 
v1 ell tor 

seven subscriptions. 
SS __ aan 

Theo. Presser, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

If you are a T 

logue of Organ and Piano 

also issue a large li ‘ 

for teaching. We are the largest Music 

Publishers in the M 

Address D. 

MOULTRIE, . 

W. CRIST 
- « OHIO. 

Spanish Dances 
M. MOSZKOWSKI 

For Four Hands 
Op. 12 

Price 
$1.00 

for four 
ne of the most popul 

ote of thig well-known com” 
y written a8 Over 50,000 Copies Sold. ORGANISTS Poser. ‘The fact that they were originally 

Fran ducts, londs adds onal value and interest, 

\ 3 ition is ; printed fro 
ve 

mai eee addition is handso ly een a ca MOTHER’ S
 PRAYER” 

cial plates. The price on we in sheet form, 
By I. B. ARENSTEIN, 

Baie Pe BEES CsI ERR 

Teachers and Students. Organ Compositions for tee. . St, Clair’s 

. one and two, as played and endorsed by Rach ae 

0 
La Wwin o 

‘The favorite piano solo with 
Medium grade. 

L 15 CENTS, POSTAGE PAID 

editions, Mail orders_ promptly, filled, 

her, 286 Grand St., New York. 

equivalent to that_of a single nur 

he pants Dances’ constitute | a permanent 
f% the pianoforte. 

Lemare and other noted organists. 
H. N. WHITE, ! » PUBLI 
1870 East oth St., N. E., Sistine bait aoe e a andaed s i arc 

Complete ORE LOHR, Pulls 

ntion THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers, THEO. PRESSER - PHILADELPHIA. PA- 

Please me: 
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DEPARTMENT VOCAL 
t 

CHER BEACH. 

ORCHESTRA CLASS 
LEOPOLD KRAMER, 

VIOLONCELLO 
BRUNO STEINDE! 

caubgueaddres DUNSTAN 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
TO ALL TEACHERS OF PIANO who are vitally 
concerned in solving the problem of what Studies and 
Pieces to use; who wish to study ways and means by 
which to broaden the scope of their work; who desire 
to understand more clearly the impu:tant relation of 
suitable teaching material for each grade; who are 
eager, in a word, to gain a wider view of the musical 
horizon, and to learn better the art of selection, pre- 
sentation and interpretation of that which is memora- 
ble and beautiful in music,— for such teachers, 

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS 

will conduct Two Sessions of Special Sammer Classes 
in July and August. 

No work need be prepared by the teachers; they are to 
listen and absorb the studies and pieces interpreted by 
MRS. ADAMS, at the piano, and note the authoritative 
suggestions she has to give on this important subject of 
music for the piano, arranged in sequence, FOR ALL THE 
GRADES, " 

‘Teachers return to their classes, from these sessions, 
with new confidence'in themselves because of having lists 
ot proven material, gathered from world-wide sources, 
logically planned from the very first work at the piano, 
and on through the succeeding grades. 

First Session July 3d to the 16th 
Second Session August 7th to the 20th 

Write for further particulars to 
CROSBY ADAMS, Oak Paik, Ill. 

| American 
|/Conservatory 
of Music KIMBALL HALL 

BUILDING 

230-253 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. 

| ND DRAMATIC ART in The Leading School of MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART this Country. Unrivaled ne hers’ Training Department, 
| z : s. Diplomas and Certif: 
9 Jecture Courses, Conte tate of Illinois. Students? 

r Department, School of .Orlo, 
Llustrated catalogue mailed on Orchesty: 

Advantage Many fr 
application. 

JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, President 

“VOICE PLACING” by Correspondence 

i) nalysis of the Human Voice. — 

Tag eee Physiology of the vocal organs is 
not an analysis; much less has it 
anything do with the Art of 

Singing. Lessons Demonstrated 
by Phonograph wre surprisingly 

perfect and you have the tencher 

in your own home. 1000 of the 

irst and introductory lessons given 
First 

send 2c. 

Voice Specialist, 63 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago, Il. 
Carl Young, 

CHICAGO MUSIC SCHOOLS 
THE COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL 
OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART 

AUDITORIUM BUILDING, CHICAGO 
Is the Best School for Serious-Minded Students 

Some of the Prominent Members of our Faculty are: 

O'CONNOR, 

HAI 
ENRICO TRAMONTI. 

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS USED 

Wm. H. Sherwood, Concerts and Analytical Recitals 
SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL 

FINE ARTS BUILDING, CHICAGO 
Address MISS L. HUMPHREY, 713 Fine Arts Building, Chicago, Ill. 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers, 

» SHELBYVILLE, - IND. 

Now strictly a Corre- 
spondence School 

Central School 
of Piano Tuning 

Has attained the nign 
per cent, of students be: 

Tothe NEW SYSTEM OF 
TEMPERMENT 

ORGAN 
CLARENCE DICKINSON, 
DRAMATIC ART DEPARTMENT 
DONALD ROBERTSON, 

. NORMAL CLASS 
MRS. HOWARD WELLS. 

LANGUAGES 

|LEARN PIANO TUNING| 
Now ‘Dictation °? Method at Home ee cals Highty graduates placed in good positions Dorey, pure in pensive. Catalogue free. CHAS. P. H Chickering & Sone? (Ormerly Head Concert. Tuner’ for 

BOSTON 837 B Washington Sector OF PIANG TUNING! MASS. 30STON, MASS. 

LYRIC vat BESKI Teacher wf Singing Concerts, Recitals aed Mer i HUNTINGTON CHAMBERs, BOSTON MASS. 

ND COMPOSITION A 
ELSENHEIMER, 
CHORUS CLASS 

VICTOR HEINZE, 
AR TRAINING 
WELLS, 

AUDITOR! a COLLINS, “ees 
MRS. HOWAR: 

TEACHING T 
HOW TO TEACH PIANO A course of twelve Technic, Pedal 

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY 
————— EVANSTON-CHICAGO ———— 

SCHOOL of MUSIC 
University Professional School, for the com- 

A prehensive study of practical and theoretical 
music, either as‘a profession or as an element of 

culture. Located upon the shore of Lake Michigan, in 
Chicago's most attractive suburb. 

M 

‘ic One EE, ED UCATION y the art o, ff development."—D'Isnamu 
—- Summer School ana Non Ol and Nor PORTLAND, OREGON, JUNE oe 26, 190 » Vocal, Public School, Kin ‘ 

For Pianoforte, 

UPervisors of M 

. Course ste, ending to the 
ein} 
History of Music, 

leading to the Degree of Bachelor of 
Musi 

eachers, and Si 
Announcements 

dergarten 
usic 

ses 
School Musie Methods. 

Courses I, II and V include literary studies in the 
College of Liberal Arts or Academy without extra expense, 
A thorough Preparatory Department is maintained. 
he environment is perfect, and social advantages 

superior. Catalogue upon request. 

Mr. Cady will bei, r. 
Applications rhe ppplications should t be sen: : in Porta 4 un, 777 Flanders st Te ee clly to him or Mrs. | 

+ Annow: neement: 
P. C. LUTKIN, Dean, Evanston, III. 

An Announcement in 

The Etude 
during the next four months will insure the 
SUCCESS of any 

Summer School 

JAS. P. 

eno, Te uN is the name of an intersso RST. will chee fone booklet, just Music” HOW” and = Way rl advay Published which Yor Such a large number of interested persons send for a copy. Addr hee’ Students, It 
\ gs. y ah 

cannot be reached by any other method. Send THE M I LT, Ss ie Don't fail to 
7- for our Los ANGELES us Blnch qu Buia, QoL 

= z = Sos tot 
LIFORNIA Special Rates 

THE ETUDE 7°? Speiret sora, pa. 
dre : 1 Way of teac chers make a pr ia 

i a great de; pupils they can attend ¢ ao Seal ot money and | 
oO. Yand haye COME TO THE 0 OR STUDY BY A 

Music Typography in all its Branches 

(AEE Dato < ett 

all the 

SCHOOL, 

Including 
music, g 

all instray 
ames, keyboards, e LILLIAN PRUDEN 150 LENOX AVR, 

MS and iy 

No, 10 South Ricks Street, Philadelphia: 
( Market above Fifteenth ) 
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FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD 

The Original and Most Perfect Musical 
Kindergarten System of America and Europe 

THE CLOSEST INVESTIGATION INVITED 

MRS. EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP - ~-_ Brookline, Mass. 

or Post Office Box 1336, Boston 

THE INTERSTATE TEACHERS’ AGENCY. 
609 CANAL STREET 

NEW ORLEANS” - : : - LOUISIANA 
Recommends Directors of Music, and superior teachers: 
Foreign and American, for all Departments of Musical In~ 
struction in Schools, Colleges and Conservatories of Music: 

KINDERGARTEN MUSIC Crane Normal Institute of Music Normal Classes at Studio beginning in October, 
February, and July. Correspondence Lessons Supervisors’ Course, Voice Culture, Musical History, 
during entire season. Send for circulars. Harmony, etc. Practice Teaching and Conducting 

MISS JOSEPHINE A. JONES 
505 Huntington Chambers, Boston, Mass. LOT SD AM Nr We YORK 

BURROWES COURSE OF Music STupy, 
KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY—INSTRUCTION FOR TEACHERS BY HOME STUDY. | Umweieagars aed 

ip- EASTERN ADDRESS. 2 ra 7 
ir address andadescrip-> oF AT HARI NE BURROWES, WESTEEN Pte roes PA RRS ALLA NEW. YORIC CITY 

pend ye fli be mailed free 
tive booklet w’ 

[DUNNING SYSTEM OF IMPROVED MUSIC STUDY FOR BEGINNERS 
e originator of the system, having been called to Germany to place her work in several music schools there, has returned 
nts of the world renowned masters who acknowledge the superiority of her method of instructing the iidinieats of music n ‘ 
pils as well. The fame of this ingenious system and the phenomenal success it has met with in America had reached Europe ‘ 
has promised to return and conduct a teachers’ normal training class in four of the principal cities in Europe next winteragl 

Carrie L. Dunning, th 

bringing with her endorseme: 

only to children but older pu 

that extent that Mrs. Dunning 

hor former teacher Mrs. Dunning prizes Also this which was said to be the first invitation of the kind to be Others from whom Mrs. Dunning has equally as fine letters aro: The kind endorsement from extended to an American. 
very much. To Mrs. conte he Dunning : is ERERUL BusoNt. RrenAaRp, BURMELETEE 

‘ iets ms to me as most am happy to commend the method of instr BRESA. SARRENO, the Dresden Conservatory. 

Mrs. (Carrie L. Dunning a mettiod seems to nie gion af in plano playing devised by Mrs, Carrie L. Dunning ae ce eiie Oste GABRILOWITSCH. PROF. BERTRAND Rew. 
practical and I recormmend it for the adapted to their peculiar needs and capacity, and shail be pleased ad Mark Hamsourc. Pror. HERMAN Scuottz, 
children, «a aityitateltiie Baginn ne have the author give a more detailed account of the system at the Epoar Stittman Kettsy. Court pianist to the King of Saxony, 

It ought to meet with favor ang suoen eve aES Musical Pedagogical Congress next October in Berlin. Gaokos PepaussoN: Bron Haut Coy MAN CRED 
s at s contemplated. ELL. the Ehrlich music school, 

of a musical education is co! L CHETIZKY. XAVER SCHARWENKA, Royal Professor to the Court. Juttus Epsretn, formerly of the Vienna Conservatory. 

(stcuzp) PROF. THEODOR LES Regular Member and Senator of the Royal Dr. J. Loate, of Franklin College, Dresden, 
Hs su a8, TOO Berlin, Jan. 12,1905. Academy of Art in Berlin. WaAGEn SWANS aris! 

sal st representative musicians of America, together This system is not taught by correspondence, th i 
oklet containing letters from the mo: : ene a y corresp . as there is too. much of 

A bor Jl be mailed upon application. general knowledge given also which is invaluable to the teachers. Teachers’ ing System, wi 

ers’ Normal 

anuary 15th. 

E L. DUNNING, 225 Highland Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y, 

Training Class in Oakland, California, normal training classes will be held in Chicago, Baltimore and New York with one describing the Dunni' 

to accommodate teachers in the locality. The WINTER COURSE for the Teacl 

st, and Los Angeles, California, J 
December 1 

Address MRS. CARRI 

Please mention THE BTUDE when addressing our advertisers, 
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NEW YORK MUSIC SCHOOLS 

DOSSERT VOCAL STUDIOS 
PARIS NEW YORK 

Paris Studio, 57bis rue Spontini New York Studio 
(respec acres 1205 CARNEGIE HALL 

DR. DOSSERT MADAME DOSSERT 
Principal Principal 

MARGUERITE SYLVA, who has made a remarkable success as‘‘Carmen”’ this season at the Opera Comique, Paris, 
writes to her teacher, Dr. Dossert: “ * * * My Studio friends do not know their luck to have you to work with. 
Mons. Capoul and the directors at the Grand Opera all speak of my beautiful voice. I accept the compliment for you.” 
DR. DOSSERT will personally conduct a select class.of students to Paris, June 1st, 1907, for a season of 4 months’ study 
of voice and French language. Young ladies of party will be specially looked after by Madame DOSSERT. 

For TERMS covering entire expenses of trip—Address CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK. 

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART. 
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK 

FRANK DAMROSCH, Director 53 Fifth Avenue, New York 

Established and ‘endowed for the education of serious students of music. Offers 

all advantages of a European musical education. Faculty composed of the most 

eminent teachers of Europe and America. 

: ‘ Prospectus on application to the Registrar, 

VI RG I SCHOOL 

19 West 16th Street, New York 

The School that 

MAKES PLAYERS 
Valuable Special Literature Sent 

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director 

Free 

PERSON who can teach sight singing can have a fine paying class 
Awe evening in the week. The field is wide and ripe, but the 

teachers are few. You can learn my method by correspondence. 

Let me send you a free copy of “ THE MUSIC TEACHER,” and that will 
tell you all about it. Don’t stay inarut. Get out! Learn new things! 
Drop your prejudices! DO IT NOW! 

TALI ESEN MORGAN, 1947 Broadway, New York 

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF APPLIED MUSIC 
(THE METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC) 

5 212 West 59th Street, New York Ci . SILVER, President. , ork City, 
de ncaa see THE FACULTY AND EXAMINERS y 

Pacn Awpnose Kare 8. Cuprrexprs 
ris Baxen Wr » SHERMAN 

Taree Gro, CoLesan Gow 
Mopgst ALTSCHULER McCann Lanuam 

2st year began Monday, September 24th, 1906, 

Send for circulars and catalogues KATE S$. CHITTENDEN, Dean of the Faculty 

Mary Fipguia Burr 
ApRiENs® REMENYI von Exuw 
Pansie Gren j 
Marcarer Goetz and others 

Wiis Masox 
AtpEnt Ross Parsoss 
Hanry Rows Suettry 
Pau Savacr 

Learn to Compose 
and Arrange Music 
TAUGHT BY MAIL SUCCESs- 
FULLY, PRACTICALLY, RAPIDLY 

Send 2-cent stamp for trial lesson. Three trial les. 

sons free, Ifnot then convinced you'll succeed, you 

owe me nothing. You must know the rudiments of 

music and mean business, otherwise don’t write, 

Six Weeks’ Course 
FOR TEACHERS )$65 

Piano, Voice, Violin, including Room and 

Board, Private Lessons. Teachers educated 

inEurope. Leschetizky Piano Technique 

Ee 

Marks’ Conservatory of Music 

(2 West 121st Street - New York 

Wilcox School of Composition 
Cc. W. WILCOX, Dir. 

Box E, 19 Union Square, New York City, 

[LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN 
PIANO INSTRUCTION 

986 Bergen Street, 

New York Brooklyn, N.Y. 

MISS EDITH MILLIGAN, Assistant 

41771 Madison Avenue, 
DR. G. EDWARD STUBBS, 121 West 91st St., New York City 

GUSTAV L. BECKER | 
CONCERT PIANIST, TEACHER, COMPOSER 
A large proportion of Mr. Becker's pupils are themselves 

teachers, Send for circular with press notices to 

1 West 104th Street New York City 

K J. BENEDICT 
EF CULTURE 

New York City 

FRAN 
}VvVoOIc 

338 W. 56th Street ° 

Bend 20 cts. for “Musical Possibilities of the Average Yoico”’ 

~ 
= 

= 

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers, 

Affiliated with the University of Pennsylvania 

The Combs Broad Street 
a Conservatory 

1329-31 SOUTH BROAD STREET 
1712-14 CHESTNUT STREET 
Gilbert Raynolds Combs, Director 

RIVATE and class instruction in 
all branches, from the foundation 
to post-graduate and normal work. 

Faculty of 55 artist teachers. The 
various departments under the personal 
direction of the following eminent 
masters : a 
Gilbert Raynolds Combs, Henry Schradieck 

Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. Doc. 
Public School Music Supervision. _Piano uning. Residence Department for . Young Ladies 

For free Year Book and information address 
J. H. KEELER, Secretary. Mention the “Htude."" 

The Sternberg School of Music 
CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG, Principal 

mplete Musical Education in all branches. 
WRITE FOR CATALOG 
, 10 South 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa- 

Co: 

Fuller Buildin 

FREE 
nena A 
Teacher of Organ, Piano & Harmony 
Py an pupils have i sUCCESSfully passey uve obtained eb < = ¥ Passed the examination Giese 

ic K MAXSON 
BAPTIST CHURCH 

leenth St., above Walnut, Philadelphia, Pa- 

hureh posi 
of the Ame 

MUSIC 
Wilkinson 

Philaa ofMaitre Isadore Philipp, Paris. lelphia St fuller Building, vain ge, 5948 Germantown Ave: 
Germantown, Pa- 
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TEACHERS!! TEACHERS!! 
SCHOOLS, CONVENTS, AND CONSERVATORIES O01 

MUSIC y 
ARE SUPPLIED WITH EVERYTHING NEEDED IN THEIR WORK ¢ 

f 

PROMPTLY — ECONOMICALLY — SATISFACTORILY 
} ae ee. 

By THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA, PA. } 

The unique but reasonable methods of the music years as a publisher, have revolutionized 
the music-dealing trade. ‘ % 

THEO. PRESSER, the out- ; 

erry neneed! It will pay every one interested in any manner to 

growth of his intimate knowledge as a teacher investigate at first hand the liberal system and 

of their needs, and perfected during twenty policy followed by this house in its efforts to— 

Publish Modern Teaching Material; , 

To Give the Best Discounts Possible in Every Case; * 

To Allow the Most Satisfactory Terms; : P| 

To Carry a Stock (no matter where published, or by whom) that will € 

Contain Everything of Value to Music Teachers and Students; and ~~ 

Thus to Aid the Cause of Musical Education and lighten the labors of its followers. 

In the new building, 1712-1714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., lately purchased and remodeled for the best use 

of this business, with its six floors carefully planned and stocked with everything needed in the Music Teacher’s work, we 

cannot say too strongly that we are 

Equipped to Supply Every Teacher and School of Music in this Country and Canad. 
No matter how small or how large the trade, with everything needed. 

THE ON SALE PLAN (original with us) is arranged and carried out on a far more liberal basis than obtainable from any of our imitators. We will 
gladly allow any teacher the use and advantages derived from this plan, and the same liberal discounts, even if they desire to place their regu’ 

orders elsewhere. 

All Orders, Large or Small, receive the same Attention. 

All Orders are Attended to on the Day they are Received. 

OUR SYSTEM OF DEALING; OUR MANY CATALOGUES, ARE ALL FREE FOR THE ASKING. 

SEND A TRIAL ORDER AND ASK FOR OUR PLANS AND CATALOGUES, AND THUS SAVE TIME. 

A FEW OF OUR STANDARD PUBLICATIONS 

STUDIES AND EXERCISES TECHNIC 

Standard Graded Course of 

HARMONY 

HISTORY A TEXT-BOOK. Dr. H. A. Clark 

A HISTORY OF MUSIC Studies for the Piano OEE aeasoH | cote tains aa a 
For Classes and Soest age {W:S BMATHEWS | | Four Books $1.00 Each Howatd see tg 

J. 10 Grades. ooks. .00 eac A iginal system for the devel t }| STUDENT’ 
Be YY Titustrated | 10.07 *O Final course of studies after | of a complete technic, trom the beginner Manstcld aa 

Price, $1.75 
Contributions from 

writers. Includes the mos 

to the finished artist.’ Recommended by 
Paderewski, Joseffy and Lisgt and used by 
the foremost American teachers. 

Key toSame........- 

PRACTICAL HARMONY. Hom 
Norris. In Two Parts,, e 

which all others have been copied. We 
invite comparison. 
Standard studies by the best composers, 

leading American 

t approved ideas 
story, making 

for teaching and studying hi bject in gaively arranged, carefully edited, ent 

it the BEST TEXT-BOOK om resent day. | BLOereg: phrased and annotated. THE LESCHETIZKY METHOD OF PIANO Keystorsame fauna 00g 
Concise and comprehensive. SELECTED " CZERNY” STUDIES 4 * TECHNIC A COUNTERPOIN 

= ‘A Graded Course The Modern Pianist. Price, $1.50 | By Dr, H. A. Clarke... ... 
By Homer A. Norris. ......° 

BY \E: Bs Apres): 23.2 2 ss sages 
EXERCISES IN EXTENSION FIRST STUDIES IN MUSIC BIOGRAPHY 

By Isidore Phillip Price, 75 Cents AChildren’s History of the Classical Period 
Thomas Tapper Price, $1.50 

ALL OF OUR PUBL 

- PIANO COLLECTIONS 

FIRST PARLOR PIECES .--.--: 

POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM ...-- 

i tated, Explained, and Fing- 

Les Ai: EMIL LIEBLING 

Three Books, each 90 Cents : 

TCATIONS SENT ON EXAMINATION T O RESPONSIBLE PERSONS 

IMPORTANT WORK; 

First Steps in Piano Stu 
Compiled by Theo. Presser 

The most widely used beginners’ ingtruc- 
tion book. Price, $1.00, ‘ 

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF PIANO 
WORKS 

Edward Baxter Perry é. h 
50 Standard Compositions analyzed 

A work for every music lover. Price, 

ORGAN 
REED ORGAN METHOD 

CHAS. W. LANDON. Price, $1.50 

SCHOOL OF REED ORGAN PLAYING 

i ‘LigSSONS IN’ |” ; Organ). «22% 2 vere ree Studies compiled by 

Cae 1. 51 ECITAL PIECES .----- Chas. W. Landon FIRST RECI 
‘THE TWO PIANISTS (Piano Duets) 1.00 | pour Books Four Grades $1.00 each 

VOICE 

Technic and Art of Singing 

scAPUDIES. 3 Keys, each .... +50 
SCALES AND VARIOUS EXER- 

CISES. Hig , Voi hh .60 || MASTER PIECES «= + 0° VELOCITY STUDIES ina este music 

EYGLYE ANALYTICAL, STUDIES . 1.00 BUM OF LYRIC PIECES...-- “80 Price, $1.00 DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND MUSICIANS 
RCISES IN ‘SYNTHE! ay) cRS 1.00 Dr, Hugo Riemann Price, $4.60. 
‘S THE SYNTHETIC yen )M PIECES 1. fi __ Price, $4 

Hep MODERN DRAWING ROC THE ORGAN PLAYER ‘rhe atest Eneyclopeedia of Music 
‘OR L ay eoRs \ 

eae Pipe Organ Collection PIANO TUNING, REGULATING, AND\RE- The St aaa MPOSITION 
fandard ingi STANDARD COMPOS 

Septet eeee tSinging H Compiled by P. W. Orem Price, $1.50 | PAIRING. Fischer. $2.00. SIRST GRADE F H. W. GREENE FIRST as 
For Qu Grades, Four Books, each $1.00 FIRST DANCE ALBUM (Revised) 

Servatory, School and Studio Use a = ‘i 4 | 

ee L STREET, PHILADELPHIA, J | 
THEODORE PRESSER, 1712 CHESTNUT PA. | | 

F ea 



Has a world-wide reputation for high 
quality and delicious flavor. 

Baker’s Breakfast 
COCOA 

No other food product has 
| e; . %, \ . oo a like record. It has held the WORLD S BE bs A ih \ market with constantly increas- 

: (eevee ing sales for 126 years and 
' iy iy has won 48 highest awards 

oa G Be yp f= in Europe and America. 

. W™ KNABE & CO. - 
4 MPN atlas) Registered U. s. Pat. Office 

WYORK BALTIMORE WASHINGTON ALTIMO} ———— Walter Baker & Co.,, Ltd. 
Established 1780 

DORCHESTER, MASS. 

IVERS & POND 
PIANOS 

F in a piano you value 
that pure, rich, sing- 
ing quality of tone so 

fascinating to a music 
lover, the Ivers & Pond 
Piano will give you su- 
preme satisfaction, And 
if in addition you have 
an “‘eye forthe beautiful’? 
and wish for the most 
tasteful creations of the 
designers’ art, the pianos 
of this famous make will 7 be certain to delight you, ai , i m{\ for in grace of outline, 5 et Men chaste simplicity and 

Its size, rare musical qualities and tasteful case ©*(Wisite beauty they design make it ideal for home use. are incomparable. 

MENNEN’S 
Tatcum OILET POWDER 

MARCH WINDS 
are powerless to harm the skin and com 
those who acquire the good habit of da 
Mennen's Borated Talecum Powder, the pu 
safest of soothing and_ healing toilet powde 
Mennen’s is a ‘satisfying finish of a delightful 

shitve, the most essential item ona lady’s toilet table, 
and in the nursery indispensable. 

Put up in non-refillable box 
Mennen's face is on the cove 
tee of purity. Delightful after sh 
where, or by mail 25 cents, “Sample free. 

GERHARD MENNEN CO., Newark,N. J. 
‘Try Mennen‘s Violet (Borated) Talcum Powder. 

It has the scent of fresh cut Parma Violets. 
Guaranteed under the ood and Drugs Act, 

June 30, 1906. Serial No. 1542. = 

If you contemplate buying we should like 
Catalogue with beautiful half-tone pictures of our 1907 models, the finest 
musically and the handsomest architecturally we have ever made, and 
put before you a proposition to purchase that has seemed attractive io 
many. Wherever you live we can supply you, and our Easy Payment system greatly lessens the financial inconvenience of a Piano purchase. 
Write us if interested. Se. 

IVERS & POND PIANO COMPANY 141 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass, 

have been established 55 YEARS. By our System of payments every family in moderate circumstances can own a VOSB Piano. “We take old instruments in exchange and deliver the new piano in your home free of expense. Write for Catalogue D and explanations. 
& VOSE @ SONS PIANO CO,, 159 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 

to send you our New 


